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TAKE A
LOOK BACK
as JMU celebrates
its first 100 years.
And learn how
alumni, professors
and students are
building excitement tor the next
century of the
Madison Experience ... We're just
getting started.
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28 A perfect storm

BY MARTHA BELL GRAHAM

Bruce and Lois Cardarella Forbes ('64) have always had a heart for JMU students. Their latest
gift - in a long list of contributions to Madison - is the largest in the university's histoty.

34

The new century's president

I Full Frame
BY MARTHA BELL GRAHAM

An excerpt from Madison Century, the book commemorating JMU's centennial, chronicles
Linwood H. Rose's first 10 years ofleadership.

42
44

A Q&A with Linwood H. Rose

('86)
President Linwood H. Rose talks about sustaining and celebrating the JMU character.
BY ANDY PERRINE

100 years of the Madison Experience BY MICHELLE HITE ('88)
What traditions from the university's first century will continue to flavor the Madison Experience
of the second century? Find out what these alumni, students, JMU parents and professors say.

so Pitching baseball

BY DAvrn DRIVER

Tom Ward ('79) grew up watching the Washington Senators play baseball in the nation's
capital. After serving in the front office of three pro sports expansion franchises, he is back
home as senior vice president for marketing for the Washington Nationals.
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What a
week! This special foldout
keepsake highlights the historic Centennial Week events.

4 22807

Your Letters

6 Contributors
7 Directions
JMU President Linwood
H. Rose on the Centennial
Celebration culmination.
ON THE COVER :
Quad 100 centennial photograph by
Diane Elliott ('00); historic photographs
courtesy of Special Collections

GOV. TIM KAINE BY DIANE ELLIOTT ( ' 00)
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Pitching baseball
Tom Ward ('79) welcomes JM U
fans to rhe Washington Nacional's
new $611 million stadium, which
opened on March 30. PAGE 50

Mgdison
8

News Centennial Commencement, vocal library donation,
Merck supports JMU-RMH Collaborative, alum shares National
Archives' treasures at the James Madison Center and more
By the Numbers Who's No. l? What's No. 9?
How about 30, 50, I 00 and 8,000?

13 Connections

Share your Madison Experience with a
prospective student, Be the Change, Mickey Matthews on
the MadiZONE and Madison Online

14 Dukes Turf

Teresa Garbee ('08) interviews new men's
basketball coach Matt Brady

17 Special Report

BY ANDY PERRINE {'86)
Class of 1958 honors a favorite professor, makes a special gift
and ensures rhe Madison Experience during rheir 50th reunion

20 Purple Carpet

BY PAM BRocK

Centennial fireworks fly as alumni, professors, students,
donors and community members feted Madison's 100th

Departments
24 Bright Lights Pastry chef Kim Davis Cuthbert ('92),
WNBA draft pick Tamera Young ('08) and Virginia administrator of the year Stan Stewart ('78)

52 Expressions
JMU Institute for Visual Studies director David Ehrenpreis
writes about Xu Bing's "new ways of seeing." Poetry by
Ginny Ficker ('08)

57 Professors You Love

BY ANITA HILL SPAIN ('76)
Professor Raymond Dingledine Jr. made history exciting

58 Mixed Media

Books by alumni including:
Shenandoah National Park Simply Beautiful, How to Get
Sued: An Instructional Guide, The 10 People Who Suck
and Traveler's Tool Kit: Mexico and Central America

Xu Bing's
'new ways
of seeing'
Square word calligraphy by Xu Bing
brings the message
chat "art is for the
masses" (far right of
scroll). PAGE 52

Alumni
59 News

Alumni Association launches new Web site and reorganizes
alumni chapters, new affinity chapters, Notes from the Road alumni
tour and 2008 JMU football away-game tailgates

61 My Madison

BY EMILY LEwis LEE ('43)
A Centennial Week recap by a longtime JMU benefactor

63 JMUWorks

BY CttRis EDwARDs

Seven alumni return to Madison to lead the administration and
support the JMU Office of the President

69 Friends for life BY ALMA HALL

BRowN

('61)

1961 classmates reconnect annually

/ 70 Be the Change BY GINNY FICKER {'08)
Two alumni raise funds and awareness for cancer research

72 Class Notes

News from alumni, scholarship thanks,
and alumni highlights on Ericka Floyd {'06), Meredirh Rosanelli
('07) and Patrick Spero ('OO)

The new
century's
president
It's all in the details.
Judith Rose helps her
husband prepare for
one of many centennial engagements.
PAGE 34

WARD BY MATTHEW WORDEN ; XU BING EXHIBIT BY AARON STEWART ('08);

ROSES BY DIANE ELLIOTT ('00)
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BOARD OF V I SITORS 200 7 -2008
JOSEPH DAMICO ('76, '77M), Rector
MEREDITH STROHM GUNTER, Vice Rector
MARK T. BOWLES ('86)
J, SCOTT BRIDGEFORTH ('86)
RONALD C . DEVINE ('78)
LOIS J. FORBES ('64)
CHARLES H . FOSTER JR.
JIM HARTMAN ('70)
STEPHEN R. LEEOLOU ('78)
E . RAY MURPHY
WHARTON B . RIVERS JR. ('02 P)
LARRY M . ROGERS ('79, 'S IM )
JUDITH S. STRICKLER ('60)
FRED D . THOMPSON JR.
LINDA ZECHER
STACY FULLER ('08), Student Member
DONNA HARPER ('77,'8 1M ,'86 Ed.S. ),Secretary

PRESIDENT
LINWOOD H . ROSE

DIVIS IO N HEADS
DOUGLAS T. BROWN

Provost and Vice President, Academic Affairs
JOANNE CARR

Senior Vice President, University Advancement
CHARLES KING

Senior Vice President, Administration and Finance
MARK WARNER ('79, 'S I M, '85Ed.S .)
Senior Vice President, Student Affairs and
University Planning
VI CE PROVOSTS FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
A. JERRY BENSON
TERESA A. GONZALEZ
JOHN B . NOFTSINGER JR. ('85)

DEANS
RALPH ALBERICO

Libraries/Educational Technology
SHARON LOVELL (i nter im)

I ntegrated Science and Technology
DAVID F. BRAKKE

Science and Mathematics

Great teachers, centennial adventure
TRILLIUM
TRUTHS
Thank you for the
recent article that featured Dr. Norlyn Bodkin in the Spring 2008
Madison Magazine
"Professors You Love"
department. I was privileged to work as a student herbarium curator
and student assistant
for Dr. Bodkin from
1979 to 1981. This was
indeed the highlight of
my years at JMU. Dr.
Bodkin also helped
me several years after graduation when
I reached out to him regarding a way to
honor the memory of my husband, who was
also a student of Dr. Bodkin's. The William
Andrew Wood ('80) Wildflower Garden in
the Edith Carrier Arboretum and Botanical
Gardens grew our of those discussions. I was
surprised to see the photograph (Page 47)
of a member of genus Narcissus (daffodil)
identified as the Shenandoah Wake-Robin
(trillium pussilum Michx. var. monticulum
Bodkin & Reveal var. nov.) . I hope that
you will consider publishing a photograph
of the lovely trilliums that can be found at
the JMU arboretum. Thank you.
MARIE L. KovALCHICK ScoTT ('81)
Richmond, Va.

LINDA HALPERN

University Studies

KEEN EYES

DAVID K. JEFFREY

I enjoyed reading the spring issue of Madison. I particularly enjoyed reading about
President Emeritus Ron Carrier and Dr.
Norlyn Bodkin, (Professors You Love),
from whom I took botany, while earning a
degree in music. Professor Bodkin was an
outstanding teacher who made all of the
details come alive for his students. Because

Arts and Letters
MARILOU JOHNSON ('B O) (interim)

Visual and Performing Arts
REID LINN

Graduate School
ROBERT D . REID

Business
PHILLIP M. WISHON

Education
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION OFF I CERS
JON OFFLEY ('89), Presiden t
A·J FISCHER ('92), President-Elect
PARENTS COUNCIL OFFICERS

Two former students of Norlyn Bodkin,
professor emeritus of biology, noticed the
daffodils in the last issue that were misidentified as trilliums. The trillium above
is from the Edith J. Carrier Arboretum,
which Bodkin helped establish.

· he taught me so well, I don ' t believe the
flower shown on Page 47 is the Shenandoah
Wake-Robin Trillium that he discovered,
but rather the more common daffodil.
SUSAN HOLLANS MAHER ('82)

Springfield, Va.

CENTENNIAL SIDE TRIP
A note of appreciation to Alda Simmons
Berlin ('50) for her letter to the editor in
the Spring 2008 issue of Madison. H er
photo of the old 1928 Madison bus was
all I needed to decide to add a field trip
to compliment my March visit to campus
for the centennial activities. I enjoyed participating in the "100" photo on the Quad
on March 12 and the governor's keynote
at the Convo. After the "Big Jim" statue
dedication on Friday, I punched in Franklin, W.Va. , on my car's navigation system.
In about an hour and 15 minutes, I was

During Centennial Week, Tony Madsen
found the 1928 Madison bus in West Virginia
and showed up for the Quad 100 photo.

STEVE AND LORI FUCHS ('09P)
Madison is an official publication of James Madison
University and is produced quarterly for alumni. parents of
JMU students. faculty and staff member s. and friends of
the university. It is produced by the Division of University
Advancement. Editorial and advertising offices: JMU,
MSC 3610. Harrisonburg, VA 22807.
JMU does not discriminate on the basis of race. color.
national origin. religion. gender. age, veteran status.
political affiliation. sexual orientati on or disability
(in compliance with the Americans with Disabilities
Act) with respect to employment or admissions. or in
connection with its programs or activities.
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{Editor's Note}

in the vicinity and on che lookout for the
bus. There are many twists and turns on the
U.S. 33 trip over che Shenandoah Mountain range! le was raining and very hard co
see, but I kept my eyes peeled. I got co the
end of the road, but no ole '28. I stopped
a red pickup truck driven by Lloyd Bowers
of Petersburg, W.Va., and asked if he had
seen the bus. He thought it might be closer
to the beginning of the road. Racing around
the bends of Thorn Creek Road, I slammed
on my Mini Cooper's brakes when I saw
the ole 1928 resting on four cinderblocks.
Thank you, Mrs. Berlin ('50), for helping
me locate the ole 1928. I've been fascinated
by JMU history and have collected Madison memorabilia since I was a freshman.
My first purchases include 1948, 1950 and ·
1952 School Ma 'am yearbooks found at the
Rolling Hills Antique Mall on East Markee
Street. I have cried co find as much Madison
memorabilia as I can get my hands on, and
it's not an easy cask- even when you're in
the 'Burg. I still haven't found a Madison
beanie or a Harrisonburg Normal School
pennant, but I won't give up. Happy centennial birthday, James Madison University!
And thanks for the memories.
TONY MADSEN ('99)
Budd Lake, N.j.
_. EDITOR'S NOTE: Read an article by
Tony Madsen about his Madison memorabilia collection by clicking on the ''features" link at www.
jmu.edu!MadisonOnlinel.

DIVERSITY IRONY
As always, I enjoyed reading the latest issue
of Madison magazine. I receive the magazine as a parent of Claire Molinaro ('09), a

School of Media Arcs and Design student.
I am continually impressed by the accomplishments of graduates and faculty associated with JMU. I must point out the irony,
however, of the photographs chat showed
officials coasting the 100th anniversaries
of James Madison and Mary Washington
universities. Two higher education institutions, both initially founded co serve
women, and neither image included a
woman in the celebrations. Ac lease the
photographer was a woman!
}ANET L. MOLINARO ('09P)
Norfolk, Va.

THANKS FOR THE
MAD/SONS
The extra magazines I requested came today.
Thank you! They are great memorabilia for
our "bragging/remembrance" Homecoming
display - or some might call it a "shrine
co our youth." The "Bell Hall Bellies" were
honored co be in the magazine's coverage
of Homecoming. The interest from current
students in our Bell Hall pictures and stories
stuns me every year at Homecoming. Our
group has a couple of collages consisting of
"then and now" images, and chis seems co
draw a crowd. I am always puzzled over chis,
but a co-worker cold me, "Ir's because even
after 25 years, JMU still looks the same.
... You guys don't, but there are common
places of interest for alumni and students."
Thanks for taking the time to send the magazines. Our group has been chattering in
e-mail over it for a week now.
MICHELE HUDNALL ('85)
"Bell Hall Bellies"
McLean, Va.

Madison welcomes letters in response to magazine content. The staff reserves the right to edit
for clarity, length and style. Anonymous letters will not be published. Send to "22807" Madison,
220 University Blvd., MSC 3610, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA, 22807, or e-mail madisonmag@jmu.edu.

Somelhing
very precious'
1

S

omething a donor said stuck with
me. I was interviewing Shirley Hanson Robercs ('56) about the gift she
and her husband, Dick, made co
support the future Performing Arcs Center. I had asked what motivated them co
give $2.5 million to name the music facilities. Mrs. Roberts' answer goes to the heart
of Madison.
"le was apparent co us chat there was a
very close relationship between the students and the faculty," she says on Page
33. "And this really impressed us - particularly for a university chat has grown
as rapidly as JMU. Every time we asked,
'How do you like JMU?' che answer was
always, 'We love it, we feel so close to our
professors,"' she says.
While memorable, Roberts' answer
wasn't unique. She did, however, sum up
so well the sentiments chat we have heard
expressed abouc-JMU throughout the
Centennial Celebration and the Madison
Century capital campaign.
Alumni returning for their reunions
have made the same observations year after
year. In fact, some are floored to meet students who remind chem so much of themselves and who talk about similarly close
experiences with their professors - 25, 35
and 50 years later.
While alumni speak highly of their academic programs, it is the professors who
were the catalysts for their learning experiences who are lauded. As noted on Page
17, the Class of 1958's feelings about their
class sponsor, biology professor William
Mengebier, are a case in point.
The feelings are reciprocated. Today's
young faculty members arrive on campus
keen co push the boundaries of their disciplines through scholarly research. Yee, as
President Linwood H. Rose notes in the
interview on Page 42, they are top faculty members who are enthusiastic about
including undergraduates in their research.
And they often speak just as earnescly as
their students about the joy they feel in
these mentoring relationships.
The president boils these qualities down
to Madison culcure and character.
That, Mrs. Roberts says, is "something
very precious - something chat needs
continued nurturing."

E-mail your photo to madisonmag@jmu.edu
Type "Photo Contest Fall 2008" in the subject head
PHOTOGRAPH
CASEY TEMPLETON
('06)
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David Ehrenpreis is director of the Institute for Visual Studies
(www.jmu.edu/ivs) and a professor in the School of Art and
Art History. He joined the JMU faculty in 1998. Ehrenpreis
earned a doctorate from Boston University after working at
Harvard U niversity Art Museums and the Houghton Library.
He teaches 19th-century art, and his research focuses on German visual culture and the intersection of art and nationalism. He also directs the JMU Summer Program in Berlin. In
chis issue, Ehrenpreis writes about the important campus visit
of world-renowned artist Xu Bing (Page 52).
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Con t ributing Offices

Spring semester Madison intern Amanda Atkins ('08)
continues her work with the magazine staff this summer. During her senior year Atkins served as fiction
editor with gardy loo, the student literary magazine.
She worked on the gardy loo staff for four semesters and
published poetry and stories. She will intern with Leisure Publishing in Roanoke beginning in August. Read
her alumna profile on Ericka Floyd ('06) on Page 74.

Jessica Lumsden ('04) is assistant director of alumni

relations for communications and marketing. She manages all print and Web materials for the JMU Alumni
Association and alumni chapters. Read her work in the
alumni section on Page 60 and at www.jmu.edu/alumni.
Lumsden joined the JMU staff last summer after working
as a public relations specialist with the Atlanta Convention and Visitors Bureau.

Harrisonburg native David Driver is a freelance writer in
Maryland. He had season tickets for JMU men's basketball
as a high school student in the late 1970s at the robust rate of
$ 10 and was an original member, along with JMU grad Steve
Gaines, of the Steve Stielper Fan C lub. The Eastern Mennonite University graduate covered pro basketball in Europe
from 2003 to 2006 while living in Hungary with his family.
His alumni profile of Tom Ward ('86) appears on Page 50.
Driver contributes to numerous regional and national publications. Read more of his work at www.daviddriver.com/.

Offices ofAlum ni, Be the Change, Public Affairs,
Sports Media Relations, Photography Services
For address updates: www.jmu.edu/alumni

To contact the magazine staff:
www.jmu.edu/Madison0nline
E-mail: madisonmag@jmu.edu
Voice (540) 568-2664 1r Fax: (540) 568-7913
Madison, the magazine of James Madison University
MSC 3610, James Madison University
Harrisonburg, VA 22807
Clarification: By the Numbers (Winter 2008)
RateMyProfessors.com ranks JMU psychology professor
Kim Duvall-Early No. 23 overall and among the Top 10 in
its "Standout Professors" category. She is the only JMU
professor to make the lists.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol31/iss3/1
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Contributing photographer Shay Cochrane ('05) earned
her undergraduate degree in psychology and family studies. She is assistant to the director•of the James Madison Center on campus. She met her husband, Graham
Cochran e ('05), while they were students at JMU. In
2006 Cochrane began to pursue freelance portrait and
wedding photography as a career. She currently photographs weddings all over Virginia. View her photography
at www.shaycochrane.com/ .
EHRENPREIS PHOTO G RAPH BY AARON STEWART (' 08); ATKINS AND LU MS DEN BY DIANE
ELLIOTT ('00) ; DRI V ER B Y CATHY KU SHNER (' 8 7 ); CO CHRANE BY WILLI AM RIC HARD S
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DIRECTIONS

Celebrating a century of accomplishment
Centennial Celebration momentum promises a successful second century
t is difficult to believe that
the full impact becomes known.
the Centennial Celebration
While a modest campaign comhas passed and that JMU
pared to those of older institutions,
will cross the threshold into
we have used this $50 million effort
its second century in just a
strategically. The success of the
few weeks. The entire cencampaign is a significant achievetennial year was filled with memoment beyond the dollars raised. le
rable events, and anyone who parhas enabled us to begin to make
ticipated in the James Madison Day
private giving part of the culture of
Program, the Madison Century c;amthe university. We have made great
headway in char effort. You have
paign luncheon or the Centennial
Gala left these activities with a sense
shown that JMU can be successful
of great pride. These were signature
in this sphere.
events that brought proper closure to
The success of che Madison
a century of accomplishment.
Century campaign helps catapult
It was wonderful co hear an
us into che next century with some
inspiring message from Gov. Tim
momentum along with a recognition of the realities of our modern
Kaine to honor Tom Dingledine
for the unparalleled service of his President Linwood H. Rose welcomes alumni, parents, donors world. Almost as though to underand friends to the Centennial Celebration Gala during JMU's
family to the university, to celebrate 100th-birthday celebration on March 14.
score these realities and che necesthe face that when we began our
sity of private giving, JMU's budcapital campaign we had two $1 million donors and today we have get appropriations from the Commonwealth of Virginia have been
19, and to unveil a new James Madison sculpture thanks to Bruce cut by 6.25 percent for each of che next cwo fiscal years. These
and Lois Cardarella Forbes ('64). However, for me ic is always about budget reductions are due to the downturn in the economy that is
che students. A centennial moment chat sticks with me, char still affecting all of us.
Ours is a world in which fundraising is a constant. It's also a
gives me chills, is the performance of alumnus Brian Balmages' Portraits in Bluestone performed by the JMU Symphony Orchestra, the
world in which fundraising will lead to even greater things for
Wind Symphony and Chorale. le is a privilege to share chis beautiful JMU. We already have a wonderfully rare thing here at JMU. le is
an infectious spirit of optimism and a propensity to act to Be the
campus with such talent.
I hope you have your memorable centennial moment as well. Change among a faculty and student body who forge close learning
Many people played integral pares in making the celebration person- relationships. It is culcivated in an intimate liberal arts environment
ally and historically meaningful. One, Fred Hilton ('96M), deserves with the wide array of opportunities available at a large research
special mention. He coordinated che effort on behalf of the univer- university. This Madison culture, when combined with success in
sity, making all che aspects come together into a beautiful whole. I private giving, allows greatness to happen.
Our imperative as we move forward is to retain the culture chat
can chink of no one better suited. He has made JMU his career for
the lase 36 years, received his master's degree here and has helped defines JMU. Our most significant achievement during chis Cenchronicle much ofJMU's history. He retires chis month after help- tennial Celebration has been an institucionwide recognition of the
value and rarity of the Madison Experience. I talk about this in
ing to bring JMU to the cusp of a new century.
As you have been aware, during che last six years of our first depth on Page 42. With that revelation comes a universitywide
century, we have been conducting our first comprehensive capi- pledge to rend ic and remain good stewards. The Madison Experital campaign. We have been calling it, appropriately, the Madison ence deserves deliberate care from all of us - myself, the senior
Century. When it ends in a few weeks, we will surpass our $50 leadership, the faculty and staff, students and alumni. We all play
million goal considerably, because you, our alumni and friends, a role in nurturing and perpetuating the Madison Experience for
responded generously. You will be hearing more about this future students. In this effort and in the greatness to come, we're
achievement in the next few months as the dollars are tallied and just getting started.

'The success of the campaign is a
significant achievement beyond the
dollars raised. It has enabled us to
begin to make private giving part of
the culture of the university.'
PHOTOGRAPH
DIANE ELLIOTT
( ' 00)
Published
by JMUBYScholarly
Commons,
2008
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Keep current

I

Centennial commencement
celebrates future, honors past

n honor of the
university's 100th
birthday, members
ofJMU's Class
of 2008 ushered
Speakers ' ties to ]MU span the first Madison Century
in a new century
BY JANET L. SMITH ('81)
donned in purple acaCommencement
Speaker Thomas Dingledine's greacdemic regalia for commencement on May 3. The purple and
speaker Thomas Din·
gold spirit capped a yearlong Centennial Celebration, along
grandfather, W illiam Johnston Dingle- gledine's grandpar·
ents, Raymond C. Din·
with the speaker, Thomas Dingledine, a businessman and entredine, was a Harrisonburg banker who
gledine Sr. and Agness
preneur whose family's ties to JMU predate the university's
joined ocher civic leaders in diligently
Stribling Djngledine
founding in 1908.
working to convince the Virginia
('15), were among the
JMU President Linwood H . Rose conferred 2,696 undergradufirst faculty members
General Assembly to locate the new
ate degrees and 450 graduate and doctoral degrees in the mornScace Normal and Industrial School for at the Normal School.
Agness, affectionately
ing's main ceremony. Another 270 undergraduate and 38 graduate Women in Harrisonburg.
known as "Mama
students participated in the ceremony but will officially graduate
Dingledine cold graduates to Be the
Ding," was the first
in August. The Class of2008 's diplomas feature a gold embossed
Change in the world by serving not
president of the SGA
and later served the
centennial ribbon printed underneath the university seal.
just themselves, bur "all of humanity.
school as a sorority
Among the newest alumni are 33 undergraduate and seven
. . . Create history by having a positive
housemother and
graduate students who are members of the
impact on others around you."
alumnae secretary.
Centennial Scholars Program. Established
Thomas Dingledine and his wife,
in 2004 to enhance diversity, the program
Karyn, are epitomizing Be the Change for JMU students with
includes a financial aid grant package to
the Thomas and Karyn Dingledine Scholarship Endowment for
cover tuition, fees, room and board.
Achievement in Academics and Service. The gift created JMU's
first privately funded, fo ur-year scholarships that are used to
Center for Multicultural Student Services
recruit high achievement students to JMU.
program director Martin lspizua ('07) con·
The beneficiaries of two other scholarships bearing the Dinglegratulates a graduating senior at the April
30 Donning of the Kente celebration. The
dine name were among the May 2008 graduates. Read more
annual CMSS program honors the accom·
abo ut the Dingledine fami ly's 100-year Madison connection at
plishments of multicultural students and
ffl
www.jmu.edu/centennialcelebration/dingledines.shtml.
includes a motivational speech.

8
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[Life Achievement]

[Teaching Tools]

Science
Museum of
Virginia honors
BoVmember

Hitting a high
note for JMU

BY CARLY

T

Vocal ltbrary donation adds
to music teaching tools
BY

L ED UC ('08)

he Science Museum
of Virginia honored
JMU Board of Visitors
member Charles H . Foster
Jr. as the 2008 Virginia Life
Achievement in Industry
award recipient. Foster
received the
award at the
museum's
24th-annual
black-tie
awards dinner
and presentation in April
Board of Visiin Richmond.
tors member
The gala
and awardee
Charles H.
event honors
Foster Jr.
Virginia's
outstanding scientists and
industrialists.
Foster became chairman
and CEO of LandAmerica
Financial Group Inc. in 1998.
Since 2005, he has served as

KATIE HUDSO N

J
During a poignant moment in his 2008 commencement speech,
Thomas Dingledine asked graduating seniors, parents, faculty
members, special guests and members of the dais to join hands.

chair emeritus on the company's board of directors.
His term on the JMU board
began in 2006. "Charles
Foster is an extremely bright,
informed and generous corporate leader who recognizes
that service co others is a core
responsibility of citizenship,"
says JMU President Linwood
Rose. "We have benefited
from his advice and guidance,
and the university is clearly a
better institution as a result of
his contributions. "
T he Science Museum of
Virginia's awards are pre-

sented co the leaders of Virginia's industrial and technological communities who have
made a distinct contribution
co a business or industry
that advanced development
through the innovative use
of science or technology. The
Lifetime Achievement award
is not offered ann ually, but
at the discretion of the selection committee. T hese awards
reinforce the commonwealth's
commitment co and recognition of the importance of the
role of science and technology
to improve the world.

(' 10)

MU professors and students in the music community were bequeathed
the entire vocal library of the
late Genevieve McGiffert.
Her husband, Michael, also
donated a cash gifr co the
School of Music during a
campus reception on April
17. T he extensive collection
of CDs ranging from Mozart
to Farinelli will now have
a home in the JMU music
department. McGiffert was
known as one of the most
important voice teachers and
vocal coaches in Virginia.
A few of her many accomplishments include studying
voice at Juilliard, directing
the Williamsburg Unitarian
Universalise Church Choir
and founding the Colorado
Opera Theater.
"This is a great way for our
students to study, and I know

....

I

Sixteen graduates
were commissioned
as U.S. Army second
lieutenants during
a ceremony following commencement.
Col. Christopher M.
Miller ('82), a Meritorious Service Medal
winner, presented
the commissioning
keynote at the War
Memorial Auditorium
in Memorial Hall.

FOSTER AND GRADUATION PHOTOGRAPHS BY DIANE ELLIOTT ('00); COMMISSIONING BY ANGEL ELZA ( ' 10)
Published
by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2008
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JMU opera director
Don Rierson thanks
Michael McGiffert
for donating his late
wife's vocal library to
the School of Music.

....I

it is going to be a
perfect coaching facility," says JMU opera
director Don Rierson,
who has already put the vocal
library to use in his classroom.
Michael McGiffert says,
"Genevieve wanted her collection to go somewhere that
needed it and would know
how to use it." The search
for a location was no easy
task for the McGiffert family.
After looking all over Tidewater, Richmond and New
York City, it was Genevieve
McGiffert's one-time student
and now vocal teacher at
JMU, Kevin Kennedy who
suggested JMU. Michael
adds, "I can say in perfect
confidence, Genevieve would
have been so pleased . This is
a school with a fine past and a
great future."

[Geology Honors]

Senior rocks
mineralogy
symposium
Jessica Yakob takes top honors

G

eology major Jessica
Yakob gave a rock
solid performance
and took top honors at the
International Rochester
Mineralogical Symposium a

'I can say in perfect confidence, Genevieve would have been
so pleased. This is a school with a fine past and a great future.'
-

few weeks before graduation.
Yakob's 15-minute presentation before 275 professionals
in mineralogy landed her the
2008 Mandarino Award for
best presentation.
"She did a fantastic job," says
Lance Kearns, JMU geology
professor and Mineral Museum
curator. "S he fielded all the
questions professionally. "
Yakob also took home the
prestigious Ernie Schlickter
Memorial Award for the "most
promising student working in
mineralogy." In April, Yakob
and Kearns presented at the
JMU Department of Geology
and Environmental Science
Student Research Symposium.
Their topic was "Practical applications and problems using
Deltanu® portable Raman
spectrometer for mineral analysis." The spectrometer provides
a new resource for field mineralogists to conduct nondestructive identification of minerals.
Geology major Jessica Yakob,
JMU professor Lance Kearns
and mineralogists at the
Rochester symposium.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol31/iss3/1
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MICHAEL McG1FFERT

Yakob and Kearns analyzed
597 mineral samples to determine which mineral groups can
be accurately identified with
high confidence using this particular Raman spectrometer.

[Seed Grant]

Merck supports
JMU-RMH
Collaborative
Company grants seed money
for chronic care clinic

"We are pleased to be celebrating a successful first year
during which this collaboration fostered more than 30
projects," says Sharon Lovell
('85) , interim dean of the
College of Integrated Science
and Technology.
Initiatives that involve collaboration between RMH, JMU
and a number of other community partners include diabetes
education, evaluations of the
wetlands on the new RMH
campus, the Newborn Hearing
CON TI NUED ON PAGE 12

T

heJMU-RMH
Collaborative
celebrated its
first anniversary in
April with numerous success stories
and seed money for a
future area Chronic
Care Clinic. The
clinic will serve the
Harrisonburg and
Rockingham areas and
be jointly staffed by
JMU and Rockingham
Memorial Hospital.

Merck and JMU representatives on
hand for a $35,000 grant presentation
include (1-r) CISAT interim dean Sharon
Lovell, Merck executives Rhonda Zingraft and Diane Starkey, nursing professor Sharon Strang and nursing department head Merle Mast.

MCGIFFERT AND MERCK PHOTOGRAPHS BY DIANE ELLIOTT (" OO )
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ers
James Madison stands
as an example co alumni
volunteers everywhere. He
was rhe first president of
the Alumni Association of
the College of New Jersey
(now Princeton University), which considers him
its first "graduate student."
Madison earned his undergraduate degree in only
rwo years (1770-71), bur
remained for a year co
study Hebrew and ethics.

30

JMU' s student magazine Curio,
which highlights Harrisonburg
and rhe surrounding areas, celebrates its 30th anniversary this
year. Read magazine issues and learn what
Curio alumni are up to by clicking on the
alumni link at www.curiomagazine.com.

loO

Students helped the JMUsponsored Gus Bus program
Curio cele(in the Institute of Literacy)
brates 30
donate and load more than
years of JMU
100 boxes of food in a new
journalism.
partnership char helps
children in Rockingham County. The Blue
Ridge Area Food Bank's Back Pack Program teamed with the Gus Bus in April co
meet the nutritional needs of young children entering grade school. The new partnership fills backpacks with nonperishable
foods like juice boxes and cans of fruit. The
Gus Bus distributes the food weekly, along with books, co children
in low-income neighborhoods throughout Rockingham County.

9

JMU's Information Security MBA began its ninth cohort
in April. Established in 2000, the online MBA program
was created for working professionals who want co learn co
manage information security in a business environment.

STATUE PHOTOGRAPH BY LYNDA RAMSEY; ROAD SHOW BY
Published
by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2008
CA SEY TEM P L ETO N (' 06); GALA GROUP BY DIAN E EL LIOTT (' 00)

US. News & World Report rares JMU's MBA
program as one of the top 20 business schools
offering online education. Learn more at
www.jmu.edu/mba/abourinfosec.hrm.

50

Aspiring to dispel the stereotype ofJMU as a "party school,"
students and SGA members
collaborated co publish a booklet that offers more than 50 alternatives to
drinking. So you think ]MU is a p arty school? The SGA created
a book of 50 fun
More than 50 things to do at ]MU besides
'Burg activities.
drink showcases the numerous activities,
places and events available on campus and in the surrounding
communities. Conceived, written, edited and designed entirely
by students, the booklet lists fun local opportunities, including
lesser-known eateries, outdoor adventures and some not-socommon ideas like finding the famed "turkey statues" at the
Rockingham County lines.

8000
i

....

I

JMU director of Photography Services Diane Elliott ('OO) estimates
that she, her assistant Kathy Lam
and their student photographers shot

more , an S,OOO !mages duri_ng
March s Centenmal Celebrat10n
Week. See more centennial images at
www.jmu.edu/centennialcelebration/.

Centennial gala revelers
pose in front of a photo of
the Class of 1929 in the
Festival Ballroom.

I
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Screening Program, teen preg[A Madison Legacy]
nancy prevention, the Mental
Health Coalition, the Elder
Alliance and the Harrisonburg
Community Health Center.
In March, longtime JMU
supporter Merck Inc. presented a $35,000 grant for rhe Alumnus shares documents
Chronic Care Clinic, a new
from National Archives
clinical initiative in the JMUBY COLLEEN DIXON
RMH Collaborative. Nursing
professor Sharon Strang, who
ormally, speakers
wrote the successful grant for
don't get up and
the clinic, accepted the check
say, "A funny thing
from Merck representatives,
happened to me on the way
Rhonda Z ingraff and Diane
here," but Matt Fulgham
Starkey.
('89, '9 lM) could do just that
"We are grateful ro Merck
on March 11. He happened
for supporting the newest
to see his car, which he had
initiative in the JMU-RMH
just finished loading with
Collaborative," says Lovell.
presentation materials for the
"The collaborative has
trip from Northern Virginia
brought together the best of
to Harrisonburg, rolling
RMH, JMU and the comtoward the fence in his yard.
munity to achieve more than
"I saved it by throwing myself
each of us could on our own,
in front of the car before it hit
using our respective knowlrhe fence. Ir's a Mini Cooper.
edge, skills and talents."
That's another reason not to
buy an SUV," Fulgham joked.
1
Fulgham is rhe assistant
director of the Center for
Legislative Archives at the
National Archives and
1
Records Administration in
Washington, D.C. Among
the treasures he brought to
Harrisonburg were facs imiles of documents from the
- MATT FULGHAM ('89, '91M)
archives. A chance meeting

Preserving
Mr. Madison's
message

N

Madison was
frustrated in his
own research
when he couldn t
find any documents on older
democracies.'

12
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Above: JMU alum
Matt Fulgham dis·
cusses the vital
role of document
archiving and pres·
ervation. Inset: JMU
history professor
Michael Galgano and
guest greet Fulgham.

led to his visit during Centennial Celebration Week to
speak to students, professors
and community members
about James Madison and
the vital role of document
archiving and preservation.
James Madison Center director Phil Bigler ('74, '76M)
was visiting the National
Archives when he ran into
former student Maureen
Ryan ('OO) . Ryan introduced
Bigler to rhe director of
the Center for Legislative
Archives, who in turn introduced him to Fulgham .
"The original tide of the
talk was supposed to be 'From
M adison's messages to the
9/11 Commission e-mails,"'
said Fulgham. "A typo left
off the last 's' in messages so
that it read 'From Madison's
message to the 9/11 Commission e-mail."' That started
him thinking about Madison's seance on preservation
and archiving. "Madison was
frustrated in his own research
when he couldn' t find any

documents on older democracies," Fulgham explained,
"and he was determined to
take meticulous notes during
debates at the Philadelphia
Constitutional Convention."
Thus was born the idea of
document preservation. Madison was a staunch advocate of
making information available
to the general public.
Among rhe facsimiles of
older documents Fulgham
showed was a note from President George Washington to
James Madison instructing
him to secure a place for
Washington to stay in Philadelphia that was appropriate
to his office - protocol was
clearly already a concern for
the newly sworn in Washington. Fulgham also showed
his favor ite document, a
marked-up Bill of Rights.
"It's amazing to see such an
important document like the
Bill of Rights with additions
and corrections, just like a
regular piece of legislation, "
Fulgham said. ffi

FULGHAM PHOTOGRAPHS BY DIAN E ELLIO T T ('00)
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onnect1ons
Do you know a prospective JMU student?
Do you know a student with whom you'd love to share the Madison Experience? Learn what types
of students go co JMU and read profiles of current students at: www.jmu.edu/jmuweb/prospectlve/.
And, do you know a student interested in science, technology, en gineering or mathematics? JMU cakes an innovative approach to science and technical disciplines. The
big issues facing the world - energy, biotechnology, the
environment - often fal l outside the confines of traditional academic disciplines. That's one reason JMU fosters
rich collaboration among students and professors from
many different disciplines. Madison is recognized nationally for undergraduate research opportunities and handson learning chat prepares students to be catalyses for real
change in the world. Learn more at: www.jmu.edu/stem/

Be the Change
A. B U RR USS, JMU'sfirst president
When Julian Burruss arrived in Harrisonburg in July
1908, he faced a daunting cask - to make a college m aterialize on an empty field. Bue Burruss had the vision and
all the magician's cools he needed. Though only 33, he
was a decisive man, with excellent executive skills. How
else could on e man generate in only a dozen weeks the
blueprint for what would become a major university?
After visiting
•
a.
other normal
schools, Burruss,
an engineering
graduate of Virginia Polytechnic

JULIAN

Mechanical engineering student
Fredrik Hutter-German shows a
feature of JMU's biodiesel electric
hybrid ATV, which was donated to the
Shenandoah National Park Services.

Institute, authored a 22-page document for the school's
trustees in which he ouclined every detail of the new
school. Then he moved with vision and precision to fulfill the board's ambitious goal for opening in September
1909. Burruss personally interviewed and selected 150
students, plus 15 faculty members. He wrote curriculum, chose building materials, supervised construction,
promoted the Normal and knew each student by name.
Read more about the Be the Change spirit of Julian Burruss and the fo ur ocher JMU presidents, and nominate a
world changer: www.jmu.edu/BeTheChange

First president of the N~rmal Julian
Burruss leads students into a commencement ceremony.

Brighrming rhe lights ofMlldison
and th JMU nlinc
mmunicy:
www~mu.edu/alumnl/publlcatlons

WEB
JMU's front door: wwwJmu.edu
Everything alumni: wwwJmu.
edu/alumnl
Madison hannel: Llvc and archived
video and audio coverage ofJMU
activities and events: http:! /media.
Jmu.edu/
T he Newsroom: wwwJmu.edu/
news/TheNewsroom/

TELEVISION
WVPT: Students intern at the PBS
affiliate for rentral Virginia, henandoah
Valley and northeastern Wesr Virginia,
(540) 434-539 1: www.wvpt.net

@

RADIO
WXJM: tudent programming,
news, talk and music on FM 88.7
wwwJmu.edu/wxjm/llsten

* AM 16 10: Tune in when yo u roll
into the 'Burg.

PRINT
Mlldison, theJMU magazine:
t0ry ideas or subscriptions: (540)
568-2664, madisonmag@jmu.edu
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parents/Update_Form.shtml

WMRA: http:/ /wmra.org/
NPR, local news and programmi ng.
WMRA, WMRY, WMRL, WMLU
at 90.7, 103.5, 89.9 and 91.3 on your
FM dial.

Mickey Matthews M.
onk MadiZON~
.
M. tth ws Show is now available

Curt Dudley of JMU
Sports Media Relations
chats with the coach
while taping the Mickey
Matthews Show.
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Biology, chemistry, education, geology, hist0ry, music, nursing, physics,
political science, theater and dance,
and the Family Conn«tion for parents
publish once or twice a year; some
will snail mail, ochers will e-mail. Call
(540) 568-2664 for yours.

SPORTS
www~musports.com

Pawprint: the Duke lub Newsletter, (540) 568-6164
MadiZONE: catch all the exciting
JMU spores action - the online descinacion for live and on-demand video
and audio: wwwJmusports.com
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DUKESTURF

Unlimited
expectations
Qc5'A with new men 's basketball coach Matt Brady

I
1'

I

eresa Garbee ('08), a
student assistant in the
JMU sports media relations office, sat down
with new head men's
basketball coach Matt
Brady in April to talk about the future
of the program. Brady was appointed
in March at a press conference at the
Convo. He joins the JMU staff after
spending the last four seasons as the
head coach at Marist College, where
he compiled a 73-50 record.
Madison: How did you get into
coaching?
Brady: I have been playing basketball since I was a little guy in fourth
grade. I quickly grew a tremendous
passion for basketball. When I played
basketball at Siena College, I knew at
that point that I was going to want
basketball to be a part of my life
foreve r. I started to explore a different avenue to stay in basketball and
the most obvious to me was college coaching. Through a friend of
a friend, I got my first opportunity
at the University of Rbode Island in JMU Athletics Director Jeff Bourne (inset) says, "Brady is a tactician, he
1987-88 and was on a staff that went understands the game. He has the ability to coach student-athletes to a
to the Sweet Sixteen in the NCAA higher level, and that's been proven. He brings with him a fine network of
tournament. At that point, it was a recruiting over this country, but more particularly up and down the Eastern Seaboard. He appreciates tenacious defense and the finer parts of the
formal conclusion that I was going to game, working hard and going that extra mile."
tty and do it for my lifetime. [Brady
spent 17 seasons as a Division I assistant coach fo r three teams anyone would know that because this job,
at least initially, takes so much of your time .... I really like just
before joining Marist].
Madison: What do you enjoy most about coaching?
going off by myself and reading a book.
Brady: Making a difference in young players' abilities and young
Madison: What are you looking forward to in your first JMU season?
Brady: Trying to change and turn the fortunes of the men's
players' lives. I like to stay connected to the people I have recruited
and coached ... I hear from players whom I coached 15 or 20 years basketball program. I am excited about the potential of this proago and that makes me feel good about what I am doing.
gram, but I say it all the time - the only thing that concerns me
Madison: What is something you can't live without?
is not the future of the program, but the immediate future of the
Brady: My family. Basketball is great, and I
program, and to me that is the very first game
and the very first season .... I'm most interested in
love what I do. Every morning I wake up, and I
feel like I have a great job, but my family means
helping the seniors have a great season.
everything to me. [The Bradys have an 8-yearMadison: What is one thing yo u want your
old son and 5-year-old twin boys].
players to know about you?
Madison: What is something most people
Brady: I really care chat they enjoy their college
don't know about you?
experience. My greatest hope is chat we have a lot
Brady: I love to read. There would be no way
MATT BRADY
of success here in basketball. However, at the end of

'The first and
foremost goal
is to have a
winning team.'
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DUKESTURF
the day, basketball players generally choose the
school they go to because they think chat is a
good place to go to college. I chink basketball
is a part of your college experience; it's not the
whole thing, so I want these young guys to
enjoy coming to JMU and having a really good
basketball experience.
Madison: What are your goals for next
season?
Brady: The first and foremost goal is to
have a winning team, and then secondly to get
the most out of chis group of guys we possibly
can. The third is not to put any limits on our
expectations of what chis group can do.
Madison: Why did you choose JMU?
Brady: The people here have been fabulous, and the support has been more than
I could have expected. I think that there is
tremendous hunger or thirst for a winning
team, and if my staff and I can help bring
chat here, then that would be something that
would be great for all of us .... I think that
the potential here is unlimited. You have a
really nice arena, great crowd support when
the team is winning, which I think is one of
the great advantages. A lot of people think
that is a disadvantage because this program
hasn't won in a long time. I personally think
that is a great advantage, because there is
enough here in terms of infrastructure, community support, and players and potential
, players through recruiting, that this program
can be very successful.
Madison: What is your No. 1 priority for
the JMU program?
Brady: There are two, and they go hand in
hand. One is to get these players to understand
how hard they' re going to have to work and to
have a connection with these players so they
know going forward chat they' re going to have
a really good chance to be successful. Number
two, and it never stops, is recruiting.
Madison: What are your impressions of
the team in general?
Brady: I think there is a fair amount
of talent on the team . The overall team
mindset is one of uncertainty because they
haven' t won. There is an optimism that is
being generated within the group that they
can all be successful, and hopefully there
will be a mutual respect.
ffl
About the Interviewer: Teresa Carbee
graduated in May and earned a degree in technical
and scientific communication with a minor in sports
communication. During spring semester she worked
in JMU's sports media relations office, where she
was responsible fo r publishing Duke Dog's Dish,
a weekly e-newsletter. Carbee was a member of the
Equestrian Club and the Student Duke Club for four
years. This fall she will enter the Virginia Commonwealth University Sports Center graduate program.
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SPRING SPORTS RECORD SETTERS
Swimming and track and field records shattered
SWIMMING
Sophomore swimmer P.J. Naber set
a new school mark
in the 200-yard individual medley with a
preliminary race time
of 2:04.08 at the 2008
Colonial Athletic Association swimming and diving championships in February.

TRACK AND FIELD
Junior Tanique Carter
broke her own school
record with a time of
11 :73 in the 100-meter
preliminary heat at the
2008 CM Women's
Track and Field Championships in April.
Her time met the qualifying standard for
the NCAA East Region Championships.

Aug. 30

at Duke (Durham, N.C.)

Sept. 6

North Carolina Central

Sept.13

Massachusetts*

Sept. 20

Appalachian State

Junior Christine Nicewonger beat her
own school record in the heptathlon at the
CM women's championships, where her record
total of 4,784 points
also qualified her for the
ECAC championships.
Sophomore Jennifer
Marinacci's CM championship hammer
throw of 46.84 meters broke the JMU
record of 46.30 meters set a week prior by
teammate Rebecca Eisenhauer ('09).
The 400-meter relay
team broke its own school
record at the CM championships, clocking in
at 46: 13. The foursome,
Candace Nelms, Tanique
Carter, Rashonda Roberson and Leslie
Anderson, finished in 46:20 at the 2008
Colonial Relays.

Sept. 27 at Maine* (Orono, Maine)
Oct.4

Hofstra* (Family Weekend)

Oct.11

at Richmond*

Oct.18

Open

Oct. 25

at Villanova*

Nov.1

Delaware* (Homecoming)

Nov.8

Open

Nov.15

William & Mary*

Follow this season's gridiron action on

Nov. 22 at Towson*(Towson, Md.)

theJMU/nTelos Sports Radio N etwork

*CONFERENCE GAMES

or MadiZONE at www.jmusports.com.

S U M M E R
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To name a seat, please visit w
artscenter/naming/seats.shtml.
Or for more information, contact the JMU Devel
ice at (800) 296-6162.
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SPECIALREPORT

Class acts
Generous response to Madison Century campaign
inspires JMU's future BY ANoY PERRINE ('86)
o Sir with Love and

JAMES MADISON UNMRSITY.:
Please help Madison keep your Information current!
Affiliation: 0 Alumni O Parent O Friend O JMU Employee
Prefix: 0 Mr.

0

Mrs.

0

Ms.

0

Miss O Dr.

0

Other

Name
First

Middle

Last

Home A d d r e s s - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State

ZIP ____

Phone (H) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (W) _______ _
Cell _ _ _ _ __

Preferred No.:

0 Home O Work O Cell

E-mail (H) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (W) _ _ _ _ __
Employer _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _
Job Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Business A d d r e s s - - - - - - - - - -- - - -City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State

ZIP

Yes, I want to support JMU! Please accept my gift of

0

DON 'T MISS
YOUR OPPORTUNITY
TO BE COUNTED
The Madison Century capital campaign
wraps up June 30.
Don't miss your opportunity to be
counted in this historic campaign especially this centennial year.
Make a gift and make a difference!

$1,000

0

$500

0

$250

0

$100 Other$_ _ __

Please designate my gift to the following purpose(s):
0 Madison Fund (for use where the need is the greatest) $_ __
0 Faculty Development
$____
0 Scholarship(s)
$ _ __
0 Parents Fund
$ _ __
0 College of Arts and Letters
$ _ __
0 College of Business
$____
0 College of Education
$ _ __
0 College of Integrated Science and Technology $____
0 College of Science and Mathematics
$____
0 College of Visual and Performing Arts
$_ __
0 College of Graduate and Outreach Programs
$___ _ _
0 General Education Program
$ __ _
0 Edith J. Carrier Arboretum
S
0 Carrier Library
0 Student Affairs
$ ____
0 Athletics Scholarships (Duke Club)
$___ _
OOther
$_ __

s==-_-==:

(Your gift is tax deductible to the fullest extent of the law.)
Please accept my payment:

www.jmu.edu/give/

0 Enclosed is a check, payable to the JMU Foundat ion
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Class acts
Generous response to Madison Century campaign
inspires JMU's future BY ANoY PERRINE ('86)
o Sir with Love and
Dead Poets Society,
among other great
films, feature students devoted to
professors who
inspire in them a passionate new
love of knowledge and learning.
Maybe it happened to you when
you were. 4 student.
It definitely happened to the
Madison Class of 1958. Fifty
years ago the class dedicated
the 19 5 8 Madison yearbook to
William Mengebier, head of the
biology department and senior
class adviser.
The dedication reads: "Because
he is our friend - encouraging,
advising and contributing his
warm understanding whenever
we need him ... Because he has
guided us enthusiastically and
often !en t us the strength for
success ... Because he is a
teacher extraordinary, who
arouses in his students a
new faith in their own
ability, who instills a
love of truth and honor
and who, by the sincere dedication of his own brilliance, has
inspired those about him ... Because of his many and varied
contributions to our college and the influence he has had in our
lives, we are exceedingly proud to dedicate this yearbook to Dr.
William L. Mengebier."
Fifty years later, that same class - no longer wide-eyed 20 year
olds writing love-letter yearbook dedications - made a significant
gift to the university in the name ofMengebier. It was during their
50th reunion in April on campus when Pac Smith Wilson presented a check for $163,082 for the Mengebier Endowed Professorship, bringing the class' five-year giving total to $316,114.
"I never doubted that we could raise the money," Wilson said.
"We are very close, and this was many, many classmates doing
their part."
Coming at a moment in the university's history, just after celebrating Madison's 100th anniversary and when a first-ever capital
campaign was counting down its last 100 days, this gift from the
C lass of 1958 expresses a feeling that I have felt for chis place
yet never knew how to say. Madison really matters to me and
co my classmates. And a lot of what I am, think and believe was
shaped by my Madison Experience. The Madison Century capital

CHECK PRESEN TAT ION PHOTOGRAPH BY DIANE EL LIOTT ( '0 0)
Published
by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2008
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JMU President Linwood Rose
accepts a check from Pat Smith
Wilson on behalf of the Class
of 1958. Wilson said, "It's an
honor to represent my gen er·
ous classmates in honoring
Dr. Mengebier." The 1958
yearbook was dedicated to
senior class adviser William Mengebier.

campaign, just weeks away from its successful conclusion on June
30, has generated excitement among many alumni and fri ends of
JMU, not just the Class of 1958. l\ilany tell us that they never have
been asked to give or that they did not clearly understand Madison's need for private support. Clearly many now understand, and
the results are exciting.
When the tally is counted later this summer, it will confirm that
we will surpass our campaign goal significantly. Bue a few specific
numbers might knock you out. At the start of the campaign, Madison had only two donors at the $ 1 million-and-up level. Today
there are 19. What's more, it took 100 years for the university to
receive 250 major gifts ($25,000 and up), and 220 of them were
given during the Madison Century campaign.
Here's the real kicker - 90 percent of donors giving during
the Madison Century campaign never gave to the university before.
Apparently, many of you share feelings of fondness and generosity
comparable to the Class of 1958. T he university just never asked.
What donors to Madison - new and loyal alike - have been
discovering is that giving can be joyous. "That's because giving is
so personal," says Joanne Carr, JMU senior vice president of university advancement. "In the course of their giving, alumni often
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that seminar will see the subject matter - and maybe a
new passion for learning come alive on one of those
field trips. How gratifying to
know that the innovative and
thoughtful teaching style of
William Mengebier has been
extended through Dave Pruett because of this wonderful
gift from the Class of 1958.
With the close of the campaign only weeks away, gifts
like this one from 1958 classmates and others build the
excitement and potential
that will lead us from
JMU' s first century into
the next.
"As we embark on
our second century, the
challenge for colleges
During Bluestone Reunion Weekend, mathematics professor David Pruett (above with
and universities today
students) thanked the Class of 1958 for its gift: "A focus on undergraduates is what
is to stay nimble," says
makes JMU distinctive and the special place that it is." Right: Mengebier faculty photo.
Douglas T. Brown, proreconnect with their academic major, with at the top of their classes - the university vost and senior vice president of academic
a valued professor or a group of classmates . must go head-to-head with schools whose affairs, "and to respond to a world evolving
They honor a family member or mentor. fundraising totals rival the gross national by the hour. Where 30 years ago we were
Or simply, they recall vividly their Madi- product of most developed countries.
replacing books in the library every decade
The Class of 1958 understands this and or so, now we must add new programs and
son Experience and realize how important
it is to them.
built the Mengebier professorship over a faculty just to reflect a world of accelerat"And because the Madison Century period of years to coincide with Reunion ing complexities. In a very real sense, we're
campaign is successfully increasing aware- Weekend, the Centennial Celebration and working to educate students who will live
ness about giving to JMU and is bringing the capital campaign. This was a case in in a world and prosper in professions that
so many alumni and friends into the circle which many donors teamed up to make an do not yet exist."
As President Linwood H. Rose has said
of those who support the university, we've impact like that of a major donor. Their
now raised our sights," Carr says. "Our goal joy at honoring Mengebier was obvious. repeatedly throughout the capital camis to continue the growth, continue draw- But the effect their gift will have on Madi- paign, however, colleges and universities
ing new people into the circle and continue son students and the faculty is what grati- can no longer rely solely on public funding
as they have in the past.
raising our sights even higher."
fied many of them the most.
Now that Madison is considered to be
So not only are we in a new century of
Mathematics professor Dave Pruett, the
among Virginia's best schools, raising our first recipient of the Mengebier profes- learning, we are in a new century of fundsights is essential because we are compet- sorship, said during the reception, "The ing. Given our current trajectory, JMU can
ing with other top universities in recruiting Mengebier Endowed Professorship, a won- someday soon be counted among the best
faculty members and students. To get the derful gift to JMU from the Class of 1958, universities in the nation. As the bar continbest - those renowned in their fields and is truly a gift that will keep on giving by ues to rise each year, the reality is that the
creating new opportunities for professors need for continued private support increases,
and students, and by keeping alive the as well. Keeping the university's programs,
memory of professor Bill Mengebier as an infrastructure and faculty ahead of the curve
enduring example of the impact that one will be critically important to every student
extraordinary teacher can have on the lives in the new century.
While "we are making wonderful strides
of many, many students and colleagues."
One of Pruett' s many early and inter- in creating a fundraising culture," Rose
esting ideas on how to make use of the says, "we're just getting started." And acts
endowment funds is to take students on of great generosity such as the Mengebier
field trips during his honors seminar, gift by the Class of 1958 - and all the
"From Black Elk to Black Holes." I'll bet gifts to the Madison Century campaign DAVID PRUETT
first recipient ofthe Mengebier professorship
ffi
you that at least a few of the students in show great promise.

'... an enduring example
of the impact that one
extraordinary teacher
can have on the lives of
many, many students
and colleagues.'
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Lei the learning begin
The new digs of the East Campus Library are complete and ready for furniture, equipment and, most importantly, books. The distinctively shaped building is actually t wo
separate spaces, merging the look of a traditional library with the many ways students
learn and interact. The boxy part of the structure holds staff offices, workspaces,
centers for faculty instruction and instructional technology, as well as the stacks. The
curve sweeping around the inner structure contains " habitats for every species of student, from traditionalists who prefer to use a study carrel to those who would rather
collaborate in a more relaxed setting," says Ralph Alberico, dean of libraries. See photos and project details at www.lib.jmu.edu/newlibrary/. - COLLEEN DIXON
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CELEBRATI

G THE MADI SON EXPERIENCE

COMMUNITY

....I
With the 100th birthday party officially under way, celebration coordinator Fred Hilton ('96M) takes a beat
to enjoy the moment with Charles
King, senior vice president of administration and finance. Hilton came to
JMU in 1972 and over the years led
public relations, media relations and
university relations and documented
much of JMU's history. Planning and
leading the celebration was a natural
capstone to his career. He officially
retires this month. "It's really been
fun, folks," he told a gathering following the celebration.

I

Local historian Bob Sullivan, who created a display of photographs of Harrisonburg, shares some insights with
area resident Martha Floyd.

Kicking off the Centennial Week events was a reception that
celebrated the 100-year-old partnership between JMU and
the local community and thanked the City of Harrisonburg
and Rockingham County for their ongoing support. Held
in the former Harrisonburg High School,
the newly acquired and
named Memorial Hall
was a familiar venue for
most Harrisonburgers.
It now houses the College of Education and
Outreach Programs,
Maggie Kyger, education prowhich continue extenfessor, and Art Dean, special
sive collaboration with
assistant to the president, with
area public schools and
Kyger's husband, Bill (right), and
educational programs
Harrisonburg Mayor Rodney
Eagle in the background.
for adults.

Mike Shickman, who broadcast live
from the reception, int er v iews history professor Sidney Bland, who
w rot e the foreword to the book
that commemorates the Centen nial Celebration. (Right)
1998 National Teacher
of the Year Phil Bigler
('74) talks about st udent
teaching at Memorial
High School and thanks
the community for the
privilege to hone his
skills there.

JOHNS HOPKINS TAKES MADISON CUP
In the vein of
JMU's eponym, the
annual Madison
Cup Debates have
turned into a premier event attracting
many civic leaders
of tomorrow
from universities across the
nation. Johns
Hopkins University, defending champions,
won the James

Madison Commemorative
Debate and Citizen Forum.
John Verstandig ofVerstandig Broadcasting in Harrisonburg generously supports
the annual Madison Cup ·
Debate. JMU debaters spent
no time resting after the
JohnsH01 finals. The next day the team
Vivek Suri and Chris Baia
hosted the National Debates
took the top prize of
- the first time in JMU
$5,000 in the two-day
debate history. Read more
Madison Cup event. (Left)
Pete Bsumek, JMU speech about the 2008 Madison
Cup at www.jmu.edu/birthcommunications professor, is one of the founders
day/story_archive.shtml.
of the Madison Cup.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol31/iss3/1
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FIREWORKS, DEBATES AND SULLIVAN PHOTOGRAPH S BY BRIAN DILLENSNYDER ('OB);
COMMUNITY EVENT BY DIANE ELLIOTT ('00); KYGER BY ANGEL EL ZA ('10)
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HISTORIC
CENTENNIAL
CONVOCATION
With the Convocation Center at
standing room only for the Centennial Convocation, the podium
was awash with VIPs and university leaders, who spoke about the
meaning of the hisroric birthday
to the Madison community.

1j

the academic procession of
the Madison faculty, which
now numbers more than
1,200, into the Centennial
Convocation. At right, Virginia Gov. Tim Kaine, JMU
Board of Visitors Rector
Joe Damico ('76, '77M) and
President Linwood H. Rose
take the stage.

Alumni representing classes all the way back to

1932 processed into the Centennial Convocation
at the Convo on March 14, commemorating the
date 100 years ago when then Virginia Gov. Claude
Swanson signed the bill giving life to the Normal
and Industrial School for Women at Harrisonburg.
(Right) Inez Roop ('35) led the way.
JMU bestowed an honorary doctorate on Tom
Dingledine, grandson
of Raymond Dingledine
Sr. and Agness Stribling
"Mama Ding" Dingledine ('15). As a lead
donor to the Madison
Century capital campaign, Tom has carried
on the substance and
spirit of his grandparents' Madison legacy.

(1-r): Harrisonburg Mayor Rodney Eagle and
Joan Frederick, speaker of the Faculty Senate,
share remarks. President Emeritus Ronald E.
Carrier sparked a standing ovation.

Above, Virginia Gov.
Tim Kaine speaks of the
parallel progress made
by the Commonwealth of
Virginia. At right, Madison Century campaign
volunteer Steve Leeolou
('78) helped mark the
centennial on stage with
the president by representing JMU's successful
efforts in private giving.

CO NVOby
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MADISON CENTURY LUNCHEON

With JMU's first com·
prehensive capital
campaign, said Joanne
Carr, senior vice
president of university
advancement, JMU
has "started to build a
culture of philanthropy,
which is so critical to
success."

The Centennial Luncheon celebrated rhe
progress and momentum of the six-year
Madison Century Capital Campaign. It was
the first comprehensive
capital campaign in
JMU's history. The
prediction made that
day from the luncheon
podium - that JMU's
campaign would be a
success - has since
been confirmed;
thanks co the response
from alumni and other
donors, the capital
campaign has raised
significantly more than
its $50 million goal.

Board of Visitors member,
campaign donor
and lead volunteer Steve
Leeolou ('78)
announced
that all four
premier naming opportunities of the capital campaign have
been subscribed. Below, Kevin
('80) and Martha Dunbar ('80) also
presented a major gift to the president during Centennial Week.

The crowd's gasp was
audible when Leeolou
announced the S,2.5
million gift from Dick
and Shirley Hanson
Roberts ('56) to name
the Performing Arts
Center's music facilities.
The crowd then gave a
standing ovation when
Leeolou announced that Bruce and Lois Cardarella Forbes ('64) have given the largest gift in
JMU history - $5 million - to name the entire
Performing Arts Center.

ESSENTIAL
BUILDING
BLOCKS
To recognize the indispensable role of its faculty in
reaching and mentoring
multiple generations of students, JMU dedicated a patio
located meaningfully in front
of Carrier Library. The patio
is made of bricks bearing the
names of all of Madison's
emeritus faculty members.
(Above): Nancy O'Hare, president of
the JMU Emeritus Faculty Association
shares remarks. (Left): Joanne Carr,
senior vice president for university
advancement, said that this patio is an
enduring tribute to all of JMU's emeritus faculty members, whose teaching,
research, service and student mentoring have been the lifeblood of Madison.

Above, Emeritus (acuity gathered in Carrier Library to renew
friendships and
affirm the academic and intellectual life
of the university. At left, Professor Emeritus of History Lee Congdon (1972-2005)
shares a Madison memory. Right: Outside,
professors examine the emeritus patio
and look for old friends inscribed there.

PORTRAITS I N
BLUESTONE
There were two commemorative performances of
composer Brian Balmages'
('98) Portraits in 8/uestone
during JMU's Centennial Year - a Wilson Hall
Auditorium preview at the
Performing Arts Center
groundbreaking in October
and a public premiere at a
special concert following
the Centennial Convocation
in the Convo.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol31/iss3/1
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L EEOLO U AND DUNBAR S B Y ANG EL EL Z A (' 10); LUN CHEON, EM ERI TU S
FACULTY AND PE RFORM A N CE B Y B RI AN DILLENS NY DER ('08)
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THE GRAND FINALE
It all came rogether - Centennial Celebration
and the Madison Cenrury Capital Campaign
- ar the black-tie gala in the Festival Ballroom.
Food, dancing, remarks and entertainment were
followed by fireworks outside the Festival, bringing
the weeklong celebration ro
a happy conclusion.
(Right): President Linwood H. Rose recognizes
the Forbeses and the
Robertses for their leadership gifts to the Madison Century campaign.
Left: Enjoying hot chocolate and fireworks are
first alumni rector of the
Board of Visitors Danny
('60) and Gail O'Donnell
('60) with Joanne and
Dean Ehlers, JMU's first
athletics director.

Above, Dan Boxer ('08), who
organized the Quad 100
photo, chats with Centennial
Duke Lauren Caskey ('08),
who interned in the centennial
office for two years.

Board of Visitors member
and lead donor
Judy Strickler
('60) with vice
rector Meredith Gunter and
husband, Bradley. Below, Earlynn Miller and
Don Albright.

8

At left, Nick Langridge ('00, '07M),
assistant to the
president, with
David ('74) and Debbie Grimm ('74). At
right, Leta and Fred
Hilton ('96M), Centennial Celebration
coordinator.

'BI G JIM'
Alumni, students, donors
and friends gathered on the
east side of campus for the
dedication of"BigJim," a
heroic-sized statue of James
Madison. It is the second of
the Father of the Constitution donated ro JMU by Bruce and
Lois Cardarella Forbes ('64). The
first stands in front of Varner House.

Inset, SGA
President Lee
Brooks ('08)
said, "It is fitting that this
statue is bigger than life.
Mr. Madison
looks over us
as our spiritual
founder."
President Linwood H. Rose and his
wife, Judith, greet attendees at the
James Madison statue dedication.

GALA PHOTOGRAPHS BY ANGEL ELZA
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"B st of Philly"
award -winning
pastry chef Kim
Davis Cuthbert
('92) shows off
on of her cus·
tom desserts.
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The professors> students
and alumni who shine in
[Kim Davis Cuthbert]

Madison )s conste!!ation

Sweet Jazmines
From Easy Bake Oven to award-winning pastries

BY CoLLEEN Di xoN

o you know what
Cuthbert was a member of JMU's
Bill Cosby's
Black Student Union and the Delta
favorite desSigma Pi professional fraternity.
sert is? Most of
The business administration major
us wouldn ' t be
realized that she enjoyed baking
able to answer
and pastry more than anything. She
that question,
opened Sweet Jazmines Pastry Shop
but pastry chef Kim Davis Cuthbert
in 1999 and chose to specialize in
('92) can. For a week before Christelaborate wedding cakes, scrumptious
mas 1998 she worked in Cosby's
cheesecakes and other mouth-waterMassachusetts home preparing desing desserts. Cuthbert says "I cook
serts. "Mr. Cosby loves a basic apple
for my taste and hope that the masses
also enjoy the food." The masses have
pie," says Cuthbert, a 1992 graduate
of the Culinary Institute of America.
answered with a hearty "Yum." Philly
"I remember being so pleased that
Magazine awarded Sweet Jazmines
"Best of Philly" awards in 2000 and
he liked my pie enough to put a sign
2001 for custom desserts and cheeseon it saying 'this pie is mine, do not
cakes. Main Line Today magazine
touch.' He and his family were very
awarded Sweet Jazmines 2001 and
kind to me."
Cuthbert's exposure to cooking
2003 "Best of the Main Line" awards
for cheesecakes and desserts .
began at an early age. She enjoyed "My son, Jordan, wants to grow up so he can be my
baker helper," says Cuthbert, who designed her
The name of Cuthbert's shop is a
using her Easy Bake Oven and Sweet Jazmin es logo based on an image of her son.
clever blend of several ideas. "There's
watching both of her parents in the
kitchen. "My mom was a great gourmet cook, as long as she Sweet, which is obvious, and Jazmines, which is a blend of the
didn't stray from the recipes," Cuthbert says. "My dad was also jasmine flower and jazz. All your senses come alive when you
a great cook who could just feel his way through the kitchen. are havi ng a pleas urable eating experience," explains Cuthbert. She currently has two full-time pastry chefs and employs
They both gave me a love of cooking and baking."
JMU students with the great fortune to share a suite with after-school assistants. Customers can't get enough of the sweet
Cuthbert were recipients treats this team produces. Cheesecakes in a multitude of temptof her growing culinary ing flavors like bananas foster and white chocolate cappuccino
talents. " I would make fly out the door, as do brownies filled with a ganache of flavors
Sunday brunch for my like homem.a de caramel. Other successful creations include
suitemates," she says. "We out-of-the-ordinary muffins. "O ur ever-popular sweet potato
would have home fries,
muffins have a triple sec cinnamon glaze," Cuthbert says. "We
scrambled eggs and French also make pumpkin orange muffins and pear ginger muffins
toast." Not the sparse fare with a ginger glaze."
m
normally associated with Tempted? Check out Sweet Jazmines' prizewinning pastries at
www.sweetjazmines.com/.
KIM DAVIS CUTHBERT ('92)
college life.

'All your senses
come alive when
you are having a
pleasurable eating experience.'
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by JMUCOURTESY
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2008('92)
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BRIGHl LIGHTS
[Tamera Young]

Atlanta Dream's WNBA pick
BY GINNY FICKER

('08)

he WNBA's Atlanta Dream made Tamera Young's dreams come true
in April when the team selected her as the eighth overall pick in the
WNBA draft. Young ('08), who shattered nearly every JMU women's basketball record, is the Dukes' first-ever WNBA draft choice.
Young began playing basketball in third grade, and she credits her
"coach, family and close friends" as those who made the most
impact on her journey.
JMU women's basketball head coach Kenny Brooks recruited
Young to JMU and worked with her for her entire JMU hoops
career. "From the beginning, Tamera was very observant of my
intentions in her recruitment process," he says. "Her greatest
strength is her character. As good a basketball player as she
is, she's a better person. She has a big heart and wants to
make everyone happy. "
Even before the exciting news of the WNBA draft,
Young had already attained incredible heights in her college
basketball career. She was the leading scorer and rebounder
in the Colonial Athletic Association and the 2008 CAA
Player of the Year with an average of 20.4 points and 10.4
rebounds a game. She also scored an unprecedented 2,121
career points, a record for JMU as well as for the CAA. She
now holds the JMU record - l, 127 - for career rebounds.
Young also holds JMU records for points in a game - 38
- and points in a season - 693.
Tensions ran high at draft headquarters in Palm Harbor,
Fla., as Young waited while the first seven draft picks were
called. When her name was called eighth, she describes
the feeling as excited. "Words can't describe the way I felt;
truly blessed," she says.
Young has had some incredible experiences along the
way including leading the Dukes deep into the 2008 Womens' National Invitation Tournament, and beating Radford
and Indiana before losing to Kentucky in the third round.
She says one of the most incredible moments of her career
on the court was when JMU beat Old Dominion University
at JMU during her sophomore year.
"She was our 'all everything' guard on the floor," Brooks says.
"She scored, rebounded and defended as well as anyone I have coached;
and she was more of a leader by example, otherwise, expecting everyone to rise to
her level of compassion and excellence."
The JMU women's basketball team is "a family on and off the court," Young
says; "however, it was coach Brooks who prepared me for the WNBA."
Brooks, also aJMU alum ('91), joined Young in Palm Harbor for the excitement of draft day. "Young's hard work, sweat and tears have not only propelled
her to a professional career in the WNBA, but have also done wonders for the
JMU women's basketball program on the national scene," declares Brooks.
Reaching the WNBA has been Young'.s dream since she was a child . She
hopes now that even as a rookie she can "contribute to the team's future success." Young encourages her fellow students to "always follow your heart and
don't let anyone tell you chat you are not capable of doing something. Prove all
your doubters wrong." ffl
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BRIGHTLIGHTS

[Stanley Stewart]

Virginia administrator of the year
BY GINNY FICKER

('08)

I

2008WNBA
draft choice Tamera Young ('08)
credits "Coach
Brooks, family
and close friends"
for successes on
and off the court.

YOUNG PHOTOGRAPH BY NBA PHOTOS,
Published
by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2008
NBA ENTERTAINMENT

n true JMU Be the Change spirit, time to time would do things that would
Stanley Stewart ('78) is giving back require me to have them detained. Now,
to Virginia's young people - one
in a supervisory level, it's more of a day-toyouth at a time.
day working relationship with employees
The Virginia Juvenile J us- that occupies my time."
tice Association named Stewart
Apart from the positive impact he has
the 2007 Administrator
on Loudoun County youth,
of the Year for his work as
Stewart has also been effeca supervisor in the Loudtive as a certified aerobics
instructor for more than 20
oun County Juvenile and
Domestic Relations Court
years. "It provides me with
Service Unit.
an opportunity to see and
Stewart began service as
influence another kind of
change in people," Stewart
a probation officer for the
explains. "It's also how I met
Loudoun County court
my wife."
system 29 years ago . He
became a supervisor in 1984.
Also, Stewart has appeared
on ESPN as a three-time
His dedication to the field is
unmistakable as he says, "It
regional medalist in the
is absolutely true that the
National Aerobics Champiyouth are our future. Equiponships.
Stewart answered Madiping them with the tools
son's call to Be the Change.
they need to be better citi- Marketing management
He cherishes the opportunizens is a benefit to all of us." major Stanley Stewart
Stewart says, "I have a ('78) is the 2007 Virginia
ties he has in bringing new
hope to families. "God has
degree in marketing and Juvenile Justice Association's Administrator
blessed me with the gift of
management. You wouldn't of the Year.
think that would add up to
being able to get along with
a job in the field of juvenile probation ." people and, oftentimes, seemingly to make
However, the summer before his senior a difference in their lives. The good news is
year, he explains: "One day while sitting in that most of the kids are positively affected
the office, out of the window I saw a juve- and manage to get out of the system relanile prisoner being escorted across the street tively quickly. In a lot of ways, all I really
to jail. I became a witness to an assault try to do is give back a little bit, just like
as the juvenile hit the [officer] escorting people helped me when I was growing up.
him." Stewart was subpoenaed to testify in My Mom instilled that in me. My wife
the case. This experience sparked his inter- and I often say ... we just try to make a
est, and when he graduated from JMU one positive difference in the world, sometimes
year later, the probation officer involved in one person at a time."
ffl
that skirmish offered him a job. The officer
1
that Stewart saw assaulted, Mark Crowley,
is now his director.
Crowley doesn't hesitate to compliment
Stewart. "With his steady work ethic and
ability to relate to people, Stan leads by
example," he says.
In fact, the interaction keeps Stewart in
this field. "Simply working with people
is the most gratifying part of my job," he
says. "I've always been a people person.
Wo rking with youth has always been a
pleasure for me; even those who from
STANLEY STEWART ('78)

lt is absolutely true
that the youth are
our future. Equipping
them with the tools
they need to be better citizens is a benefit to all of us.'
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Largest-ever gift crowns

Bru ce and Lois Forbes

outpouring of generosity to Madison

BY MARTHA BELL GRAHAM

If there were ever a perfect storm of time, temperament, talent and opportunity, the association of Bruce and Lois Cardarella Forbes ('64) and JMU would be that perfect storm. The
successes of this couple and the successes of Madison seem
to have been running parallel to each other for more than 30
years, intersecting here and there and finally converging this
spring in gift of $5 million, the largest-ever, to the university.
The couple , for whom the now under-construction Performing Arts Center soon will be named, sat down recently
at their home overlooking Harrisonburg to talk about their
long association with Madison . The Forbeses, along with
their Cairn terriers, Skylar and Tali, welcomed a cadre of
JMU media staff for the interview -

I

the inevitable result of

a gift of such proportions.
Despite the rain and an overcast sky, the couple's home is
as inviting and gracious as they are. Yet for a couple that can

Bruce and Lois Cardarella Forbes ('64) have
always had a heart for
JMU students. The latest in their long history
of gifts to Madison is
the largest in the uni·
versity's history. The
gift announcement
sparked a standing
ovation at the Centennial Luncheon in March.

give away millions, there is nothing the leas t bit pretentious
about Bruce and Lois Forbes.
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A COLLABORATION THAT
BEGAN WITH GOLF
Bruce, a native North Carolinian, and
Lois, from Northern Virginia, have lived
in the Harrisonburg area since 1998.
However, they have been coming to the
Shenandoah Valley for much longer. Lois
was a Madison College student in the
mid-60s. She experienced firsthand one
of the school's most significant changes:
coeducation. For her and her fellow students, though, it passed with little notice.
"It really didn't seem to have an impact
on us. We spent so much time trying to figure out ways around the rules," Lois says.
"You couldn't go anywhere, you couldn't
leave campus to go on a date unless your
date signed in and you signed out. You had
to be in by 10 o'clock on a weeknight."
A Brevard College alumnus, Bruce
moved to Northern Virginia after a stint
in the Navy. He was working as a trust
accountant with Union Trust Company
when he first met Lois Cardarella, fresh
out of Madison College with a degree
in political science and history. She was
living and working in Northern Virginia
with four other Madison grads.
"One [Memorial Day] weekend, everybody got to go to the beach, and I couldn't
go because of something to do with my
job. He was a banker, and he had to work
on Saturday. We were the only ones who
couldn't go to the beach, and we met at
the pool, and we started dating."
In the 1970s, Bruce left banking to try
the construction business - catching the
wave of the great Northern Virginia boom.
While living and working in Arlingron,
the Forbeses and their son Jeff vacationed
and, in particular, played golf at Bryce.
Eventually, the family moved there.
It was golf that kindled the Forbeses'
involvement with Madison.

'It is obvious that
for this couple like JMU's own
reputation - it's all
aoout the students:

traps in the showers. And boys had a habit
of putting the pull-tabs of drink cans into
the garbage disposals.
"We had to move the drain spouts away
from the balconies, because they'd climb
up to the roof and sunbathe, " Bruce says.
"We've become very fast learners."
"It was fun," Lois adds, reflecting the
couple's fondness for the students. "It was
an interesting life."
So much so that the Forbeses moved
to Harrisonburg in 1998. "We would go
back to Northern Virginia ... We'd be
back there five minutes and somebody
would say . . . 'You'd better come back' . . .
and see if we could fix whatever it was
that had happened."
"The biggest problem," Bruce explains,
SEEING AROUND THE BEND
"is that they could take a 1,300-foot unit
In a business sense, Bruce Forbes is a lot and put 64 people in it; and then they
like JMU. Both are hardworking, for- would start dancing, and they would
ward thinking, entrepreneurial - and break the trusses on the floors. So we had
most importantly - have a knack for to get specially engineered floors. "
seeing around the bend to know what is
Many landlords might have thrown
the next big thing.
up their hands in frustration, sold out
In the 1990s, Bruce saw a need and and let someone else deal with the headopportunity to provide student housing at aches of student housing. But none of
a university fast outgrowing its campus. "I this deterred Bruce and Lois. When they
was driving up Port Republic Road, and I talk about their experience, there is a cernoticed this line of students in front of a tain affection and understanding in their
trailer ... trying to get in to find a place to voices. It is obvious that for this couple
live ... So I went across the street and built - like JMU's own reputation - it's all
the Commons, which is 136 four-bedroom about the students.
units. We immediately filled up."
"But we did something different in THE UNIVERSALISM OF GIVING
those days . . .. No one had [individual] Though Lois didn ' t take away from
bathrooms." So as landlords, the Forbeses Madison College a sense of the new JMU
took the same approach that JMU did: that was coming after she graduated,
They listened to students. "We inter- she understood it fully when the couple
viewed the kids before we ever built came back to Harrisonburg. The Forbeses
the first project, and the one thing they approached JMU the way any student
wanted was their own bathroom and a should: embracing every part of the Madifull-sized bed .... So we designed the son Experience.
Once in Harrisonburg, the Forbeses
units .... The developers thought we were
kind of crazy ... . So we built our first jumped into the life of JMU. Season
ticket holders for football and basketball,
complex with four bedrooms."
"And two baths," Lois adds. Soon the the couple became regulars in the Dukes'
Forbeses' approach would be the industry cheering section. Lois served on the
Foundation Board. Currenrly, she is on
standard.
The couple's foray into student hous- the JMU Board of Visitors. Then, there's
ing was much like the university itself: a Greater Madison, the Madison Day
work in progress. They quickly realized Planning Committee and the Martha
that student housing needed to be built O'Donnell Foundation - all positions
to which Lois has generously contributed
with a certain durability.
Girls' hair dogged the drains, so they put her time.
Jeff, a highly successful junior golfer who
played American Junior Golf Association
tournaments all over the country, eventually signed to play golf for the Dukes.
"Our first gift [to JMU] was a van . ..
for the JMU golf team," Bruce says.
But it was no ordinary van. The
Forbeses had it sent to Tennessee and
appropriately festooned with JMU trademarks, most notably the Duke Dog.
Jeff, who earned his bachelor's degree
in 1990 and his master's two years later,
now coaches men's golf at JMU.
The golf van was one of the first intersections of the life of the Forbes family
and the university, as well as the beginning
of an ongoing association.

~
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(Clockwise from upper left): Bruce and Lois Forbes ('64) pose in front of "Jemmy," the first Madison statue that the couple
donated to JMU in honor of Constitution Day 2001. The Forbes family celebrates at the unveiling of "Big Jim," the second
campus statue of Mr. Madison. Bruce and Lois check out "Puppy Daze" Duke Dog, which was decorated by their granddaughter, Samantha, and her classmates at Hunter McGuire Elementary School in Staunton. Lois meets with other members of the JMU Foundation Board, and center, Bruce and Lois with Madison statue artist Lee Leuning.

The most visible Forbeses' contributions to the university are two James
Madison statues. Like that perfect storm,
these statues coincided with the administration's desire to more closely align
the university with fourth U.S. President
James Madison.
Bruce had seen statuary at George
Mason University and thought that JMU
should have some as well. Using the same
approach they used for student housing,
they made it happen.
The Forbeses proposed the idea to JMU
President Linwood H. Rose, traveled widely
to learn about sratuaty, worked closely with
artist Lee Leuning to see the first James Madison srarue created and then wrote a check.
They reprised that experience for the
JMU Centennial Celebration. The result
is a 10-foot likeness of a young, striding James Madison. The newest statue,

quickly dubbed "Big Jim," was unveiled
on campus during Centennial Celebration week in March.
But before "Big Jim" was introduced to
campus, he made a quick side trip through
a local car wash, Bruce explains, to wash
off the grit and grime of his long crosscountry journey from South Dakota.
The statue's marquis, a smaller working version of the larger statue, is displayed prominently in the great room
of the Forbeses' home. It is with obvious pleasure and significant awe that
Bruce describes the process the artist goes
through to produce a statue such as the
two James Madison statues. The artist
begins by creating a wax model, which he
or she then "fine tunes." For "Big Jim,"
Lee Leuning brought in a 5-foot-5-inch
wrestler to get the muscle structure right,
Bruce explains.
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At first, Lois adds, the hair was "too
puffy," so as the Forbeses looked on, sculptor Lee Leuning "shaved" the president's
hair until the artist and the benefactors
agreed it looked like the young president.
When the model was exactly right, a
smaller version was cast - this made the
marquis. Afrer the marquis had been cast,
computers took over and proportionally "grew" the statue to 10 feet tall. As
Bruce explains the process, there is obvious respect for the artistic process and
appreciation that the statue - just like
the Forbeses' student housing projects was built for the students.
President Madison's outstretched arm
had to be reinforced. "They had a heck
of a time doing that," Bruce explains,
but it was necessary because we knew
that "eventually students would climb
on the arm."
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the Madison Century campaign kickoff in 2006, when Steve Leeolou ('78]
announced the $1 million gift that he and
Dee Dee would make, I began to hear
people say, 'I want to do what Steve did.'
Now we're beginning to hear, 'I want to
do what the Forbeses did.' That's how a
successful private giving program grows."

AFFECTI ON IN ACTI ON
While the Forbeses graciously answered
questions about themselves and posed for
pictures, it was obvious they would rather
talk about Madison. They both light up
when conversation turns to ': their" school.
The Forbeses love JMU, and they have
demonstrated that love over and over in a
manner that might be described as equal
opportunity donors. The Forbeses' have
Lois Forbes shows the piano desk of the hand-painted art case Steinway piano
influenced athletics, art and business.
that is first in a series of 100 commissioned by JMU. Bruce and Lois Forbes have
While son Jeffs involvement drew Lois
a huge collection of JMU memorabilia and Madison-theme fine art.
back to JMU, granddaughters Samantha
feat to be honest with you, but they just and Sabrina may hold the future.
Granddaughter Sabrina likely will
kept right on it.
THE REASON FOR GIVING
follow in her athletic father's shoes. "I
"I've never seen them back off from
The Forbeses' many gifts to Madison
have been prompted in great measure by their plan. Once they set a plan, they fol- could probably see Sabrina playing field
the hard work they have seen students, low the plan." Referring to the new PAC, hockey," says Lois . "Samantha is our
faculty members and administrators put Bruce says, "Their plan is a pretty high dancing queen ... I think she will be the
into the school. Bruce admires President bar to come to .... You couldn't have artistic one doing something fun on one
of the PAC stages.''
Rose, especially the way he plans and gets better leadership."
She's already tried her artistic hand.
The hard work impressed the Forbeses.
things done without a lot of fanfare. In
fact, the genesis of the Forbeses' large gift The Forbeses had seen the same traits of During the recent Centennial Celebrato the new Performing Arts Center lies in quality and hard work their friend J. Pat tion, the Forbeses purchased a "paintthe president's hard work and determinaRooney produced in his years leading the able " Duke Dog for the students in
Marching Royal Dukes. "I was tired of Samantha's classroom, and the resulting
tion to get the job done.
When Rose first told Bruce about seeing them have to play in every nook, "Puppy Daze" - one of just 34 Duke
the new center several years ago, Bruce every corner of the university ... in every Dogs painted for the centennial - fearemembers that he asked the president hallway . .. outdoors," Bruce says.
tured the talents of Samantha and her
where it would go. "We walked out of
"I just felt that ... all the work that classmates. "School Daze" now proudly
Alumnae Hall," Bruce says, "and he told
they'd put into the place that we should sits in Bruce's office.
me that it was going up across from the come forward. I really don't think people
In the corner of the Forbeses' great
Quad. I just thought it was an impossible realize the amount of work that's going room sits a JMU Centennial Steinway,
into this."
one of just 100 commissioned to celWhen Bruce and Lois talk about their ebrate the university's founding. "It's No.
many generous gifts to JMU, one senti1 [in the series]," Bruce says. Like the
ment is overarching: "It's an honor to be marquis of "Big Jim," standing nearby,
able to do it," Lois says. "We re.ally need the Forbeses' collection of ]MU-related
to establish more of a base of giving....
artifacts will someday go to JMU.
We need people to step up .. .. You need
Long after the Forbeses are gone, their
to give something back."
gifts to Madison will continue to reverBruce adds, "I hope it prompts other berate. In the meantime, they'll be on
to
people to give more to the university."
the sidelines of every game, attend every
Joanne Carr, senior vice president for artistic opening and cheer on the school
university advancement, says, "Bruce that so mirrors their own lives and that is
- Lors CARDARELLA FORBES ('64)
and Lois indeed will inspire others. At so close to their hearts.
ffi

'It's an honor to do it. We
really need to establish
more of a base of giving ...
We need people to step
up ...You need give
something back'
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Gr nd

ges ures
Roberts fa mily reaffirms a co mmitment
to tbe arts BY PAM BROCK

I

When Dick and Shirley Hanson Roberts ('56) increased
their original S1 million gift
for the future Performing
Arts Center to S2.5 million
earlier this spring, it was with
a sense of balance, romance
and history that has characterized their lives together.
In a romantic tribute to his
wife two years ago, Dick,
the self-described wild-eyed
dreamer, convinced the modest and somewhat embarrassed Shirley that they
should give $1 million to name
the Performing Arts Center's
concert hall in her honor.

I

I

I

WATCHJMU
BUILD THE
PERFORMING
ARTS CENTER
Construction of the JMU
Performing Arts Center
began in the fall of 2007,
directly across from the
Quad on Main St reet.
When the building is complete in 2010, the center
will provide a venue with
the potential for worldclass production values
for JMU music, theater
and dance programs.

"It was, on my part, to honor
my wife of 50 years," he
explains. "I wanted there to be
something at JMU to remind
students 10, 20, 30 years
from now that someone who
went there before they did
thought enough of JMU that
they could have a world-class
educational experience.
Shirley says, "When we
returned to campus for the
Performing Arts Center
groundbreaking last October,
we were overwhelmed, and
that's the only word I can
use, by the excitement and
by the JMU musical groups'
premiere performance of
Portraits in 8/uestone, which
was written by a JMU alum.
"I can only say that we f eel
so fortunate that we are able
to be a small part of bringing
the new Performing Arts Center to life at JMU. It's just a
wonderful feeling," she adds.
At the groundbreaking, her
husband continued to muse.
"Just fleetingly I thought it
would be nice to be able to
expand the gift," says Dick,
who is no stranger to the
grand romantic gesture.
After the couple meticulously
restored their Georgian-style,

Colonial Revival home in the
Bay Colony of Virginia Beach,
he named it Shirley Hall. Listed
in the Virginia Historic Landmarks Register, the home
is filled with antiques and
antique furniture. "Since the
1960s," he explains, "Shirley
and I together have developed
an increasing appreciation for
the beauty of the architectural
symmetry reflected in 18thand early 19th-century buildings. That same sense of symmetry exists in 18th-century
American furniture."
The Robertses seized the
opportunity to create that
alignment at JMU when they
learned in the weeks before
the Centennial Celebration
that two of the three premier
naming opportunities for the
Performing Arts Center had
been claimed.
Bruce and Lois Forbes ('64)
were about to name the
entire Performing Arts Center
with the largest gift in JMU
history - $5 million.
In 2005, Ed Estes raised the
curtain on the arts with a S2.5
million gift to name the theater
and dance facilities the Dorothy Thomasson Estes ('45)
Center for Theatre and Dance,
in honor of his late wife.
To Dick and Shirley Roberts,
the resulting opportunity to
name the music facilities was
akin to enabling a bird to fly. "I
thought it would be wonderful
to name the whole Center for
Music Performance for Shirley.
I guess you could say there
was a subliminal symmetry."
The overall $2.5 million gift
from the Robertses names the
Shirley Hanson Roberts Center for Music Performance.

"We realized too that, in
effect, the Performing Arts
Center was completing the
Quad," Dick adds. 'That was
the place Shirley spent her
four years at Madison - and
completing it in a complementary fashion. The new
Performing Arts Center would
not be a cookie cutter of Wilson Hall."
Taking the longer view, the
Robertses are quick to point
out that despite the bricks
and mortar gift, they are,
after all, underwriting the
JMU arts program - opening
it to the wider community and nurturing the Madison
Experience for students.
Underscoring that connection was Shirley's experience at JMU as a student
and a return visit to campus
in 2006 for her 50th class
reunion, where both Dick
and Shirley had fallen in love
with Madison anew. "It was
apparent to us that there
was a very close relationship
between the students and the
faculty," Shirley says. "And
this really impressed us - particularly for a university that
has grown as rapidly as JMU.
"Every t ime we asked, 'How
do you like JMU?' the answer
was always, 'we love it, we
feel so close to our professors.' Invariably, they say, 'it is
so friendly here.' They were so
enthusiast ic," she says.
"We both have talked
over the table, more than
once, that we get that same,
uniform feedback. At a university as big as JMU, that's
something very precious
- something that needs continued nurturing."
ffl

Dick and Shirley Hanson Roberts ('56), third and forth from left, increased their original $1
million gift to $2.5 million to match that by Ed and Susan Estes, (yellow and green jackets).

• See it live with the
" Live-View Web Cam,"
which requires your Web
browser to have both
Java and JavaScript
enabled
• Get an updated view
every 10 minutes at www.
jmu.edu/performing
artscenter/ webcam/
• Web Cam made possible by a gift from Elaine
Toth Hinsdale ('85)
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Excerpts from JMU)s centennial
book detail the leadership of current
president Linwood H. Rose

THE

EW

ENTURY'S
PRESIDENT
Linwood H. Rose celebrates a decade of leadership and looks forward

I

By the time Linwood H. Rose was inau-

In many ways, Rose is like the prior presi-

gurated president of JMU, 90 years had

dents. He has the studied scholarship and

passed since Sen. George Keezell and Julian

educational acuiry ofJulian Burruss, the cre-

Burruss stood looking over the empty

ative fiscal determination of Samuel Duke,

Newman Farm. In those nine decades,

the advocacy of graduate programs like G.

four men -

had

Tyler Miller, and the same expansive per-

taken a dream and built it into a respected

spective of the JMU community as Ronald

university. How does a new president fol-

Carrier. Still, Rose is his own man, and he,

low tliat? He did what the others did: he

unlike his predecessors, has faced challenges

looked ahead. And as Rose surveyed the

unprecedented and unimagined by those

horizon, a new century beckoned.

who preceded him.

Rose's predecessors -

I
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Following a president like Ronald Carrier might have been
a significant challenge. But Linwood Rose, who became the
university's fifth president in 1998 , saw it differently. As he
looked forward, the landscape over which he gazed was dramatically different: This was the panorama of the 21st century. And it required new skills, new direction, new leadership, as well as new and creative approaches to challenges.
Rose , a graduate of Virginia Tech and the University of
Virginia, knew the university well, having worked closely for
more than two decades with President Carrier. As the only
"home-grown" president in the school's history, Rose began
his tenure with Madison in 1975 as assistant director of
residence halls. During his professional career, spent almost
exclusively at JMU, Rose served in every division of the university, giving him a unique perspective and, once president,
a comparatively short learning curve.
His experience in educational administration was broadened in 1985 when he took a leave of absence from JMU
to serve as deputy secretary of education for the Commonwealth of Virginia. It would be valuable experience he would
draw on more than 20 years later when he assumed a significant leadership role in Virginia's development of the base
adequacy concept - guidelines for funding of state schools
- and in promotion of the 2002 statewide educational
bond issue that brought $100 million to JMU, the largest
amount for any college or university in the state.
Rose's JMU experience also meant
that the change in leadership from The Madison campus
began the transformathe Carrier to the Rose administra- tion to wireless technol·
tions was more like the smooth han- ogy in 2001. Now, many
areas of the university
doff of a baton between runners.
The Rose administration quickly offer wireless access.
developed its own identity - one (Right) Students work
together in a College of
with the same boldness that had Business telecommuni·
marked previous presidencies. In cations lab.

his first decade, Rose clearly demonstrated the ability to lead
his way and to face challenges that would have seemed like
science fiction to the first presidents. The Internet, national
and international security, changing mores, the immediacy of news and communications were but a few. Rose 's
overarching challenge was to prepare students for a world
shrunken by travel and communication to the size of a village, yet expanded by technology, complexity and diversity
to the size of a new universe.

A whole new JMU way
With the world as a backdrop, the Rose administration, students and faculty all viewed JMU's mission as an opportunity, not only for personal advancement, but as a chance to
change the world. To do so would require innovative thinking that incorporated the best of the past, the needs of the
present and the expectations of the future.
Early in his administration , Rose realigned the academic
departments. Of particular interest to Rose were expansion of
graduate opportunities and the addition of doctoral degrees.
With that focus has come new master's degree programs in
European Union Policy Studies; doctoral degrees at the Ph.D.
level in communications sciences and disorders, assessment and
measurement, and psychology; a doctor of audiology; and a
new doctor of musical arts, which enrolled its first students in
the fall of 2007. All have been instituted during Rose's tenure.
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After a century, one picture can no longer hold all of James Madison University. This aerial shot, looking east, shows the main campus, the back campus, UREC and the Convocation Center near the top
and, in the upper left corner, a portion of the CISAT campus.

The graduate school now offers 40 graduate certificate and
degree programs.
On the undergraduate level, there are new bachelor's degree
programs in engineering and information analysis. Reflecting
the environmental consciousness of the new century, the new
engineering program will enroll its first students in fall 2008.
Instead of focusing on traditional engineering, however, the
new program will focus on the challenge of creating sustainable technology, systems and environments. Additionally, the
president has made a commitment to "green" planning as the
university moves forward.
Rose has also led significant innovations in the school's
infrastructure. J use as electricity had come to Harrisonburg
near the turn of the last century, the world of the Internet
exploded at the turn of the next. Students moved from paper
to "P IN " - transferring
the majority of traditionally
'A university that
accomplished tasks such as
produces engaged
class notes, assignments,
and enlightened citi- grades, research, reports,
zens who recognize tuition payment and comuni ca tio n from paper
the complexity of the m
to electronic means. JMU
world around them
began the transformation to
makes that world a a wireless campus beginning
as early as 2001 in many
better place.'
common areas on campus
as well as satellite build- LINWOOD H. ROSE

COMPUTER CLASS PHOTOGRAPH BY JENNY BAKER ('OB);
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ings such as the newly acquired
Whitesel Building and areas of
downtown Harrisonburg.

Rooms with a view of
the 21st century
In addition to the invisible
infrastructure changes at JMU,
the visible campus was changing and expanding nea rl y as
fast. Campus construction that
became familiar under Carrier
has continued without interruption under Rose.
In 2005, a new building desName:
ignated for physics and chemisJames Madison University
try opened on the CISAT camTenure:
pus. Ir would be the first new
1999 -present
building dedicated to science
Enrollment:
teaching and learning since
14,400 to 16,970
Miller Hall opened in 1975.
Campus size:
Once the new CISAT build675 acres
ing opened, renovations began
in earnest on Miller Hall and
were completed this year. Miller joins a renovated Harrison
Hall, truly a multi-purpose facility for a century, which was
prepared for yet another transformation for the School of
Media Arts and Design.
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Campus construction, a familiar site
under Ronald Carrier's presidency, continued without interruption under Rose's
leadership. Above: the Physics and Chemistry Building is the latest addition to t he
College of Integrated Science and Technology. Left: the Leeolou Alumni Center.

Purchase of the former Harrisonburg
High School provided new classroom
space in the renamed Memorial Hall,
along with additional sports venues.
A second James Madison statue was
dedicated during Centennial Week.

(Above) Harrison
Hall was renovated
and rededicated
in 2005 as space
for the School of
Media Arts and
Design. The Bookstore (right) was
renovated, and (left)
the Plecker Athletic
Performance Center
was built in 2005.
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Slated to open in fall 2008, the
enc in new galleries throughout the
new East Campus Library will doucampus. The Madison Art Collecble the university's library capaciry.
tion, housed in the Festival ConSupplementing the main campus'
ference and Student Center, is one.
Carrier Library, the new facility will
The modern art gallery in the renohouse science, technology and health
vated Whitesel Building is another.
science collections. At 106,000
The most eagerly anticipated
square feet, roughly the same size as
addition to campus began in 2007.
Carrier Library, the new library is
Building on a foundation of the
designed with and for the technology
arts that had produced accolades
of the next century. It will provide
from Grammy nominations to rave
computer workstations, large group
Kennedy Center reviews, plans
study areas and wireless coverage
were drawn in 2004 for a new Perthroughout the five-story building.
forming Arts Center - an item
East Campus Library will be home
that had been near to the top of
to the Center for Faculty Innovation,
the
university's wish list for more
,;
/1
a faculty-driven center to promote
than rwo decades. Rose's commitprofessional development and to
ment to the arts and his success in
!I raising private funds finally made
support the teaching mission so long
an important emphasis of the univerthe dream a reality.
The new Performing Arts Center
siry. While the center had the president's enthusiastic support from the
will be built across Main Street from
campus and feature new venues
beginning, his support also translated
for theater and dance, a center for
into a significant benefit for students, This overhead view of an architect's rendering of
a fact underscored by improvement the new Performing Arts Center shows a soon-to-be
music performance and a new conin the student to faculty ratio to reality. The new 167,000-square-foot complex will
cert hall. The 167,000-square-foot
feature a center for theater and dance, a center for
project will unify the performing
16:1, makingJMU competitive with music performance and a concert hall.
schools wirh far fewer studenrs.
arts and provide a facility to propBy 200 l, steadily rising student
erly showcase the talents ofJMU to
enrollment topped 15,000; faculty
the community and campus.
and staff numbered more than 2,000
Adding it all up, with new construction, pending acquisitions and
and rhe campus covered 495 acres. By
2006, enrollment would hit 17,000,
ongoing renovations, the campus in
bur Rose maintained his inaugural
2008 has 102 buildings spread over
promise to make certain that ade675 acres, well above the 419 acres
that Rose inherited. With the addiquate facilities, faculty, staff and ocher
tion of the new facilities, assignable
resources were available to meet the
needs of any additional students.
space at JMU will increase to more than 3,000,000 square feet
Expansion was not limited to growth in faculty and new - a 50 percent increase during the Rose administration.
construction. Like Sam Duke, Rose looked to the ciry to find
opportunities for campus growth.
The challenge of support
Purchase of the former Harrisonburg High School building One of the glaring needs for colleges and universities in the
in 2005 provided new classroom space in the renamed Memo- new century is private support. No longer can universities fulfill
rial Hall, along with additional sports and recreation venues. their potential by depending solely on the legislature for fund]MU' s assumption of the building m eant a continuation of the ing. While Carrier was a master in tapping the state legislature
educational purpose of the ciry's beloved old high school.
for funds, Rose would be unsurpassed among JMU presidents
The same year, Rose agreed to a future purchase of Rock- in developing private sources of funding. Rose made his comingham Memorial Hospital, which borders JMU to the north. mitment to private funding clear in his inaugural address, and
When the hospital moves to new quarters in 2010, the hos- it would become a hallmark of his administration.
pital complex will offer significant opportunities for academic
To this end, JMU launched its first comprehensive capital
expansion and, with two parking decks, ease the parking prob- campaign in 2006, the Madison Century: A Campaign for James
lem that faces any major universiry.
Madison University, to raise $50 million. The campaign, which
closes in June 2008, supports faculry chairs, professorships and
The finer things in life
teaching, as well as scholarships, improved facilities and the
One of the most visible changes during the Rose years has been universiry's endowment.
expansion of the arts. Support for business programs, commuStanding at just over $23 million in the first year of the Rose
nications and the sciences had all increased dramatically. It was administration, JMU's endowment has now grown to more than
now time for the arts. Rose's commitment to the arts is appar- $50 million, more than half coming from individual donations.
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An endless horizon
In 1909, the demographics defining the community of the Normal school were simple: young,
white, female. The 21st century is a different time
and nothing has more dramatically - or more
importantly - redefined the demographics of the
school than the concept of diversity.
As the world has grown smaller and has matured
in its understanding of the value of people, Lin
Rose's JMU has embraced the endless and essential
value of the human spirit - in whatever form it
comes. Diversity is an ongoing goal.
In 2006, African-American applications rose 40
percent and applications from Hispanics rose 11 percent.
Today, many parts of
the world are also represented by a diverse
Curtis Carlson, SRI president and CEO, announces that SRI is bringing its new
faculty and by a sig- Center for Advanced Drug Research to the Shenandoah Valley. SRl's decision
nificant component of rode in large part on the development of a research partnership with JMU.
international students.
And diversity is not limited gated by Rose whose vision is sec squarely on che needs of the
Rose celebrates news of a
co people. The traditional JMU future and the opportunities of a broad educational platform.
National Science Founda·
One such collaboration was foreshadowed lace in 2006,
classroom has been enhanced by
tion grant with College of
when technology leader SRI International announced it was
partnerships
with
business,
indusMathematics and Science
try and government, many insci- opening a new research facility in Rockingham County dean David Brakke.

JAMES MADISON·
The man and the university
The first responsibility of a
college or university president
is to think forward, yet never
lose sight of the past. When
second President Samuel Duke
promoted U.S. President James
Madison as an appropriate
personage to be represented
in the college's name, he was
doing just that and answering
a question for the ages: What
is education and how does it
affect the world?
In 1999, the second year of
Linwood Rose's administration,
the Madison Center formed to
celebrate, study and share the
legacy of the nation's fourth
president. It was, in a sense,
a university coming full circle.
The center, the alliance with
President James Madison and
the university looking back
over a century of growth
represented an amalgamation
of learning and liberty and

Provost Doug Brown, James Madison Center director Phil Bigler
('74), Mr. Madison (aka John Douglas Hall) and Linwood Rose dedicate a 2001 time capsule in honor of Madison's 250th birthday.

societal change, ideals which
James Madison's life brilliantly
demonstrated.
The Madison Center was
another step in Rose's commit-

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol31/iss3/1
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ment to more closely associate
James Madison University with
its namesake, President James
Madison. The JMU logo now
features a representation of

James Madison and t he university has developed several
cooperative programs wit h
Montpelier, the historic shrine
that was Madison's home.
The Madison Center, located
on campus, is a repository for
t he work and life of the fourth
president as well as his era, the
federalist era that was - not
unlike the Madison Century
- a time in which unprecedented change, educational
craftsmanship and considered
forethought shaped a fledgling
nation, the way a small Normal
became a major universit y.
Through the Donald Robertson
Project, named for Madison's
tutor, the Madison Center shares
the Madison legacy with elementary- and secondary-school students, educators and community
members through workshops,
seminars, internships and prom
fessional opportunities.
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in large part because of a
partnership with JMU. SRI,
which began in 1946 as Stanford Research Institute, is
PRESIDENT JULIAN
considered the catalytic force
BURRUSS
that led to the development
of the vast technology complex in Silicon Valley, Calif.
The location of SRI in the Harrisonburg area will doubtless
be a boon to the economy and fortunes of the Shenandoah
Valley, created both by the SRI plant itself and by the many
new industries that it is expected to spawn. The state-of-thearr approach to high technology that SRI offers will provide
immeasurable advantages for JMU faculty and students.
As Linwood Rose leads the university Who knew in 1972
into the new century, all things new and that the Dukes
shiny sit solidly atop the dedication, would capture the
scholarship and community practiced NCAA Division
by the many heads and hands of those I-AA national football championship
who, for a century, worked to build in 2004? (Right)
James Madison University.
Cornerback Clint
To draw on the words of President Kent intercepts a
Julian Burruss, J ames Madison Uni- pass to end Monversity's first century was, "without tana's last threat,
and coach Mickey
fear of contradiction," a bold and Matthews celeremarkable one.
brates the Dukes'
And, as it was in 1908, it is only the 31-21 victory.
beginning.
m

' ... without fear
of contradiction.'

J\ln1ost too

perfect to

oe believed'
In 2002, The Unofficial, Unbiased, Insider's
Guide to the 320 Most Interesting Colleges said, "JMU is almost too perfect to

be believed."
Is it hyperbole? Exaggeration? Hype?
Not according to the long list of accolades
coming JMU's way.... In 2007, U.S. News &
World Report- for the 17th time - ranked
JMU as the top public, master's level university in the South. And JMU's graduation rate
- 80 percent - was highest among all public
and private schools in the South.
JMU has als0 been lauded for the value
it provides to students. In 2007, Kiplinger
magazine cited JMU as one of the best val-

have as well. Accounting majors taking the
Uniform Certified Public
Accounting exam - the
grueling five-part professional test - ranked
nationally in passing on
the first try. Among students without graduate
degrees, JMU ranked
25th, placing it in the
Lin Rose talks with then ROTC director Lt. Col. Nick Swayne
company of Michigan,
after JMU earned the 2005 General MacArthur Award as the
North Carolina-Chapel
"best large battalion east of the Mississippi River."
Hill and Texas. The only
school to make
other
ues in college education. Madison ranked
the top 25 was the University of Virginia
21st in the nation among schools cited for
whose first-time pass rate of 47.8 perce~t
"their combination of top-flight academics
was only slightly higher than JMU's 45_3
and affordable costs."
percent.
The Princeton Review's 2007 America's
.
In 2005, JMU's Reserve Officer TrainBest Value Colleges also cited JMU.
ing Corp program earned the MacArthur
And though the whole school has received
Award as the best large battalion in the
many laurels, many of its individual parts
eastern United States. The 30-member
JMU Brass Band, in April 2006, took second place_ in the championship division of
the American Brass Band Championships
... And'. not to be outdone by the successf~I
athletics programs of earlier years JMU'
football team took the 2004, Division I-~
national championship.
m

'Madison ranked 21st in the nation among
schools cited for their combination of top-flight
academics and affordable costs.'
-

KJPL!NGER MAGAZINE, 2007
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AN INTERVIEW WITH

JMU

PRESIDENT LINWOOD

H.

ROSE

BY ANDY PERRINE

('86)

CELEBRATING a
PERSISTENCE ef
CHARACTER
Culture positions Madison to do great things in the next century
ANDY PERRINE: We've just
experienced an amazing Centennial Celebration. Looking back
over 100 years and out over
campus today, what can the
Madison community cake the
most pride in? In ocher words,
what have we been celebrating?
LINWOOD RosE: First,
we have never forgotten
chat we are here co serve the
public good and chat as society changes, the university
muse transform itself co meet
the new and ever-changing
demands. We began with a
charge co prepare teachers, and
today we offer a comprehensive
curriculum designed co support
a complex economy. Second,
we have been steadfast in our
commitment co the student.
We mean it when we say, "We
don't wane students co attend
Madison co cake on our idencity. We wane chem co come co
JMU and through their engagement make chis a better university." This is a special place,
and we have remained true co
our very reason for existing.

I

PERRINE: It's always been
here, hasn't it, chat Madison spirit? I c's been valued
throughout our history. Bue
you are the first co recognize

chat chis JMU culture, chis
Madison Experience, requires
constant vigilance co maintain.
You've really honed in on these
qualities co quantify, measure
and maintain chem.
RosE: We are of the size chat
we're able co offer opportunities
one might find at larger research
institutions. Yee we're parcicularly cognizant of the need co
hold on co our roots, co hold on
co the values chat have led chis
institution for 100 years. Those
are really tied co chose things
chat are valued in smaller, liberal
arcs colleges. Things like characcer development, things like
being involved with your community, things like academic
challenge imparted by caring
mentors, the personal nature
chat I chink is so important.
And it does become a challenge
as we gee larger co make sure
chat we hold on co chose. So, in
many respects, I chink a president's job is co be conscancly
reminding people chat these are
very positive features chat appeal
co students and co their parents,
and lee's be careful not co lose
chose aspects.

Amazingly, the
university maintained its characcer even after doubling in
PERRINE:

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol31/iss3/1

size in less than a generation.
Madison could be a case study
in a management class.
RosE: I chink it's because
we really pay attention co
character. I c' s not something
chat's taken for granted. When
we make policy decisions here,
we're always cognizant of the
effect on students. We do surveys every year co gauge student satisfaction. le' s not just
one question crying co assess
overall satisfaction, alchough
chat's pare ofic. Bue we really
dig deep and look at every
aspect of che university. So,
whether it's student advising,
or an opportunity for students
co have an impact in undergraduate research, availability
of required classes, student
engagement in programs and
activities, all of chose features
of the university are assessed.
We really examine the results
as useful feedback co cry co
improve our programs. So at
the root of everything chat we
do, we're really focused on che
importance of the student in
crying co meet their needs.
PERRINE: Is there a tipping
point in terms of size where we
could be at risk of losing some
of chat character?

RosE: You know, I've often
wondered what the tipping
point is for size. We have
stopped and asked ourselves
numerous times, is chis the
right size? Is a student body of
8,000 the right size? Is 12,000
the right size? Fifteen thousand?
Now 17,500, and we're projeered co go co 22,000. I know
chat as we gee larger, it becomes
more and more of a challenge
co maintain the smaller characcer of the institution. It's just
a function of che geographic
diversity of our campus. Ic
means we've got co work harder
co make sure chat we maintain
chose aspects chat we chink are
so important. I'm driven more
by student satisfaction and by
looking at chose features chat
we chink are so important in
representing a small, liberal arcs
college. If we continue co race
high on chose aspects from our
students, then I chink chat's
what should guide us, rather
than any particular number.
PERRINE: Access co the
faculty, mentoring, hands-on
experiences - have been qualities chat scuden cs of every era
describe. le sounds like growth
might not be so much of an
issue as long as JMU maintains
an eye on those kinds of traits.
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RosE: A lor depends on the
employees we hire. You know,
I think it's important that in
our interviewing process for
faculty and staff members that
we're always asking questions
about the degree to which a
person wants to engage with
students. New Ph.D.s are ofi:en
coming from large research
universities, and we are looking
for those people who still want
to be in the classroom. Yes, we
want them to advance their
scholarship; we want them ro
be involved in research; bur
we want them to involve our
undergraduate students in that
research, and to develop publications side-by-side with students. And I think we've been
pretty successful in attracting
those kinds of individuals.
PERRINE: Then what is
the balance? There are many
Ph.D.s who come into academia hungry for research,
and that has a way of advancing the scholarship and academic rigor of a university.
RosE: Yes, it does, and we
absolutely count on that. In
fact, we've been extremely suecessful in harnessing that intellecrual power to create scores
of undergraduate research
experiences that rival graduatelevel experiences at other universities. It's something that is
exceedingly rare. If you're not
careful to cultivate that balance

though, then it can get away
from you. Bur I think we are
pretty focused on making sure
that we hire the kind of people
that are going to represent
the values that we think are
important for the institution. I
certainly wouldn't want to be
controlling in any way regarding individual talents and abilities and the desire to do new
things. We always want new
blood and new thoughts. We
want people to have the opporrunity to express themselves
individually here, to make a
difference individually and to
actually change the university.
Bur, at the core, are values and
beliefs that I think we all need
to share.
PERRINE: Do you think
the Madison character is what
attracts prospective students,
their parents and professors?
RosE: If you can judge by
student applications, I think
that's certainly the case with
more than 22,000 total applications in this particular year.
I think that speaks pretty well
for students and parents having
a pretty good understanding of
what the institution stands for.
The very best ambassador for
the institution is a student who
is satisfied with the experience.
And when we have students
who leave this institution with
satisfaction rates of more than
90 percent, there's no better

ROSE PHOTOGRAPHS BY JONAH LIGHT
Published
by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2008

way to communicate what's
important at rhis university
than those students going our
and talking to other perspecrive students.
PERRINE: Some qualities of
that character - the can-do
spirit (which we've coined
recently as Be the Change),
the collaborative nature of our
academic environment and
our people, the emphasis on
character development - ereares a well-rounded graduate.
How does one answer the
quip, "IfI'm so well rounded,
does it mean I'm not sharp?"
RosE: Well, I think at
JMU we've been very deliberate in our effort to develop
professional programs so that
students leave here able to be
productive - that is generate
incomes that allow them to
take care of themselves and
rake care of their families. But
at the same rime we want students to lead meaningful lives.
We want students to be active
and engaged citizens. I don't
think that is a product of a very
narrow education. So, while on
the one hand, we have stressed
this professional experience, on
the other, we've maintained an
extremely strong general education program. We have also
maintained the commitment
to the traditional liberal arts,
in terms of major experiences
for our students atJMU. We

don't want engineers to leave
our new School of Engineering only focused on issues of
math and science and critical
analysis. We want people who
understand the value of what
they might engineer for society. We want them to understand rhe economic impact of
those innovations. We want
them to know what the polirical and social implications are.
Thar only comes from a person
who has a well-rounded educarional experience. Ar JMU
that's really what we talk about
when we talk about the best
features of a liberal arts college
and a research university. Ir's
creating those opportunities to
explore a topic in depth, bur at
the same time doing it within a
context of breadth.
PERRINE: This approach to
education, the qualities you've
enumerated, is what you have
said has positioned Madison
to rake the step into the next
century- where universities
that address big issues will be
recognized as great.
RosE: Yes, I believe that
a university that produces
engaged and enlightened citizens who recognize the complexity of the world around
them makes that world a better
place. I can think of no better evidence of greatness. And
it delivers on our founders'
undertaking 100 years ago. ffi
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As THE FIRST MADISON CENTURY DRAWS TO AN END, it seems a
good time for James Madison University to take a close look at what has
happened during its first 100 years. As a community committed to preparing students to be educated and enlightened citizens who lead prod uctive and meaningful lives, how has the Madison Experience changed
over the first century? Which traditions have endured to flavor the second
century of the Madison Experience? Read what alumni, undergraduates,

Madison alumna and
benefactor Alpha
Spitzer ('37) chats

with Cara Pruiett ('QB),
a recip ient of Spitzer's
generous scholarshil!
support. " My sister
Margaret ['37) and I
never had children, b t
as teachers, our live
were full of them. It
means so rmlch that
our scholarships help
someone else's chil·
dren," says Spitzer.

graduate students, professors and JMU parents have to say.
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'JMU is not just an institution
of higher learning, hut it is a
spirit, it is an atmosphere , it is
... a way of life that I am glad
to say that I have lived.'
-

ALPHA SPITZER

('37), Bridgewater, Va.

i
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MAY 2008 GRADUATE
Making a difference in the world
The four years rhar I have spent at JMU have allowed me
to grow in ways that I never could have imagined. I have
been challenged by my professors, I have discovered who
I want to be, and I have made some incredible friends
along the way. Nor only have I received an outstanding
education at JMU, bur I have gained a family and a home away from home that I will
never forger. One of the aspects of JMU
that really stands out compared to other
universities is the number of opportunities
students have to make a difference in the
world. I am so glad that I got the chance to
volunteer for one of Madison's many Hurricane Katrina
Relief Trips to New Orleans. This was the first rime in
my life that I was able to contribute in a hands-on way
to help people in need. It really made me think about
what kind of a person I want to be and how important it
is to help out those around us who need it. The people
that we met and the difference that we made was an
incredible experience, one that I am very proud to have
been a part of and that would not have been possible
without the support of the university.
-

CARA L . PRUIETT

('08)

mathematics major, 2007-08 recipient of Alpha Spitzer
('37) Scholarship for Mathematics and Science; Clifton, Va.

1920S
Instilling a passion for teaching
Virginia history professor Mr. Roland instilled in me
a lifelong love of teaching. He had such
a caring personality. Professor Roland
was concerned about all his students and
always made me feel welcome. The genuine esteem Professor Roland had for his
students influenced my 34-year career as
an elementary schoolteacher. I loved all
the children I taught.
-

GLADYS BRADENHAM UPP

('28)

retired teacher; Barhamsville, Va.,

1930S
Loyal Madison friendships
Many nights we ignored the "lights out" edict to
gather with friends in one another's rooms and talk
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late into the night. We were very close
and loyal friends. We stood by each other
to revolt against the strict dress code.
Once, in reverent defiance - and still
scriccly following the rule for hats and
gloves - we all donned "old hats and
clothes" to go downtown. These strict
rules were first relaxed and ultimately removed.
-

THE LATE GRACE COMER SHACKELFORD

('39)

former NASA employee; (as told to Montpelierstaff, fall 2003)

1940S
Leading by example
When I was managing editor of The Breeze, I sometimes got to work closely with President Samuel Duke.
He was austere, but very helpful when needed. That
was true of most people in authority in those days.
Dr. Duke was an expert at lobbying state officials for
school funding, and he set an example
for students by serving the local chamber
[
of commerce, the Rotary Club and the
board of the Asbury Methodist Church.
I think his example - as well as those
set by other JMU presidents - is why so
many alumni gratefully return to serve
on the alumni board and the JMU Board of Visitors.
Watching how supportive Dr. Duke was to the men
and women who left our campus to serve in World
War II was one of the reasons I wanted to establish the
WWII Victory Garden patio memorial at the Leeolou
Alumni Center. Leadership by example is an enduring
Madison trait.

IJ;-

-

EMILY LEWIS LEE

..,..

('43)

World War II veteran, U.S. Army; former JMU Board of Visitors and Alumni Association Board member; Columbia, S.C.

1950s
One-on-one attention
I pray Madison never loses the personal, one-on-one
attention students receive. My interests and my classmates' concerns and choices were important to our
deans and professors. This nurtured a confidence and
feeling of worth in each of us. That is rare and unique,
and 50 years later, I still feel it. . .. My classmates
and I just celebrated our 50th reunion on campus,
April 25-26, and it was a truly remarkable, memorable
PRUIETT P HOTOGRAPH BY SHAY COCHRANE ('05); UPP BY ALAN CHAMBERL AIN;
SHACKELFORD ANO LEE SUBM ITTED
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weekend. I could not have enjoyed anything more
than the talk by history professor Sidney Bland. In
its first 100 years, Madison has evolved from such a
single-minded focus to an all-encompassing vision;
and on our own personal level, I feel the Class of
1958 has had a similar evolution. From young girls
who had to count their class cuts, sign
in and out to leave campus, have every
visitor preapproveq, plus wear hats and
gloves for every event, we have enjoyed
a parallel growth. Our views have grown
more global, and we have branched out
like an octopus from the initial pursuits
we embarked on. The playing field was tilted almost
180 degrees while we were living our lives, and yet
we coped and kept our equilibrium. I credit Madison
with imbuing us with the confidence and purposefulness that enabled us to chart and maintain that course.
Madison is a very special place for young people to
find their footing and a path for their life coupled with
a strong sense of integrity and ethics.
-

G RA c E MANLY MA c HAN I

c (' 5 8)

former English teacher; current ballet teacher,
choreographer, owner School for Swans, Alexandria, Va.

1960S
Consideration for cultural enrichment
Even before Madison College "boarded" male students, the administration made an effort to provide
cultural enrichment and diversity for Madison women.
Musicians made one snowy campus night magical
for my classmates. On the night of a 1960 evening
symphony performance a classic snowstorm fell. Bootclad, hooded Madison students trudged
to Wilson Auditorium. About an hour
late, bedraggled men dragging instrument cases and black suit bags drooped
in, soggy, wet and lifeless. Soon sounds of
shuffled chairs created a stir as the once
bright red curtain shook with motion.
Remaining students clapped louder to compensate for
the departed. The conductor forced a smile as he nodded to the wet-haired first violinist. The performance
began. It was a night to remember. Deep beneath the
campus snow, daffodils stirred hearing Tchaikovsky's
Waltz ofthe Flowers. Professional musicians made a
wintry night magical, and I'm so glad that Madison
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still embraces the importance of cultural experiences.
I can only imagine the magical nights that future students will write about after enjoying music, theater
and dance in the new Performing Arts Center.
JANE GARRETT MARSHALL ('61)
retired teacher, freelance writer; Hendersonville, Tenn.

-

1970S
JMU teams shaped by strong scholars
The Plecker Athletic Performance Center was a particular interest to me in the development of JMU
student-athletes and as a facility to
enhance the opportunity for our athletes
to be stronger competitors in all areas of
their lives. Carolyn and I have not only
enjoyed JMU sports as season ticket holders for football and basketball, but we've
thoroughly enjoyed the musical performances, the theater, and learning from guest speakers.
All of these experiences make student-athletes - and
fans - more well-rounded. Whether it is educating
our students, providing community events and support, generating huge economic contributions, enhancing our cultural offerings or providing a great resource
of knowledge and reference, we see an institution of
national ranking playing a role in our everyday lives.
-

}IM HARTMAN

('70)

JMU Board of Visitors member; former Duke Club board

member; CEO, Truck Enterprises Inc., Harrisonburg, Va.

1990S
Finding a soul mate
JMU is more than the place where
we earned our degrees in history
and mathematics. We matured,
developed relationships and
learned to be civic-minded adults.
We will always cherish JMU and
its impact and preparation for our
life together!
-

ARTHUR DEAN

('93)

AND DENEDRIANE

"DEE DEE" HARRIS DEAN

('92)

special assistant to the JMU president and home-schooling
teacher; Harrisonburg, Va. (Fairfax County and Hampton, Va.)
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Finding yourself and unleashing your power
I know that everything and everyone I have come into
contact with over my time at JMU has helped shape
the person I have become. The school, the classes, my
professors, my friends and roommates, and the campus
atmosphere have enabled me to stand up
for what I want, to strive for the best, never
settle, and to learn to relax and have fun.
Those who have never experienced JMU will
never understand it. You can't describe the
feeling, the atmosphere, the culture - you
must feel it. From day one, I have known
that everyone wants to be here; everyone is motivated to
make a difference and continues to create a stronger and
more powerful impact on campus. You can always count
on complete strangers to lend a hand and provid~ endless
support. JMU allows students to unleash and understand
their true inner selves. It's home for me.
-

LAUREN WALKER

('08)

nursing major with a minor in substance abuse intervention;
Richmond, Va.

The Madison way of life
JMU has brought me to places that I never
could have imagined. I love the atmosphere
of campus. I love the spirit of the students,
and I love how Madison has become a way
of life for me. I am so thankful for going
with my gut instinct and choosing JMU
as my school. It has been everything it was
hyped ro be and more. And I am so glad that I have had
the opportunity to live it.
-

ADAM WEISS

('08)

kinesiology major with a concentration in sports management
general business minor; Summit, N.J.

the hallway on the second floor faced west. I would ofren
join the other art majors in our dorm in the stairwell by
the window to enjoy the beautiful sunsets. As a freshman my
son, Robert ('04), lived in Potomac Hall, which did not
exist in my rime. He told me how beautiful the sunsets
were through the windows of the Festival. As an art education student traveling around campus, I recall how the
breezes lifted my large portfolio. Beginning with my first 8
a.m. Spanish class, I appreciated the rigor of JMU courses.
The professors were passionate and extremely knowledgeable in their field . My daughter,
Meredith ('08), started her freshman
year in The Village where I lived my
sophomore and junior years. She has
shared many thoughts about the rigors
of the College of Business.
When my husband, Barry, and I
became JMU Parents Council cochairs, it was thrilling for me to continue to be a part of the university family. It has been a
pleasure to meet so many JMU staff members and other
enthusiastic parents. Attending the Centennial Celebrations with Parents Council members was a highlight for
us. Watching the procession of alumni parade into the
Convo; hearing the JMU orchestra, chorus and symphonic band play the commemorative music with an Oh
Shenandoah melody; and the unveiling of the statue of
James Madison: These experiences will all be additions to
my list of life's very best memories.
Watching my son, Robbie, and daughter, Meredith,
graduate were very proud moments. Our family has 30
years of special memories in JMU's 100-year history,
and we will continue our JMU connection. The people,
the campus, the friendly and academic atmosphere, the
beauty of the grounds, the purple in out veins and those
amazing sunsets will always be with each of us.
-

PARENTS

DEBBIE D. BARNARD

('77, '04P, '08P)

former Parents Council co-chair; schoolteacher, Prince William
County Schools

30 years of Purple and Gold memories
The four years I spent at Madison College and then JMU,
were filled with some of my very best memories. My freshman year, I shared a suite in Wayland Hali' with five girls.
Our dorm had weekend-only visitation and the doors were
locked at midnight so you had to check out a key if you
planned to be out late. The large window at the end of
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JMU converts
"As a Virginia Tech graduate,
and fairly rabid Hokie fan, it
was my hope that our son, Todd
Wright ('06), would likewise
attend Tech. However, for some
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reason, unexplained to his mother and I, his preference
was JMU. Fortunately, he was accepted and spent four
extraordinary years both academically and socially at this
outstanding university. As a result, we have become loyal
supporters of this exceptional institution and the JMU
Duke Club. Todd is completing his second year of law
school, and we are very proud of him. "
-

CAROL AND WAYNE WRIGHT ('06P)

JMU parents, Virginia Beach, Va.

PROFESSOR EMERITUS
Engaging students
In my time at Madison, faculty members played sports
- often engaging students on the basketball court or
softball field - to build camaraderie and other life lessons. I recall especially physics professor Kent Moore's
prowess under the basket. Ed Lipton of physical education organized a softball team for faculty members. He
kept calling to me to move one way or the
other in the field in an effort to give me at
least a slim hope of catching a fly ball. His
positioning efforts and my catching efforts
mostly proved futile - though I'm still
playing the outfield with my friends in their
70s and 80s with much the same results. In
my clearer moments, I remember fondly Madison's fine
students and very capable professors and staff members
with whom I was privileged to associate in both my earlier and later teaching days. I'm filled with joy to know
that the engagement of JMU students - outside the
classroom - still remains a priority.
-

PAUL CLINE

professor emeritus of political science; former member of the
Virginia House of Delegates; Venice, Fla.

of my friends from undergrad moved on to the working community. However, I found my place among the
students and faculty with whom I worked in the accounting department. The transition to graduate
school was made all the more fluid by the
help of these people. In addition, my work
as a graduate assistant has allowed me to
not only gain real-life work experience but
also to get to know the staff of the graduate
school. Taken together I think that what
makes James Madison University special is the people
who not only go to school here but work here as well.
JMU is a tightknit community in which people are
always willing to lend a hand.
-

DAVID CASTILLEJA ('07, ' 08M)

Graduate program in accounting, Harrisonburg

1980S
The heart of the Madison Experience
While interviewing these generous alumni, students,
professors and parents for this "100 Years of the Madison
Experience" article, I knew I would hear familiar sentiments from alumni about lifelong friendships made, the
importance of molding future teachers, JMU's focus on
students, the tightknit community, the civic engagement. To hear the same appraisals from JMU parents
and current students proves that JMU is not just a place.
Madison is more than an excellent institute of higher
learning. Madison is an experience, and the heart of that
experience is Madison's people. Whether you found your
best friend at Madison, learned to be a leader, learned to
Be the Change, engaged others outside the classroom or
found yourself, stay connected. Visit campus, speak to a
class, make a contribution, provide an internship, start a
scholarship, mentor a student: Help ensure the ultimate
Madison Experience for JMU's second century. ffi

GRADUATE STUDENT

-

JMU's tightknit community

managing editor, Madison; Centennial Dukes adviser

MICHELLE HITE ('88)

The years I've spent at JMU have been some of the most
rewarding of my life. I've developed lifelong friendships
that I'll carry with me for the rest of my life. I've also
been challenged academically, and that challenge has
culminated with employment opportunities of which I'm
very proud. Some of my most memorable moments have
occurred as a graduate student. Admittedly, I entered
this endeavor not really knowing what to expect. Most
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PITCHING BASEBALL
Tom Ward comes home to promote baseball in D . C.

BY DAVID DRIVER

I
11

hile Tom Ward ('79), who grew up in Washingt
on,
D .C.'s, Maryland suburbs, does not remember when
or even how old he was at the time, h e does remember
someone. "Of course yo u remember 'Hondo' Howard,"
Ward says of former Washington Senator slugger Frank Howard, who made an impression on Ward when he, as a youngster, saw
Howard play for the Washington Senators at Robert F. Kennedy Stadium.

Tom Ward ('79) grew
up watching the Wash·
ington Senators play in
D.C. Now, he's the senior
vice president for the
Nationals, who beat
the Braves in their first
home game at the new
$611 million stadium.

Now 35 years later, Ward is back in a stadium in Washington, but things are a bit differe
.
.
· als' sen10r
· vice
· pres1·dent ror
c markenng.
·
I nstead of s1ttmg
· · m
· t h e stan d s, Ward has access t h
nt. He 1s the W ash ington
N anon
0 t e owner's box in Nationals Park,
$
. .
.
.
,
t he teams new 611 mill10n
stadmm
that opened on March 30 when the N at10nals defeated the A I
al
4
c
d' d · · I d
k ·
b
·
t anta Braves 3-2 before a crowd of
most 2,000rans.War s unes mcu emar etmg-corporate randmg,seasonticket sales su·t b
1 es, roadcasting and sponsorships.
'
50
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"I grew up here. I followed the old Senators when I was a kid," explains Ward, who

ingcon Redskins at RFK Stadium. Now he
is helping create memories for youngsters

graduated in 1974 from Magruder High
School in Rockville, Md. "I have come
360. le is a blessing in disguise."
The Senators left to become che T exas
Range~s after the 1971 season, and che city
was wnhouc M ajor League Baseball until
th e N atwna
·
1s moved from M ontreal fo r
the 2005 season.
While Ward actually saw his first m ajor
league game at Fenway Park in Boston, he
grew up watching the Senators and Wash-

coday in che capital region.
H e says N atio nals Park has 66 corporate
suites and abo ut 60 percent of those had
already been spoken for by A ugust 2007.
T hree d epartm en t heads repo rt co W ard,
and he oversees 50 employees.
W ard began his sports career in 1979 in
che N a tional Basket ball Association with
the W ashington Bullets (now W izard s)
and becam e director of m arketing before
moving on. H e joined the N ationals in the

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2008

m idd le of ch 2006 ea on after the Ted
Lerner family bought che ream.
After more than 30 year as the Monrreal
Expo , che ream arrived in Washington as
che acional ju t before che 2005 season.
W hil e che acionals are noc an expansion
fra nchise, Ward ' backgrou nd in professio nal spores wich expansion Franchi e clubs
was key co his return co Washington.
W ard 's resume includes rime with three
expa nsio n franchises in pro spo res. He
jo ined th e NBA's C harl o cce Bobcats in
2003 as executive vice president of business
o perations and chief marketing offi cer; he
worked fo r the N ational H ockey League's
Nashvi lle Pred ators in 1997 as executive
vice president of busi ness operati ons; and
he joined che NBA's C harlotte H ornets in
1988 as vice president of marketing.
"Th a t has beco me my ' MO ,' if yo u
w ill," W ard says of his ability co scare wich
pro teams ac che grou nd level.
N a tionals' president Scan Kasten was
o nce presiden t of che Aclanca Braves, the
Aclan ca H awks and the Aclanca T hrashers - all ac th e same time. Kasten kn ew
of Ward's wo rk in che N BA and NHL for
many years.
"My marketing people spoke hi gh ly of
h is accomp lishm en ts, " says Kasten du ring a Su nday afternoo n hom e gam e chis
past season . "His work with che C harlotte
Hornets was spectacular. W e consider ou rselves fortun ate co have Tom ."
"H e knew chat I was from here," Wa rd
says of Kasten. "We have been in couch off
and on for years. I have known him fro m
the NBA and che NHL. W e have a Joe of
mutual fri ends."
Ward commu tes co suburb an Ma ryland from C harlotte, N. ., where his wife,
Joan ne H o pper Ward ('79), and cheir th ree
children live. The couple d id not wane co
disrupt school for cwo of their high-school
age ch ildren. Ward cries co gee co Charlotte
as often as he can.
F u rure pla ns fo r che N ati o nals' park
include statues of Frank H oward and former Senator's pi tching greats W alter Johnso n and Josh Gibson fo r left fie ld a nd a
museum char will include some th ings from
RFK Stadium like the whi te Frank Howard
home-run sears char marked che d istance of
his longest home ru ns.
T h rough ic all , Ward w ill be there to
make su re everyth ing ru ns smoothly for
corporate clients and season cickec holders.
"T his is really unique in itself. It's baseball
- America's pasttime - in the natio n's
capi tal," says Ward.
W hat m ore could you ask for , except
perhaps fo r an ump to say, "Play ball!" ffi
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EXTRAORDINARY VISIT
FOSTERS COLLABORATION

Xu Bing's
'new ways
of seeing'
BY DAVID EHRENPREIS

director of the Institute for Visual Studies

WHEN I FIRST SAW THE WORK of the MacArthur
award-winning Chinese artist Xu Bing in Berlin several
years ago, I never imagined I would have the opportunity to curate an exhibition of his work here at JMU.
But in late January, Picturing Equality: Xu Bing's New
Ways of Seeing, a survey of more than 30 years of the
artist's work including woodblock prints, calligraphic
scrolls and even a computer program opened in the
School of Art and Arr History's Sawhill Gallery in Duke
Hall. Two weeks later, Xu lectured before an audience
of more than 800 in Memorial Hall Auditorium.
Throughout his career, Xu Bing's life and work have
been inextricably intertwined with Chinese history.
Born into a highly educated family in Beijing, he came
of age in the midst of Mao Zedong's Cultural Revolution. Since then, he has believed that the artist must
contribute to society by offering people new ways of
looking at the world. After emigrating to the United
States in 1990 , in the aftermath of the Tiananmen
Square protests, he began work on the Square Word
Calligraphy Project, in which he combined Chinese and
Western scripts to create an accessible middle ground
for both cultures. Bing continues to explore the connections between language and culture, and those between
image and text. In his current project, Book from the
Ground, using symbols from modern life, he is attempting to create a visual language that anyone can read.
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Two years ago when I started the Institute for Visual Studies with colleagues from
across the university, the Xu Bing project
was precisely the kind of multidisciplinary
initiative I had hoped that we could make
happen on campus. As a center for scholarly, scientific and creative inquiry into the
nature and workings of images, the institute
is dedicated to bringing teams of students
and faculty members from different disciplines together to do innovative work. Not
only did Picturing Equality present extraordinary visual work to the Harrisonburg
community, it fostered a series of highly
successful collaborations here at JMU.
Students and professors were involved
in every aspect of this project, from exhibition planning and design to the creation
of a catalog. The artist and I both contributed essays to this publication, which was
designed by graphic design professor Dawn
Hachenski. Robin Corp ('07) produced
a wide range of publicity materials for the
show and Christine Bednarz ('08) worked as
curatorial assistant. Several student interns
gave a series of gallery talks and assisted with
advertising and promotion.
The exhibition and artist's visit were
also closely integrated into the curricula of
courses in different departments where the
catalog served as a text. In addition to the
large public lecture Xu Bing delivered during
his campus visit as Dorothy Liskey Wampler
Eminent Professor, he also met with School
of Arc and Art History graduate students to
discuss their work.
Like Xu Bing, as a teacher I feel that helping
students see the world in a new way is one of
my most important goals. In this regard, Picturing Equality was the first in what I know
will be many successful collaborations.
ffl
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* Learn more about Xu Bing's work at
www.xubing.com/.
About the Author: David Ehrenpreis directs
the ]MU Institute for Visual Studies and is a professor in the School of Art and Art History. H e
teaches 19th-century art and his research focuses on
German visual culture and the intersection of art
and nationalism. He also directs the ]MU Summer
Program in Berlin. Learn more about the Institute
for Visual Studies at www.jmu.edu/ivs.

Above, in t his 1978
woodblock print,
Xu Bing depicts
the residents of his
small rural commune gathered in
a field to watch a
patriotic movie projected on a sheet.
At left, in his latest
project, Xu Bing
wants to create a
universal language
using symbols
drawn from modern
life. In this excerpt,
a traveler rushes
to catch a plane.
Below, following his
lecture, the artist
discusses his work
with members of
the community.

The Xu Bing in Harrisonburg project was made
possible through the generous support of the College of Visual and Performing Arts Encore Series,
the School ofArt and Art History, the Institute for
Visual Studies, the Office ofInternational Programs,
and a grant from the Arts Council ofthe Valley.
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Above, more
than 800 people
attended Xu
Bing's lecture in
Memorial Hall
Auditorium. At
right, one of
the works in
the show was a
poster Xu Bing
created for his
students who
took part in the
pro-democracy
demonstrations
in Tiananmen
Square in 1989.
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Neighbor
BY GINNY FICKER

('08)

He doesn't walk, he struts
down three steps
outside his back door
(the house is rented), and
strides across his lawn
(the one he meticulously manicures)
to his car.
Some days he sings
opera his breath climbs the sky in the
brisk cloudless morning,
an ascending ghost vine
into a blue upside-down basin and it meanders heedlessly away.
His Italian is the symphony of Siena's streets, though
the house is a boarding lodge
where one Russian family and some singles live
divvied up like fish hooks
in small compartments
of a tackle box.
He is fixing the wooden fence,
the rotted panels dimmed to chipping gray,
as if it were his own.
He thinks it is his own, perhaps.
Leone,
that is his name, the way he says it.
Lee-OH-nee.
He told me once when it was late
and I forgot to put the trash on the curb.
On a deadly cold night
I pulled into the driveway he was dragging our plastic cans
loaded too high with frozen garbage
across the gravel
to the street.
He tried to avoid me bur
I clambered toward him and
stammered thank you, thank you.
You are welcome, he mumbled
with a timid upward rilr in his shy smile.
Thar is when he to ld me his name
with the inflection of a signore.
Maybe he thinks we don't hear him singing
in the morning.
Maybe he doesn't know he generates
the melody of the alley.

About the Poet : Madison magazine intern Ginny Ficker ('08) graduated in May with a degree in English and a
concentration in Creative Writing. She was an active member of Into Hymn, JMU's all-female Christian a cappella
group, and served as a Student Ambassador all four years of her Madison Experience. Ficker worked as a peer writing
tutor at the University Writing Center and has had poetry and articles published in a variety of publications .
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PROFESSORSYOULOVE

Personalizing American history

I

Raymond Dingledine Jr. 's enthusiasm for history was contagious

t was only happenstance
when - as a sophomore
at Madison College with a
history and library science
major - I selected Dr. Raymond DingledineJr.'s U.S.
History class. Why? His class met
at the time I wanted, and chat was
the only reason I chose his section.
This course was required for history
majors, so the large class met in a
large lecture room in Jackson Hall.
Dr. Dingledine was an excellent
lecturer. He brought in trivia and
lesser-known facts about American
history, and his tests were long and
thoro ugh. That meant that you
needed to attend lectures, because
just reading the text was not enough
to pass his tests.
That December when Harrisonburg got a huge storm that crippled on-campus traffic, a graduate
assistant started the class until Dr.
Dingledine could gee there. When
he arrived , he immediately began
lecturing - even as he removed his
black buckle-up rubber boots, scarf,
knit hat and gloves - and picking
right up where he had left off from
the previous class. I selected his second sem ester U.S. History course
and was not disappointed.
I got to know him better when I
selected his Virginia history elective
course the following year. We met
at 8 a.m. on Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays. The class size was small, and Dr. Dingledine sat in
the midst of us while lecturing. His love of history and details
came forth in every lecture. H e made history personal by celling
us stories from his life. He earned his undergraduate degree at the
University of Virginia and was playing tennis when he heard that
Pearl Harbor was bombed.
As a rising senior, I designed a summer independent history
elective on the history and importance of Virginia railroads, which
Dr. Dingledine agreed to supervise.
Before I attended Madison, I enjoyed history. Then, Dr. Dingledine showed me how exciting and interesting history can be. In
·· ······· · · ·· ·· ··· ·· ·· ·· · ··· ·· ····· ··· ·· ·· · ·· ·· ···· ····· · · ·· · · ·· · ·· ·· ······ · ···· ··

About the Author: Anita Hill Spain ('76) earned a B.A. in library
science and history from Madison and a master's degree in library science from
the University ofMaryland. The beginning ofthe 2007-08 school year marked
her 31st year in the Loudoun County school system as well as her 28th year as
a librarian at Seneca Ridge Middle School in Sterling, Va.

Published
by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2008
PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF SPECIAL COLLECTIONS

BY ANITA H1LL SPAIN

('76)

my mind, I can still see him smiling while lecturing and adjusting his black plastic frame glasses, yet never losing his place. H is
enthusiasm was contagious. My thirst for history continues, and
while I never became a teacher, I do have a tendency to buy more
books and materials for the history section of my middle-school
library. I search for books about the lesser-known facts or unusual
people. Dr. Dingledine was the best.
ffi

·· ······· ····· ···················· ·· ········· ········ ············· ········· ·······

About the Professor: From 1948 to the mid-1970s, Raymond Dingledine Jr. served as a faculty member in Madison 's history and social science
department, but he had been a member of what some refer to as Madison's
"royal family" his entire life. (Read more at www.jmu.edu/centennialcelebration/dingledines.shtml). He served as an adviser to the Hono r Council from
1948 to 197 1 and was instrumental in establishing the Honor System still in
use today. ln 1959, he published the authoritative history ofthe school: Madison Col lege, The First Fifty Years: 1908-1958. He achieved two milestones
in 1984 when he retired and was awarded the James Madison Distinguished
Service Award fo r his leadership and years offaculty service.
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Shenandoah National Park Simply Beautiful

~,. -~

ANN ( ' 05M) AND ROB SIMPSON 2007 , FARCOUNTRY PRESS; ISBN-13: 978-1560 3 74169

·, _,. ,.~ ·t '.

L

et this book be your guide to the rich fall colors,

..

shadow-flecked woods, bright wildflowers, abandoned homesteads and diverse wildlife in this park

located in Virginia's Blue Ridge Mountains. Everything is
included -

,.. . . .

,~

from the brilliant fall colors along Skyline Drive

'

r-

.,.

'

An n ('OSM) and Rob Simpson

to delicate springtime ladyslippers, from the 1916 Massa-

nutten Lodge to the Rapidan Camp that served as President Herbert Hoover's summer
White House in the 1930s. The book includes photos as diverse as a sparkling icefall at
Mary's Rock Tunnel and a majestic deer silhouetted in mist at Big Meadows.

Born Wild in Shenandoah

Born Wild in the Smokies

ANN ('05M) AND ROB SIMPSON
2007, FARCOUNTRY PRESS; ISBN-13: 978-1560374619

ANN ('05M) AND ROB SIMPSON
2007 , FARCOUNTRY PRESS ; ISBN-1 3: 978 -1 5603741 52

In 81 vivid color images taken in Shenandoah National Park and

The Smokies are where the wild things are -

the Blue Ridge Mountains, Ann ('05M) and Rob Simpson capture

This collection of candid images is d evoted entirely to th e area 's

young wildlife ranging from black bear cubs to yellow-eyed owl-

junior residents, ranging from spotted fawns to red spotted newts,

ets, from lizard harch lings to robin chicks.

An n Simpson's
Born Wild
book series
focuses on
the junior
members of
wildlife.

T he photographers, who are also biologists,
provide informative captions about the animals as well as a thoughtful introduction to
the area.

* www.snphotos.com

--------------

J. CRAIG WILLIAMS ('79)
2008, KAPLAN PUBLISHING
ISBN 978 -1427797711

In today's legal system, getting
sued is something most people
n,1>0;:,:.:1t:;.";::~

furry bobcat kittens co
downy owlets. Witness
these creatures at play and
exploring rh e new world
char surrounds chem.

--- =-===· ----------

How lo Gel Sued: An
Instructional Guide

-·--·~-· ~
HOWTO
1
GET

baby wild things!

Williams examines real-life cases
of lawsuits that inform and
amuse. Williams is the founding
member of the Williams Law
Firm, a three-time Los Angeles
Press Club award winner and
the creator of a popular blog at
www.MayirPleaseTheCourr.com/.

have come to fear.

The 10 People Who
Ir seems like simply stepping our
Suck - A Positive
your front door
Prescription for ImS U ED
in the morning is
proving
Communicaenough to bring
in
lhe
Workplace
tion
you under the sueRYAN POWERS ('96) AND Ml·
" "·'·""
'
shark radar. Yer,
CHAEL WISSOT ( ' 96)
in an age when
boredom seems to come so easily, 2007 CITY HALL PUBLISHING
ISBN-13: 978-0979978302
friends and enemies alike readily
enter the courtroom seeking
P'!'-"9!'11'!'11_,_ Is there any
retribution and money. With
doubt char you
a humorous rake on the subwork with many
ject, lawyer J. Craig Williams
of the "10 people
('79) teaches readers the do' s
who suck" - rhe
and don'rs of getting taken to
gossip, the dictacourt. In advice-giving chaptor, the slacker
ters like Own a Business, Have
or the coward?
Children and Live on Earth,

QD
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Regardless of your ride or industry, you know these individuals
all too well. They can turn your
office into an excruciating atmosphere. As an employee, you may
feel less motivated co come to
work. As a manager, you may
be frustrated by the politics
of the office. As an executive, you may feel like your
organization is nor reaching
its full potential. Ryan Powers
('96) and Michael Wissor ('96)
wrote their book for everyone
who has been affected by these
individuals. Learn ways to solve
the problems created by the " 10
people who suck, " make work
more enjoyable and improve
effectiveness for you and your
organization. www.10 people

*

whosuck.com/

Traveler's Tool Kit:
Mexico and Central
America
TIM LEFFEL (' 86) AND

ROB SANGSTER
2008 MEN AS HA RIDG E PRE SS
ISBN : 978-08973298 4 2

The lares r book by T im Leffel
('86) shows yo u how to find delicious, affo rdable
mea.
s l anywhere
in M exico and
Ce ntral America
- nor just where
ro ea r in Cuernavaca. Instead
of raring Panama
C iry's besr horels
(usually meaning the mos t expensive) , chis
book sh ows yo u how co locate
comfortable, affo rdable lodging
anywhere. Lea rn how to travel
happily by air, bus and all sores
of lo cal transpo rt; nego tiate successfully with cab drivers and
merchants; and d ramatically cut
the coses of travel. Leffel and
Sangs ter will co nvi nce you chat
you can affo rd to travel - and
that yo u can ' t affo rd nor co.

* www.timleffel.com/
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Two Dukes raise funds fo r cancer research
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{Web Relaunch}

Alumni Web sile
launches new look
Enhanced usabtllty helps alumni stay connected
BY JESSICA LUMSDEN ('04)
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n March, the JMU Alumni Association unveiled
its redesigned Web site, www.jmu.edu/alumni.
While the site has existed since the 1990s, this
marks the first time since its creation that it has
undergone a complete relaunch process. With
a new look, new layout an d new features, the site also
offers enhanced usability, specifically in terms of alumni
involvement. From event details and registration, to finding alumni groups and volunteer opportunities, and even
signing up for a permanent JMU alumni e-mail address,
the site offers numerous ways to stay connected to JMU.
"Finding new and better ways to serve our alumni is always a priority, " says Ashley Privott, executive director of
the JMU Alumni Association and director of alumni relations. "Planning for this relaunch was an opportunity for
our staff to identify alumni needs and incorporate them
into a Web site that is both fun and functional."
In addition to its new Web site, the alumni association has also increased its efforts on the World Wide Web
through popular social and professional nerworking sites .
Alumni can connect with the association and fellow graduates
by joining the JMU Alumni Association Facebook group (www.
facebook.com), which now boasts more than 1,700 members.
Additionally, alumni may join more than 550 alumni friends at
the JMU Alumni Association's MySpace page (www.myspace.com)
or more than 1,500 members of the JMU Alumni Association
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The revamped
Linkedln (www.linkedin .com) group.
"Social and professional networking is alumni Web site
a definite trend, " explains Privott. "These helps alums keep
tabs on classmates
sires have allowed us to expand our online and JMU events.
presence, all with the ultimate benefit of increased connectivity berween alumni and their alma mater." fit

{Dukes on the Road}

Notes from the Road
Alumni relations staff
members embark on
summer chapter tour

60

=~'.ci.callr
.
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v,uour~tor

JUNE 22: Annapolis, Md.
Baltimore/ Annapolis Alumni
Chapter boat cruise
JULY 10: Harrisonburg
JMU Harrisonburg Alumni Professional Network breakfast

Alumni Relations staff members will post Notes from the
Road at www.jmu.edu/alumni
as they visit alumni chapters
this summer. Read regular
updates, including notes and
photos from chapters around
the country. Join in the fun at
the cities listed below.

AUG. 4: Charlottesville
Freshman Send-Off Picnic

JUNE 9: Washington, D.C.
Metro Dukes Golf Tournament

AUG. 23: Richmond
Richmond Alumni Chapter
CrabFest

JUNE 14: Norfolk
Tidewater Beach Party

AUG. 30: Durham, N.C.
JMU football vs. Duke

JUNE 19: NewYorkCity
Today Show taping

See a list of all tour cities at
www.jmu.edu/ alumni

MADISON

MAGA Z INE

JULY 25: Baltimore, Md.
Baltimore/Annapolis New
Alumni Welcome Happy Hour

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol31/iss3/1

Subscribe
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Don't miss an issue of the
official JMU Alumni
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Association e-newsletter

Brightening the Lights

Get monthly
alumni updates,
events listings,
university updates
and more.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY DIANE ELLIOTT (' 00 )
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{My Madison}

The birthday party of the century
Thanks for the memories

BY EMILY

LEw1s LEE ('43)

hanks to my special
There were academic procesTri-Sigma sister, Jensionals with hoods signifying the
nifer Holtsclaw, for
professor's colleges, which are
helping to make one
always special to me. I also was
of my dreams come
especially proud to see the offitrue. I was able to
cial JMU mace, which was funded by the Class of 1943, leading
be on the beautiful JMU campus on
James Madison Day, March 14, and
the way that day. As an alumna
representative, I carried the placto enjoy and participate in my alma
ard for the Class of 1943.
mater'slOOth birthday celebration.
Virginia Gov. Timothy J.
My own happy and profitable MadiKaine delivered an impressive
son days from 1939 to 1943 began
speech. The JMU Chorale, Wind
and ended with Samuel Page Duke,
Symphony and Symphony Orwho served as president from 1919 to
chestra each gave thrilling per1949. It has been my
formances, especially The Star
pleasure and privilege
Above, Emily Lewis Lee
Spangled Banner. It was a proud
since that time to
('43) catches up with Edith moment for all of us in the Conboth know and work
and Ron Carrier at the
vocation Center and for the uniwith those who folCentennial Gala in March.
versity, too.
lowed his example in
At left, JMU President
Linwood H. Rose, and his
I thought it was particularly
the president's office.
wife, Judith, chat with Lee significant that Thomas A. DinI worked with
after the dedication of the
gledine received an honorary deRonald E. Carrier,
James Madison Statue at
gree since his family has been a
president from 1971
the CISAT patio.
part of Madison from its foundto 1998, and current
ing in 1908. His grandfather,
President Linwood
Raymond Dingledine, was a beH. Rose on both the
loved history professor, and his
Alumni Association Board of Directors and the JMU Board of
grandmother, known as "Mama
Visitors. Five presidents - each with visionary and dedicated
Ding, " was the Tri-Sigma soleadership - over a period spanning 100 years paved the path
rority housemother and al umthat led to my alma mater's current recognition as a national
nae secretary. His aunts - Jane
leader among colleges and universities. Just as in my day, stuHueston Dingledine ('42) and
dents continue to enjoy the Madison Experience while learning
Agness Dingledine ('5 1) - are
from caring, well-informed professors and also having fun and
both alumnae, and his uncle,
forming lasting friendships.
Raymond Jr., wrote the univerAt the Scholarship Luncheon I had the privilege of being with Emily Lewis Lee represents the
sity's history, Madison College,
the recipients of the Class of 1943 Scholarship and the Marga- Class of 1943 by carrying the
classes' placard during the Cenret Hoffman and Emily Lee Scholarship: John Sutter of Sewick- tennial Convocation processional. The First Fifty Years.
Tom, a graduate of the Uniley, Pa.; Jessie Lynn Williams of Hampton; and Sadie Elisabeth
Knight of Midlothian sat at my table along with accounting profes- versity of Virginia and the Wake Forest Babcock School of Management, and his wife, Karyn, have given $2 million to fund a
sors Joe Hollis and his wife, Rachel.
Attention to detail, dignity and style - probably begun by An- JMU scholarship in their names.
A giant statue of President James Madison with the Constitution
nie Bailey Cook, dean of women in the 1940s - have always been
part of the Madison trademark. The weeklong 1OOth-birthday cele- in one hand and a quill pen in the other can now be seen by those
bration and its culminating Centennial Convocation on March 14, traveling north on Interstate 81. Bruce and Lois Forbes ('64) gave
the statue to Madison. This giant new statue stands high on a hill
James Madison's birthday, may have set that bar a bit higher.
in front of the College of Integrated Science and Technology which
About the Author: Emily lewis lee ('43) has worked with Tri-Sigma is located on the east side oflnterstate 81.
It was nice to see all the athletics fields in full swing and the best
andJM U boards for 5 I years. After graduating and serving internships at johns
Hopkins in Baltimore and Halloran Hospital on Staten Island, Lee entered the
part of such an event - seeing JMU friends. Thank you all for
Army Medical Corps as a dietician, and met her future husband, Luther M.
making this visit so enjoyable.
Lee, while stationed at Ft. Bragg, N. C., during World War II. She was instruI'll close with this thought - "Celebrating JMU's first century
mental in creating the WWII Victory Garden Patio at the Leeolou Alumni
- preparing for the next." ffl
Center, which honors 110 alumni and friends who served during WWII.
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{Alumni Chapters}
really wane to get as many alumni involved
with the school as possible."
Regions that determine what kind of
alumni groups may be established are based
on a 60-mile radius, as well as the number
Chapte1' overhaul includes 40 groups BY CARLY LEDuc ('08)
of planned chapter activities.
The change in chapter designations has not
affected many current alumni groups,
he JMU Alumni Assoaccording to Dan Everard ('89), presiciation has completed an
overhaul and reorganizadent of the Marching Royal Dukes
tion of the more than 40
alumni chapter. "When then director of
alumni chapters throughJMU Bands Pat Rooney announced his
out the United States.
retirement in fall 2006, it really got me
NONREGIONAL CHAPTERS
"The alumni relations staff has
thinking about my great experience as a
Office of Residence Life/Resident Advisers:
worked hard at reorganizing alumni
member of the MRDs," says Everard.
Casey Burnett Yu
groups and has created an alumni
"We did have an alumni band chapter
Orientation Team: Dan Murphy
chapter handbook for volunteers,"
in che mid-1990s, bur it stopped being
Student
Ambassadors: Keith Mann
says Gina Dowell, assistant director of
active. I decided to restart the group
alumni relations.
with the help of the alumni office, and
SPIRIT CITIES
There are now four distinct kinds of
we had about 75 alumni attend the last
Nashville: Sara Ross
JMU alumni chapters: regional alumni
home football game."
Phoenix: Michelle Mason-Smith
The newest additions to the alumni
chapters, nonregional alumni chapPortland: Christina Davies
ters, spirit cities and Dukes Around
association family are spirit cities,
Wes tern Maryland: Amanda Schultz
the World. All four groups fall under
which Dowell calls "hubs of JMU
the umbrella organization of the JMU
pride and energy." Though they may
DUKES AROUND THE WORLD
Alumni Association. An alumni chapter
be one of the smaller chapter desigM yrtle Beach/Grand Strand: Kimberly Miles
is a regionally based group where at least
nations, these groups still uphold the
New O rleans: Phil Antis
200 alumni live; a nonregional (alumni
purple and gold spirit.
Northwest Ohio: Dwight Randall
affinity) chapter is a nongeographically
"Because we are just starting out,
based group of at least 20 alumni with
we're considered a spirit city," explains
similar interests, hobbies or undergraduate
"We've started to see that JMU is growing Western Maryland spirit city leader Amanda
experiences; a spirit city is a region where less in its levels of alumni participation to match Schultz ('99) . "This means chat we could be
than 200 alumni live; and Dukes Around the chat of bigger schools in Virginia, like Vir- considered a 'junior' alumni chapter. Once
World groups are based in regions where only ginia Tech and U.Va.," adds Dowell. "JMU we build up more interest in events, we will
has more than 100,000 alumni now, so we be able to graduate to an alumni chapter.
a small number of alumni live.
The alumni relations staff has been fantastic
to work with."
Wane to extend your Madison Experience? To gee involved with an alumni group,
please contact Gina Dowell at dowellgc@
jmu.edu. To see if there is a chapter in your
area, visit www.jmu.edu/alumni/chapters/
- Gr NA DowELL, assistant director ofalumni relations
m
list/hem!.

Alumni chapters enhanced lo
encourage connections
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Welcome new nonregional
chapters and spirit cities

'We've started to see that JMU is growing in its
levels of alumni participation to match that of bigger schools in Virginia ... so we really want to get as
many alumni involved with the school as possible.'

----··--~=====-=--=-=·-·=··-=-================

Seay in the know, gee Madison

Keep your subscription up lo dale
To receive Madison, keep your address up to date with JMU. See the inside back cover or visit:

www.jmu.edu/madisononline/madison/subscribe.shtml
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Dukes who stayed lo lead
Four administrators find careers at their alma mater

BY CttR1s EDwARos

hen they arrived, the entire;: campus sat west
Warner remained on campus to earn master's and Ed.S. degrees,
ofI-81.
commuted to U.Va. for his doctorate, and lacer joined the JMU
Marilou Moore Johnson ('80) recalls that psychology faculty. His initial foray into the JMU administration
when paved lots filled up, students parked came when then-director of Residence Life and now President
across the interstate, near the present UREC Linwood Rose appointed him assistant director.
site, in a graveled space dubbed "the X lot."
The 1998 Distinguished Teaching Award honoree calls the leadShe was a freshman, and Mark Joseph Warner a junior, when ership class he still teaches "the highlight of my week." Warner
Madison College
published The Combecame JMU. 'The
plete Idiot 's Guide
hub of activity was
to Enhancing Self
at D-Hall,"
Esteem in 1998, and,
recalls Warner
in 2006, collabo('79, ' 81M,
rated with colleague
'85Ed.S.).
Bill Evans on
East of 81
a text, Inspirwas mostly
ing Leadership:
farm land.
It's Not About
"We came
the Power.
over here co
W h e n
sled," Sharon
another Mark
Egglesron Lovell
Warner served
('85 ) recalls from
as Virginia's
her office on the
governor ,
new College oflnteJMU's Warner recalls
grated Science and
forwarding his misTechnology's hilldirected mail
top. Trays borrowed
with aplomb:
from the cafeteria
"He's got hair
served as sleds.
and mone y .
"It was pretty
I don 't have
easy to walk
either one, but
around campus
I like him."
and know most
Warner
of the people
describes the
you saw," Lovell
student affairs
adds. She and
part of his job as
(Clockwise from upper left): Dukes who lead at the top levels of the JMU
administration include Mark Warner, senior vice president for student
classmate John
working co provide
B. Noftsinger Jr. affairs; Marilou Johnson, interim dean of the College of Visual and Performing Arts; John
a personal couch for
Noftsinger, vice provost for research and public service; and Sharon Lovell, interim dean
(' 85) watched the for
students while creatthe College of Integrated Science and Mathematics.
East Campus begin
ing "an environment
with construction of the Convocation Center.
that will transform lives." The job's planni ng segment involves
None of these alumni-turned-administrators expected to spend overseeing creation of a six-year plan co fulfill state requirements
more than four years here. Yee each ended up not only remaining for diversity, student support and academic programs.
for more than two decades, they also helped co make JMU what
"We don't get bored," Warner concludes.
it is today.
The "Dream Laurie" dance in Oklahoma was among the camBorn in Colorado and arriving from Richmond, Warner says, "I pus performances by Johnson during her three years spent earnstarted my JMU journey as a freshman in 1975 and have never left."
ing a B.S. The communication arts major from Abingdon, whose
The senior vice president for Student Affairs and University Plan- professors included Charles Turner, also studied early childhood
ning believes his classmate and resident adviser Dale Holt (now a education, anticipating a career in children's television.
high-school principal) planted the seed for his career by suggesting
During graduate work at Arkansas Seate University (where she
he become an R.A. Majoring in psychology, Warner played most met her husband, now-fellow Media Arts and Design professor
intramural sports during those years and met his wife, Jennie Hughes George Johnson), she worked in all aspects of television news fo r
('79, '82M)). They have two daughters, Katie ('07) and Sarah.
a small cable program. Quickly, however, "I moved into the
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WARNER AND JOHNSON PH OTOGRAPHS BY DIANE ELLIOT T ('00); NOFTSINGER
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'Through all of JMU's
changes ... we haven't
lost that culture of
being involved with the
education of undergraduates.'
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years of "efficiency experts," broadening
field of academia." After she earned her
so it emphasizes teamwork and workplace
doctorate at the University of Tennesatmosphere (factors described as "the O")
see, both Johnsons joined the university
as much as efficiency ("the I").
faculty in 1988.
In November, Lovell was appointed
Marilou Johnson has taught the class
interim dean of CISAT, replacing Jerry
that broadcasts the campus newscast,
Benson, now a vice provos t. Heading
]MU Today, through its long evolution,
CISAT - which culminates a series of
while filling various administrative poses.
administrative posts for Lovell, starting in
She currently serves as interim dean of the
1999 - involves her in a process of"examCollege of Visual and Performing Arts.
MARILOU MooRE JOHNSON ('80)
ining how the colleges are structured" in an
After serving for four years as interim
dean, she will return to her post as associate dean in July.
organization that is a work-in-progress.
Networking with colleagues across the United States through
Johnson is delighted that her responsibilities will include overseeing the construction of the new Performing Arcs Center, sitting the Women in Deanship organization, Lovell says, "It's interesting
in on discussions of such issues chat pertain to the needs of the to compare notes. I feel good about JMU."
programs that will move into that facility in 2010.
Also in November, long-term research administrator John
"I find the whole process fascinating," she says. 'Tm nor afraid Nofrsinger became vice provost for research and public service.
to ask questions."
In addition to growing JMU's sponsored funding by eight fold,
Circa 1918, Johnson had a great-aunt who attended the Normal Provost Douglas Brown credits Noftsinger as having been "instruschool that would become JMU. Two cousins followed, but she mental" in attracting the research firm SRI ro a partnership that
attributes her own discovery of the campus to her older brother "will enhance the quality of jobs throughout the entire region."
who selected it for nearby ski slopes. Both the Johnsons' daughRoanoke native Noftsinger, who was the first student to be
ters are now enrolled: Callie ('08) and Caitlin (' 11). Niece Anna seated on the JMU Board of Visirors, returned to Madison in
Moore is a School of Music graduate student.
1989 - after completing graduate studies at Ohio State and the
Through all ofJMU's changes, Johnson says, "We haven't lost that University ofVirginia - to teach in the colleges oflntegrated Science and Technology, and Education .
culture of being involved with the education of undergraduates."
Although Lovell came from Martinsville to look at JMU with
As a board member of the Shenandoah Valley Technology
her twin sister, she entered the freshman class alone; her sister Council, Nofcsinger is ever mindful about "connecting the comchose U.Va. Lovell became a Student Ambassador, psychology munity to the university." He adds, "Being here so long, I've been
major and fraternity little sister. "I had such a wonderful experi- able to develop a trajectory. Opportunities build on each ocher
ence as an undergraduate," Lovell says, chat after earning a doc- and lead to other opportunities."
torate from Bowling Green Scace University, she jumped at the
Noftsinger supervises JM U's new Institute for Infrastructure
chance to apply for a psychology faculty position.
and Information Assurance and led in creating its new InformaLovell and her former professor Joann Grayson are collaborating tion Analysis B.A. degree program. His present title entails conon a book chapter about teaching the capstone, field-placement
tinued oversight of seven previous offices - including all campus
classes which place students in projects for participating organi- grant-sponsored research - along with five new offices. He says,
zations. The chapter will blend Grayson's specialty - clinical "I hope to mentor some of the younger professors. "
psychology- with Lovell's - industrial organization or "I.O."
The Nofcsingers are a JMU family that includes John's wife,
Lovell explains that her field has evolved substantially from the Lucinda ('96), and Joshua Shaheen (' 11), the eldest of three sons. ffl

Alumni trio supports
presidential initiatives

T

BY CHRIS EDWARDS

hree administra- hockey. Members of her class,
tors, who attended graduating the year of the name
Madison over change, could select between
a span of three having "James Madison Univerdecades, serve in sity" on their diplomas or her
the JMU Office of the President choice - "Madison College."
with Linwood H. Rose.
Although she'd planned to
As a business major from teach, Harper accepted a temFairfax County, Donna War- porary job in Student Affairs
ner Harper ('77) joined Alpha preparing fraternities and
Sigma Alpha and played field sororities for moving to then64
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HARPER PHOTOGRAPH

Presidential trio: Donna Warner Harper ('77), Art Dean ('93) and
Nick Langridge ('00) keep the president's office running smoothly.

new Greek Row. "I feel very
fortunate to have had chat oneyear appointment that's turned
into 30 years," she says . She
served 23 in Student Affairs,

then, the past seven as executive assistant to the president.
Harper handles financial aid as
well as diversity, environmental
and alcohol issues. (During her

BY DIANE ELLIOTT ('00); DEAN BY KATHY LAM; LANGRIDGE BY ANGEL ELZA (' 10)
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student years, she feels the lower drinking
age paradoxically made social events less
focused on alcohol.)
She and local businessman Randy
Harper ('73) have two children on campus: Bryan ('08) and Whitney ('11).
Art Dean ('93) discovered JMU while
visiting from Fairfax County for a highschool track meet: "I fell in love with the
school. It was the only one I applied to."
Performing with the Contemporary
Gospel Singers and playing intramural
sports helped him sharpen leadership
skills. Meanwhile, the second day of
freshman year, Dean met his wife, thenDenedriane Harris ('92). The couple has
three children.
Following graduation, Dean became
an academic counselor in the Center
for Multicultural Services, assisting students in several positions before being
named director of Multicultural Services
in 2007. He is now a special assistant to
the president for diversity. Notwithstanding "some growing pains," Dean says the
campus "has always been a welcoming
place." He's remained optimistic through
governmental policy shifts affecting
diversity: "Universities had to work
harder in motivating students to come.
JMU has rebounded."
Growing up in an Army family, Nick
Langridge ('OO) attended nine schools,
completing high school in Ellicott City,
Md. "Attending JMU was the first time
I knew that I would be able to stay in the
same place for four years," he says. "I was
ready to plant roots."
The speech communication major's
undergraduate activities included Miller
Fellows, Kappa Alpha Order, serving as a
Student Ambassador and co-chairing the
Senior Class Challenge.
Returning to raise funds among young
alumni for the Duke Club, Langridge
says, "I wanted to give back. I didn't have
dollars to give, but I had a passion for
representing JMU." He served three years
as club director, earned a 2007 master's
in business administration, became assistant athletics director for development,
and was named assistant to the president
in July 2007.
"I work to support the president with
his day- to-day operations and special
projects, while assisting in communication between JMU's four division heads,"
Langridge says.
fll
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Chapters embrace
Centennial Challenge
BY J ESSICA LUMSDEN ('04)

JMU alumni who couldn't be on
campus for t he Centennial Celebration joined in the jubilation by
giving back to local charities during
the anniversary celebration's Centennial Challenge. Alumni groups in
Maryland, Metro D.C., North Carolina, Texas and Virginia answered
the challenge to perform local acts
of community service in JMU's
honor. Congratulations to the
Tidewater Alumni Chapter: which
logged the most service hours.
JMU President Linwood H. Rose will
recognize the group during Alumni
Volunteer Weekend in June.

Chapters embracing
Centennial Challenge
Austin Alumni
Chapter: Day of
Community Service at
Shores of Town Lake

Charlotte Alumni
Chapter: Charlotte
Goes Green Festival

Metro Dukes Alumni
Chapter: ShamrockFest 2008

Baltimore/Annapolis
Alumni Chapter: The
Baltimore Stadium Trek
to benefit the American
Lung Association

Tidewater ChaP.ter wins
Centennial Challenge
BY KELLY STEFANKO ('94)

It was an honor to celebrate the centennial
by volunteering in JMU's honor through
the Centennial Challenge. In Tidewater,
my chapter co-president, Alison Cooper
('93), and I kicked off a Centennial Week
of Caring by visiting Westminster Canterbury, the Virginia Beach retirement home
of nine Madison College grads.
This Madison Experience was a memorable one as the alumnae, aged 97 to 85,
recalled stories of rules and roommates
dating back more t han 64 years. Attending college during the Depression was
precarious. These alumnae remembered
66
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helping friends pack up when they didn't
have the money to pay tuition for the
next quarter and recalled saying goodbye
to students earning two-year degrees
because they needed to start working.
One alumna confessed that she was
secretly married while attending Madison
and had to endure chaperoned "dates"
with her husband until she finished school.
Memories of Madison endure.
Lani Sarao ('91) kept the Centennial
Week of Caring going by arranging with
Keagan's restaurant for a JMU night in
which 15 percent of sales were donated to
the Tidewater Chapter Scholarship Fund.
Tidewater alumni also organized two other
opportunities for centennial service: Sarao
assisted Operation Smile by staffing a
water stop for the Shamrock Sportsfest,
and Sonya Sterbenz Barsness ('95) helped
spruce up a local elder day service center.

Boston chapter launches
newsletter for alumni
The Boston Area Alumni Chapter sponsored an informal networking happy hour
on May 8 with the Southern Schools
organization at the Harpoon Brewery.
Will Berry ('99) is business networking
coordinator for the Boston chapter. Boston area alumni also shared the purple
pride at a pre-game social at the May 17
Red Sox vs. Milwaukee Brewers game.
According to Blu Nordgren ('04), the Boston chapter has created a newsletter to
keep area alumni connected. To sign up
for the newsletter, or for more information on the chapter, please contact Nordgren at bostonchpt@alumni.jmu.edu.

Harrisonburg APN builds
professionarconnections
BY KATIE HUDSON (' 10)

"When you go to JMU, there is a connection that you really can't put into words,"
says Kemper Funkhouser ('02), president
of the Harrisonburg JMU Alumni Professional Network. " We've had great turnouts at meetings to get our APN established. More than 100 alumni showed up
for our first meeting."
Four years ago, Funkhouser attended a
Metro Dukes Chapter APN meeting and
realized the need for a similar opportunity
fo r alumni in Harrisonburg. After sending
out an e-mail to local alumni, Funkhouser
CONTINUED ON PAGE 68
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Chapter successes
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Thanks to the following alumni volunteers

Fredericksburg
Silent Auction

Black Alumni
Chapter Weekend

• Jointly sponsored with the
Duke Club. Thanks
to chapter president Steve Berry
and Mark Butler
• Raised more than
$500 at Brock's
Riverside Grill

• More than 60
alumni assisted
with prospective
students weekend
by hosting a leadership luncheon,
workshops and
career fair
• Kicked off new
giving challenge
for BAC Scholarship: $100 for
the 100th. Goal is
$20,000 by Homecoming 2008
(Question s? E-mail:

Eastern Shore
& Smithfield
Madison College
Luncheons
• More than 50
Madison College
alumnae and
friends attended
the regional
annual local meetings/luncheons
• Thank you to
Sally Thrash and
Barbara Ohmsen
for organizing the
events

BlackAlumni
Chpt@alumni.
jmu.edu
Richmond Monument 10 K
• Rai sed more
than $7,500 for
Massey Cancer
Center under the

2008 Senior Week activities, cosponsored
by the JMU Alumni Association, included a
senior induction candlelighting ceremony,
a senior send-off and student speeches.

leadership of Kelly
Warren

Charlotte Family
Picnic
• Hosted first event
to raise funds for
new scholarship
initiative

Senior Week
Send-off
• More than 100
seniors attended
• Helped seniors
connect with
alumni groups and
other seniors who
are moving to the
same new city

• Thanks to alumni
who attended
and represented
their chapter:
Jamie Richards
(Charlotte, N.C.);
Mike Jones (Metro,
D.C.); Dani Antol
and Elizabeth
Puritz (Charlottesville); Curtis Perry,
Bryant Getzel and
David Burns (Richmond); Kemper
Funkhouser, (Harrisonburg APN)
and Dan Everard
(Marching Royal
Dukes).
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Want your alumni chapter
news highlighted in Madison?

E-mail your news and photos to Jessica Lumsden ('04) in alumn i relations
at lumsdeja@jmu.edu.
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FROM PAG E 68

contacted a select few that he felt would
be best in leadership roles. "APN is allvolunteer, so the network really needs to
become a priority for the leaders," says
Funkhouser. After getting support and
a buy-in from JMU Alumni Association
board members, the Harrisonburg network has
sponsored two breakfast
meetings and a cocktail
hour.Funkhouser sees the
network as a key component for getting alums to
connect. "If you know a
Kemper funk- fellow alum through this
houser ('02)
network, it creates an
instant bond out in the
business world."
Gina Dowell, assistant director of alumni
relations, says, "The Harrisonburg APN is
different than our other alumni groups.
Right now, it is the only alumni professional network that exists outside of an
alumni chapter."
Through surveying alums, it was decided
that both the Richmond and Metro Dukes
chapters would start alumni professional
networks as a part of chapter programming, and not as separate organizations,
as had been done previously. Chapters
will have a professional development
committee in charge of building more
opportunities for alums.
Harrisonburg APN meetings have a
straightforward itinerary. The first half
hour is socializing over food and drinks,
followed by a networking event, where
alums get out of their chairs and really
start to build connections. The meetings
also include keynote speakers. "With our
speakers, we're looking for a diverse
representation of alumni. We're not only
looking for JMU graduates who are successful in the business world, but local
community leaders and leaders at JMU
as well," says Funkhouser. Past speakers
include James Consagra ('83), president
and CEO of United Bank, and Alex DerHovhannessian ('97), a senior manager
with Accenture.
Funkhouser says the hardest part of the
startup of any network is contact information. "It's really important to get back
in contact with the alumni association and
update your information, because that has
been our biggest struggle. If it's not the
right e-n-Jail, then we obviously have no
way of getting in touch with you."
Learn more about the Harrisonburg
APN at www.jmuapn.org/. ffi

CHEER

ON

THE

AUG. 30
OCT. 11

DUKES
JMU @ DUKE

JMU @ UNIVERSITY OF RICHMOND

OCT. 25

JMU @ VILLANOVA

NOV . 22

JMU@ TOWSON

MADISON
JUNE 14

AUG. 23

Fifth-Annual
JMUAlumni
Beach Party

Richmo.nd Alumni
Chapter Crabfest

Tidewater Dukes and
Black Alumni Chapter
www.jmu.edu/alumni/
chapter/tidewater

J UL Y 10

Harrisonburg APN
breakfast
www.jmu.edu/alumni/

www.jmu.edu/alumnl/

SEPT.

5-7

OCT. 31 - N OV . 2

Homecoming
Class Reunions: 1963,
1968, 1973, 1978, 1983
www.jmu.edu/alumni/

Fall Reunions

NOV. 27

Classes of 1988, 1993,
1998, 2003, 2008

Watch the
Marching Royal
Dukes in the Macy's
Thanksgiving Day
Parade

www.jmu.edu/alumni/

OCT. 3·5

Family Weekend
www.jmu.edu/parents

For more information on any of the above events, please call the JMU alumni office at
1-(888) JMU-ALUM or visit www.jmu.edu/alumni/.
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Friends for life
1961 classmates reconnect annually

BY ALMA BRowN HALL

(' 6 1)

there was something special about
e graduated
our time at Madison. It was the era
from J MU
in 1961 preof Sputnik and the youngest president ever to lead the United States.
pared for and
anticipating
Bue, our lifelong friendships have
bright futures.
been the time chat we have really
From 1961 to 1971 we were busy
connected. We've seen each other
establishing our homes and careers
through hard times like a hus- having children, taking graduband's by-pass surgery or supportate courses, chauffeuring kids from
ing our friend, Margie Creekmore,
schoo l to piano lessons. From .
while she battled cancer.
1971 to 1981 we joined civic,
Feelings run deep when it's one
church, professional and charitable
of your own in need. Margie was the
organizations - embodying Be
steady hand, both at JMU and in our
the Change. From 1981 to 1991
lives after college. Now, it's time for
we watched our children graduate, planned wed- Class of 1961 friends for life
us to be a steady force, co honor Margie's memory.
dings, watched our husbands get promoted and include (1-r) Aida Deluca
Our group has set a goal to contribute $5,000 to
reconnected with our Madison group . For our Boyle, Virginia Wagner BenJMU in Margie's memory by our 50th reunion.
dura, Alma Brown Hall, Linda
25th reunion, eight members of the Class of 1961 Nichols Daniels, Patty Brooks
Decidedly a Madiso n bond, the permanence
got together and vowed to stay connected.
we enjoy is a sharp contrast to the ever-changing
Arey, Mary Lou Berry Fogg
world we live in today. Our mini-reunions have
In 1995 we began a mini-reunion tradition by and Susan Moyar Williams.
gathering in Hilton Head, S.C., at the home of
now expanded to Christmas get-togethers that
Patty Brooks Arey and her husband, Bill. For 12 straight years include our husbands. We confirm our friendships as couples. One
our group has trekked to Hilton Head for a weeklong pajama husband said he "learned more about his wife of 40 years chat he
party to brag about children and grandchildren, reminisce about hadn't known before."
Madison professors and late night study sessions by flashlight.
Our Class of 1961 group of friends gets reinforcement from
We are now a genuine support system, still sharing laughs, fam- each other. Madison encouraged chat. We entered Madison at the
end of the 1950s, the era of "Happy Days," but we left at the
ily photos and our scrapbook.
As children of Depression Era parents, we were fortunate beginning of the '60s, before we could become rebels or flower
enough not to have an abundance of material possessions. Even at children . This unique interim between the two decades was a
Madison, we knew the sacrifices our parents were making so we squeeze in time - berween a decade of optimism and securiry and
could be first-generation college students. Friendships always filled a decade of limitless freedom . These are the parameters that we
the empty spaces when "things" were not there.
were given - just what we needed to cope with the second half of
ffl
Our teaching careers have given us common experiences, and the 20th century. Thanks, Madison!

PHO T O S UBMITTED BY ALMA HALL BROWN ('61)
Published
by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2008
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{Be the Change}

Duo of Dukes
raise funds
for cancer
research
BY GINNY FICKER

I

I
I

('08)

ach year thousands
of new cases of leukemia and lymphoma
are diagnosed around
the globe. In the face
of these hideous diseases, however, there are people who
are fighting courageously against
all types of cancer. A few dedicated
alumni have devoted themselves
co raising money and awareness
through work with The Leukemia &
Lymphoma Society.
The world's largest voluntary health
organization dedicated co funding
blood cancer research, the LLS holds
an annual eight-week fundraising and
awareness campaign through local Fighting for a cure for cancer through the Virginia Leukemia & Lymphoma
chapters. The LLS chapters select a Society chapter are (1-r) Molly Mayfield Tanner ('97), senior campaign manager; Katie Lowry King ('97), and Cathy Foley Chisholm ('77), executive direc·
handful of community members who tor. (Inset): Dan Cole ('87) raises money for the National Capital LLS Chapter.
wane to compete to raise the largest
sums and be named the LLS Man or Woman of the Year.
chapter executive director, and Molly Mayfield
The 2007 Virginia Woman of the Year was Kacie Lowry King Tanner ('97), the chapter's senior campaign
('97), who raised $35,000. She first became involved with LLS manager. The national manager of the LLS Man and Woman of
in 2004 when her father, Bill Lowry, was diagnosed with acute the Year campaign is Blair Welch ('00) .
myelogenous leukemia. After doing some research, King got in
This year King may see another JMU alum grab a campaign
touch with the Virginia LLS chapter in Richmond, which served tide. Dan Cole ('87) is running for the Man of the Year through
as a resource to her family. Her 2007 Woman of the Year cam- the Washington, D .C., LLS chapter. Cole is vice president of sales
paign included several fundraisers like a wine social event called and business for CEA, the producer of che Internacional ConUncork for the Cure, a spaghetti dinner and a tea.
sumer Electronics show - the largest annual tradeshow in North
King says, "I even had a friend who put the LLS logo along with America. He is an accomplished motivational speaker and sales
www.car4cure.com on his race car at the Mazda Scar Series."
trainer who has spoken at events all over the globe.
King's father passed away in November 2006, but she still has a
"I became aware of the society in 2007 through its Team in
heart for fighting the disease. This year she serves on the Man and Training program for the Marine Corps Marathon," says Cole.
Woman of the Year Steering Committee, and she's still fighting "While being trained, I raised $20,000 for the society," a total chat
cancer with compassion. "My mom and I have an annual holiday was the highest for che region and second highest in che country.
cookie bake each year chat has become a tradition. We give the
"We are all within two degrees of someone affected by cancookies to patients at local cancer clinics, doctor's offices, etc."
cer," says Cole,; "whether it is leukemia, lymphoma or another
Through her service, King has encountered several JMU type of cancer.
alumni, including Cathy Foley Chisholm ('77), the Virginia LLS
The idea of "two degrees" is the inspiration for Cole's team
name, Two Degrees of Difference. His team includes 20 mem1
bers, many of whom are highly successful business leaders in various industries. The team has sec extremely high goals for their
fundraising. "Our goal is co raise che most amount of money in
the nationwide history of the LLS Man and Woman of che Year
campaign," explains Cole.
Learn more about Cole's campaign at www.cwodegrees.org,
DAN COLE ('87)
and follow Kings' campaign at www.kacie4cure.com.
ffl

We are all within two degrees
of someone affected by cancer,
whether it is leukemia, lymphoma
or another type of cancer.'
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{Dukes Standouts}

Four alumni lapped for JMU
Athletics Hall of Fame
Basketball, lacrosse and soccer standouts honored
our new members, including standouts in the sports quarterfinals. Kankkunen was CAA Player of the Year and an
of basketball, lacrosse and men 's and women's soc- All-America honoree in 1994, CAA Tournament Most Valuable
cer, were inducted into the JMU Athletics Hall of Player in 1993, a three-time All-CAA selection and a two-time
Fame on April 24. This year's class is the 21st tapped all-region and all-state choice. He had 19 goals and 32 assists as a
playe r, and he holds the team season assists record of 16.
for hall of fame honors.
The inductees include Gary Butler ('73), a leadWilliamson remains the women's soccer team career record
ing men's basketball player from 1969 to 1973; Kaarlo Kankkunen holder for goals with 55 and points with 128. Also, she is the
season record holder for
('95), a key player during
goals with 19 and points
one of the more-successful
periods of JMU men 's
with 46. As a senior she
soccer; Nora Maguire
received All-Colonial AthWhite ('92), a standout
letic Association, all-state
and all-region recognilacrosse player from 1989
tions and was an academic
to 1992; and Ashley Wilall-district honoree . She
liamson ('96), the all-time
was a member of JMU's
top scorer in JMU wornen's soccer history.
1995 team that won the
Butler was a leading
CAA Championship and
player on the men's basketadvanced to the NCAA
ball teams from 1969-72,
Tournament round while
and a knee injury kept him
posting a 16-8-1 record.
out of all but part of one
White was the JMU
game of his senior season.
lacrosse team's leading
He was a double-figure
scorer for four seasons
scorer and rebounder dur- Gary Butler ('73), Ashley Williamson ('96), Nora Maguire White ('92) and
from 1989 to 1992, and
ing each of his first three Kaarlo Kankkunen ('95) are the newest class of the JMU Athletics Hall of Fame. after the 2 007 season
seasons and had career totals of870 points and 682 rebounds. He
led the team in rebounding for three seasons and in scori ng once,
was a two-year captain, and earned a team most valuable player
award. His 12.3 rebounds per game average for the 1969-70 season
and his 11 .2 career rebounding average remain JMU records.
Kankkunen played on three JMU men's soccer teams that advanced to NCAA Tournament play after winning Colonial Athletic Association titles. The three teams compiled a combined
56-9-4 record and in 1994 reached the NCAA Tournament

~
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....
=
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remained seventh in team history in goals (138), tied for seventh
in assists (61) and sixth in total points (199). White holds the
JMU game record of nine assists, and she was an All-America
honoree in 1991 and 1992 and an honorable mention All-America in 1990, a four-time all-region selection, and a three-time allconference choice. She was player of the year in the South Atlantic
Conference in 1991 and in the Colonial Athletic Association in
1992, a four-time member of the U.S. Squad, and a member of
th e U.S. Under-23 Team in 1991.
ffi

Follow your favorite JMU team,
get news from the Duke Club,
purchase JMU athletics
apparel, keep up with Duke
Dog and buy tickets to see
the Dukes in action all in one spot

Published
by JMU
Scholarly
Commons,
2008
PHOTOG RAPH
BY CATHY
KUSHNER
('87)
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Stay tn touch) get involved and be Mad cool

27

Nellie Edmonds Adams
cherished her Class of
1927 photograph. It hung in her
bedroom until she passed away on
Dec. 15, 2007, according to her
niece, Janet Worley, assistant food
service director at JMU. Worley
presented Adams' 1927 class photograph to JMU President Linwood
H. Rose in December. Adams had
attached to the back of the photograph a receipt from March 1927
for her board at the Normal, along
with additional fees (total board:
$75 and additional fees: $15.50).
Worley enjoyed the many stories
that Adams shared about her days
at the Normal and her father's visits
to the school. Worley says, "It was
an honor to share this photo with
]MU on behalf of our fam ily and in
memory ofAunt Nellie."

133

I

I
I

75th Reunion Year
Three members of the
Class of 1933 celebrated rheir 75th
reunion this year. Eloise Thompson Jenkins of Grandy, N.C.;
Hope Landes Souder of Topsham,
Maine; and Georgia "Frances"
Maloy Rives of Richmond remember Flapper Pudding, Lazy Daisy
Cake and Madison College's ninehole golf course.

38

70th Reunion Year
Edna Marguerite Bristow
traveled to campus in April to celebrate her 70th class reunion during
Bluestone Reunion Weekend, April
24-26. She was quite rhe reunion
celebrant as many reunion participants wanted a photo opportun ity
wirh her. Many alumnae asked
Bristow to share stories from the

Janet Worley, JMU assistant food service director, donated the 1927
Harrisonburg State Teachers College photo (below) to the president's office. The photo belonged to Nellie Edmonds Adams ('27),
who passed away Dec. 15. Worley is Adams' niece.
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early Madison College days. Her
favorite Madison memories include
May Days, bunk beds, birthday
d inners and rules about students
not allowed past the railroad tracks.
Bristow, who lives in Hardyville,
Va., taught for 38 years. She has
traveled to 47 U.S. states, Europe,
Jordan and Israel. She served as her
church's choir direcror for more
than 45 years.

1950 classmates share a few
laughs at a mini-reunion in South
Carolina. Seated (1-r) are Mary
Shifflett Dunn, Marian Bates
Bruce and Retha Shirkey. Stand·
ing are Florence Perkons Ryan
and Annette Simpson Smith.

50

In November classmates
Marian B. Bruce, Mary
S. Dunn, Florence P. Ryan, Retha
Shirkey and Annette S. Smith gath-

1 •
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ered in Isle of Palms, S.C., fora small
reunion at the Wild Dunes Resort.
Smith reports, "We have been
friends for more than 60 years and
have kept in touch. Many thanks to
JMU for all the memories."

56

SinceJuly2001,Marie
F. Butler has served as an
instructor for Behind the Wheel
Driving School at Powa, Calif.
This year she will move into an
apartment at the Racquet Club
Apartments near her church in San
Diego. * George "Jack" Leffel Jr.
has worked as a substitute teacher in
Greenville County (S.C.) Schools
for the last three years. He is an
active member in Gideons International and returned to campus for
the Centennial Celebration events
and campaign luncheon in March.

58

50th Reunion Year
Betty Ball Mann, who
serves on the JMU Alumni ~ssocia-

tion Board of Directors, was happy
to share her 50th class reunion with
nearly 90 of her classmates. During
Bluestone Reunion Weekend in
April, members of the Class of 1958
were inducted into the Bluestone
Society. Pat Smith Wilson was also
in the 'Burg for reunion weekend.
She helped establish the Class of
1958 Professorship endowment
more than 20 years ago and has
inspired many donations. She has an
extensive Madison College memorabilia collection that she shared
during the weekend. Read all about
2008 Blues tone Reunion Weekend
in the next issue ofMadison.

71

Emily Griffith has lived
in Wilmington, N.C.,
for the past 30 years with her husband, Gregory, a Virginia Military
Institute alumnus. Her two sons,
Edward and James, have followed
in their father's steps and attended
VMI. Both are members of the

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2008

rugby team. Griffith enjoys having
her "litcle darlings" close to JMU
and hearing campus updates and
how things have changed.

73

35th Reunion Year
Denise "Dee"
McDonough is seeking 1973
women's lacrosse team players for
their upcoming 40th class reunion.
Contact her at sydspal@comcast.
nee. At the 58th-Annual Banquet
of the 25th Infantry Division Association in Lexington, Ky., Morgan
"Butch" Sincock received the
General Fred C. Weyland Award
for exceptional service to veterans
and soldiers. Sincock, a resident
ofChesrnur Hill, Pa., is executive director of the 25th Infantry
Division Association and the Division's Memorial Fund. He serves
as president ofMi!Spec Tours Inc.
and founder of the 25th Infantry
Division Archive at the George C.
Marshall Foundation in Lex ington,

192 7 HSTC PHOTO COURTESY OF JANET WOR L EY AND THE JMU OFFICE OF THE PRES IDENT
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SCHOLARSHIP
THANI(S
Dear Reid Jar! Bliss ('84) and
Elizabeth McConnell Bliss ('84):
I want to express my gratitude
for the Elizabeth M . Bliss and
ReidJ. Bliss Scholarships. I'm a
biology major who graduated in
May. Your scholarships allowed
me to continue work on the characterization ofa bacteriophage
ofBordetella avium during my
senior year. I presented data from
this work at a seminar. I hope to
enter a genetic counseling graduate program this fall. Thank you
so much for providing me with
these opportunities.
Brook Brehm ('08)
Va. He has produced several folk
culture publications with the late
Elmer Lewis Smith.
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Above and beyond
Communication pros recognize young alumna
BY AMANDA ATKINS

('08)

Ericka Floyd ('06) became
a rising star in 2007 when she
received the Women of Color
Technology Rising Star award
for her leadership skills and for
going "a bove and beyond" her
duties as an EDS public relations representative for U.S.
government marketing and
communications.
Career Communications
Group initiative sponsors the
annual National Women of
Color in Technology conference to recognize outstanding
minority women in technology
and business.
Brad Bass, Floyd's mentor
and senior public relations
representative for EDS, says
2007 Women of Color Technol"I think she really won this
award for her activities that go ogy Rising Star award winner
Ericka Floyd ('06)
beyond her basic job description .... She has taken an active role in promoting diversity programs
within the company. She is regularly active in charity and community
activities like working to inspire D.C. schoolchildren to pursue higher
education and careers. I think Ericka's willingness to go beyond the
call of duty is what really distinguishes her."
Floyd says, "The conference was amazing, a fantastic event for
career-building and networking." This award recognizes "women at
the beginning of their careers who possess leadership skills and are
outstanding performers in helping shape technology for the future."
After only six months with EDS, Floyd was surprised to receive
the honor. She has supported the EDS Holiday Spirit Program, which
provides opportunities for EDS employees and accounts to donate
gifts to youth in foster care and protective services; the Maine State
Society's "Wreaths Across America" campaign, for which EDS participants lay wreaths over the headstones of 5,000 veterans; and a
special EDS promotion of Black History Month.
Floyd also participates in EDS employee groups such as Unity in
Action, which continues programs and events that promote the company
as the brightest choice for employees of African descent, and the Global
Women's Network, which connects female employees and related issues.
Floyd supports diversity awareness within the company and is part
of planning and communication support to the U.S. Regional Diversity
Council at EDS. "I never imagined that I'd receive such an honor so
early in my career," she says. "I was overjoyed that my family traveled to Atlanta to see me accept the
award."
Floyd was the only Rising Star
Award winner from EDS. "I feel so
blessed to be chosen to receive this
award," she says. "It is great to have
the support of your co-workers and
teammates to challenge you to be the
best you can be."

'I think Ericka's
willingness to
go beyond the
call of duty is
what really distinguishes her.'
-

BRAD BASS
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77

Mark C. Halsey accepted
a posmon at Vugrn1a
Tech as director of operations and
administration for distance learning and summer sessions programs.
He and his wife, Kim, moved from
Philadelphia to Roanoke in 2003.
She teaches at Community School
where their two first-graders, Liam
and Tory, attend.

82

Mark Ragland reached his
400th career coaching victory this season as head volleyball
coach at Albemarle High School.
Ragland leads all active Virginia
volleyball coaches in victories with
403. He lives in Charlottesville
with his wife, Jacquelyn ('80), and
their son, Josiah.

83

25th Reunion Year
Michael Garrett has been
senior pastor at the Westminster
Presbyterian Church in Snellville,
Ga., since December 2004. He lives
in Snellville with his wife, Marcia,
a realtor with Nonhside Brokers;
daughter Patricia, a student at
Georgia State University; and son
Baxter, a freshman at Brookwood
High School.

84

This summer Teresa
Noyes Burgess, who
works for Wellspan Health System,
will complete a medical mission trip
in Costa Rica and Ukraine. Prior to
joining WHS, Burgess worked for
the Visiting Nurses Association.
The Bureau of Land Management
selected Jeanie D. Curphey to be
one of the trainers participating in
the first-ever "Extreme Mustang
Challenge." Each trainer has 100
days to train a wild mustang and
then meet in Ft. Worth, Texas,
to show off the mustang's abilities. Curphey was so honored to
be selected that she adopted her
mustang, Felix. She and Felix now
compete in endurance riding.
Nikia Dower, an ASHA certified and Virginia licensed speech
and language pathologist and
board certified behavior analyst, is
president of Dower and Associates
Inc., located in Loudoun and Prince
William Counties. Dower has been
in private practice in northern Virginia since 1988 and specializes in
treating children and adolescents
diagnosed with autism spectrum
disorder, Asperger's syndrome,
Down syndrome or apraxia. She

*

*

trains families, ABA instructors,
school systems and private agencies in applied behavior analysis
with an emphasis on verbal behavior. Dower serves on the board
of directors of Commonwealth
Autism Services in Richmond and
is the first speech and language
pathologist in Virginia to be BCBA
certified. Recently, she was asked
to join the Advisory Council of
POAC-NOVA. John H. Graves
was elected president of the Luray
Caverns Corp. board of directors
in February. He has served on the
board since 1985. He retired from
the U.S. Army National Guard as
a major. Graves has 25 years in the
family's business. He represents
the fourth generation of the Graves
family to hold a controlling interest
in Luray Caverns. Incorporated in
1905, Luray Caverns is the parent
company of Caverns Country Club
Resort, Historic Car & Carriage
Caravan and the Stalactite Cafe.
Luray Caverns is the eighth-mostvisited attraction in Virginia.

*

85

Melissa E. Watts has
accepted the position of
coordinator for the Chesterfield
Health District's Medical Reserve
Corps. She previously served as
a marketing and public relations
director at HCA John Randolph
Medical Center. In her new job,

SCHOLARSHIP
THANKS
Dear Richard}. ('82) and
Kim H. Masterson:
Thank you for the Thomas]. Masterson Scholarship. I am a business
management major, who graduated last year. I had the pleasure of
meeting your sister at the annual
scholarship award ceremony,
during my senior year, and she
explained that this scholarship
honors your father. I think it is a
wonderful tribute to him, and I
am grateful to have been selected
as a recipient. The award allowed
me to take full advantage ofmy
senior year academics. I am now
a contracting officer for the CIA
and hope to make a difference by
serving my country. Your scholarship was a huge blessing for my
family and me. Thank you!
Rachel Burrows ('07)
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Watts recruits medical and nonDebra Yeagle accepted the
position of business develmedical residents to serve as volunteers in rhe Medical Reserve Corps.
opment director for Department of
Defense programs at Solutions Made
She plans and coordinates various
Simple Inc. in Rescon. After 25 years
volunteer training to prepare the
as a civilian in DoD, Yeagle has
Chesterfield, Powhatan and Colonial Heights areas for public healrh
moved to private industry, working
disasters. * Laurie Tusing Phillips,
for a small business that specializes
who has 22 years of reaching experiin data management software and
ence, was named the 2007 Shenanservices. She and nine ocher life/
business coaches have co-authored
doah County
A Guide to Getting ft: Vibrant and
Teacher of rhe
Year. "Ir's so
Lasting Relationships, the ninth book
in the Guide co Getting Ir series.
awesome, I
can't believe
20th Reunion Year
it," Phillips
says about
Donna Akers Warmuth
being honored
presented an author talk at the Virginia Festival of rhe Book in Charby peers. "I
know rhe cal ilottesville in lace March. She has
Laurie Tusing
ber of teachers
written four books about her homePhillips ('85)
with whom!
town ofAbingdon and two books on
work." Phillips reaches at Stonewall
Boone and Blowing Rock, N .C. Her
fifth book with Arcadia Publishing
Jackson High School, the same
school she graduated from in 1981.
is due co publish in lace spring, and
To help ease students' move to high
she's hard at work on a Watauga
school, Phillips started a "TransiCounty book of historic images.
tion Day" program for rising ninth
graders who are enrolled in special
Bruce Hinson Jr. was proeducation. They cake a day to gee
moted to senior national
fami liar with the school's layout and
account manager with Frito Lay
practice changing classes. Phillips
headquarters in October. He and his
also serves as the junior class sponwife, Stacy, and their three children,
sor, che Child Study Committee
Brittany, 11, Ashley, 8, and Bruce
III, 2, relocated to Plano, Texas,
chairperson, a Standards of Learning re-mediator, and a special educain January. Stacy begins a medical
residency in OB/GYN in Dallas
tion inclusion teacher for summer
school in biology and earth science.
in July. * F. Kevin Schultze says
Read more about Phillips at www.
he has "launched the last independent bookstore" in Key West, Fla.
jmu.edu/MadisonOnline.
Volcaire Books bucks the trend chat
Mark R. Miller accepted
independent bookstores are a "thing
of the past." * John Wallingford has
a position at Children's
National Medical Center in
been named finance director for the
Washington, D.C., as director of
City of Suffolk, Va. He previously
philanthropic marketing and comserved as supervisor of fiscal operations for the Prince William County
munication. After advising President
School Board. He and Roberta ('86)
Bill Clinton, CEOs and nonprofit
moved to Suffolk from Manassas.
leaders, Miller is using his communications experience to help kids- by
raising money and forming partnerCharles F. G. Day earned
ships to help provide world-class care
his M.B.A. from the Uniand research at one of the nation's
versity of Maryland's Robert H.
cop children's hospitals. * Michael
Smith School in August. * Michael
Donlan and his wife, Jessica, moved
Sullivan was promoted to director
of internal/external communicaco Singapore with their sons, Jack
tions for CareFirsc Blue Cross,
and Chris. The family left Washington, D.C., as pare ofDonlan's
Blue Shield. He oversees all media,
employee, physician and health
promotion to general manager for
communication for che Mid-AclanAsia Pacific at Microsoft Corp.
Cindy M. Sabato accepted the posicic's largest healch insurer. Sullivan
and his wife, Joanna, are also proud
tion of advertising coordinator at
co announce the adoption of a boy,
the University of Rhode Island. She
says chat she is happy co be back in
Maxim Patrick, from Ukraine. The
family lives in Balcimore.
her field of choice doing marketing
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'Cousin Jemmy'
Madison is in these grads' blood

BY CARLY

LE Due ('0 8)

Meredith Rosanelli ('07) and her brother, Peter Rosan el Ii ('0 4),
have a connection to James Madison University that runs deeper
than most. The Rosanellis descend from President James Madison's
great-uncles - his grandfather's brothers.
James and Dolley Madison never had children of their own.
President James Madison's grandfather, Ambrose Madison, had two
brothers, John and Henry Madison. The Rosanellis are related to the
Madison fam ily through the progeny of these two brothers.
Here's how: Henry had two sons, Henry Madison Jr. and George
Madison. Henry Jr. then had a son named Edgar, who himself had a
son named Roger. George had a son named John Albert Madison,
who in turn had a son named John Thomas Madison. John Thomas
had a daughter named Etta Thomas, who married Roger Madison.
This couple is Meredith and Peter Rosanelli's great-grandparents.
Eight generations after Ambrose, the Rosanellis can now call President Madison "cousin."
Meredith Rosanelli entered JMU as a freshman in 2003, fully
aware of her connection in the James Madison family tree. She graduated last May with a B.B.A. in marketing with a business-to-business
concentration. "As I remember, I have always known that I was related
to Madison, but it didn't become important to me until I began looking
at colleges," she says.
Being related to 'jemmy" wasn't the main reason Rosanelli chose
JMU. " I feel that my brother was a much bigger influence," she says.
" I came to JMU to visit Peter a couple of times and loved it. I felt that
being related to James Madison would hopefully give me a unique
edge that recruiters would remember."
Rosanelli devoted most of her time to Alpha Sigma Tau and served
as the sorority's president in 2006. She was a member of the National
Society of College Scholars, and only a few of her friends knew her
connection to JMU was deeper than it seemed.
"They thought it was pretty cool that I am related to Madison and
chose to go to JMU," she says.
Unfortunately, Rosanelli has never met any other Madison
descendants or visited Montpelier, the family home. "James Madison
has such a huge legacy that I could not even begin to compare myself
to," she says. " By attending JMU, I feel like I have learned how to carry
out a small portion of that legacy. JMU is all about 'Being the Change.'
I think in my own way I have made a small difference, and I hope I can
continue to carry out Madison's legacy throughout my life."
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and public relations for education
after "two years of fun and sun
on the island of Guam." Sabato
describes Rhode Island as a beautiful state with both rural charm and
metropolitan culture and cuisine.

92

January. He is an account manager
for the company's AdvertiserAgency Services division, and he
develops media analysis, research
software and data solutions for the
advertising industry in eight states
in the southeast. He lives in Denver.

99

NBC Universal hired
Nicole M . Gruenebaum
as a director for national accounts
for the TV Network Distribution
Group. Previously she worked for
four years at Oxygen Media. Gruenebaum serves on the national

Susan E. Blauch ('92M)
will serve as the only American women's basketball referee
for the 2008 Summer Olympics in
Beijing, C hina. She has worked as a
ref for women's amateur, college and
professional basketball games for
more than 15 years.

93

15th Reunion Year
Ian W. Record is curriculum development manager for
the University ofArizona's Native
Nations Institute for Leadership,
Management and Policy. His first
book, Big Sycamore Stands Alone:

Western Apaches, Aravaipa and the
Struggle for Place, is slated for release
by the University of Oklahoma Press
in fall 2008. Record and his wife,
Wendy Cevallos, live in Tucson with
their son, Lucan Mateo. After
nearly eight years with global law
firm Clifford C hance, most recently
as global head of business development for its 680-attorney litigation
and dispute resolution practice,
Alison K. Swenton has relocated
to Bahrain, where she will serve as
the head of business developmentMiddle East and North Africa for
Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer, a
global law firm.

*

94

Tia Brown McNair
earned an Ed.D. in higher
education administration from
George Washington University on
May 18 in Washington, D.C.

95

Torrey W. Creed earned a
Ph.D. in clinical psychology and is a research project coordinator for the Children's Hospital of
Philadelphia. She and her 8-year-old
son, Jeremy, live in H avertown Pa.

96

Since graduation Shelton
Bumgarner has worked
for several Virginia newspapers.
Stephen A. Geyer earned his Ed.D.
from the University ofVirginia last
May. He and his wife live in Berryville, Va., with their two children.
Arbitron recognized Sean T.
Harrington with the New Business
Account Manager of the Year Award
at its annual winter sales meeting in

*

*

97

Jonathan Graham accepted
the position of user experience project manager at Comsys
located in Glen Allen. He was previously employed at How Stuff Works
as a senior project manager. * Last
fall, Eric Parker was named Ohio
State University assistant baseball
coach. A former member of the
Boston Red Sox organization, Parker
has been a volunteer assistant for the
Buckeyes the last three years. A kinesiology major, Parker has a considerable amount of baseball coaching
experience, including one summer
as pitching coach for the Luray
Wranglers of the Virginia Valley
League. A pitcher, Parker played his
freshman and sophomore collegiate
baseball seasons at the University
ofVirginia before transferring to
JMU, where he played during the
1996-97 seasons. While in college,
Parker played three summers in the
Shenandoah Valley Collegiate Baseball League, spending the 1993 and
1996 seasons with the Harrisonburg
Turks and the 1994 season with the
Staunton Braves. In 1995, Parker
played for the Yarmouth-Dennis
Red Sox in the renowned Cape Cod
Collegiate Baseball League. Parker
was signed as an undrafted freeagent by the Red Sox and played the
1997 season with the Lowell Spinners Baseball Club in Lowell, Mass.
Parker and his wife, Leann, an
associate athletics communication
director at Ohio State, live in Lewis
Center, Ohio. The couple has one
son, Devin Edgar.
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Eric Parker ('97) has been
named Ohio State University
assistant baseball coach.

board ofWomen in Cable Telecommunications and has been honored
as a 2008 WITC emerging leader.

00

Jessica Chase has been
named program m anager
and director of downtown parking
services for Harrisonburg Downtown Renaissance. The Massachusetts native's career includes historic
preservation, m arketing, publishing
and sales. Chase also will have a role
in Harrisonburg's streetscape implementation process, part of the city's
Virginia Main Street community
program, which combines historic
preservation with economic development to restore prosperity and vitality to the downtown business district.

0I

Christine Kaulfers m et her
fiance, Jason Vonderhaar
of C incinnati, while earning their
M.B.A. degrees at London Business
School. They live in London and will
marry Jan. 2, 2009, in Ramsey, N.J.

02

David Page earned an M.B.A.
in e-business at Regent University and graduated in December.

03

5th Reunion Year
After serving four years on
active dury in the U.S. Air Force,
Jeffrey Cretz joined the Air Force
Reserves. H e was promoted to the
rank of captai n in October and
completed a m aster's in aeronautical

science from Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University in February. He
is stationed at Pope Air Force Base
in North Carolina. * Jason Dovel
completed the Doctor of Musical
Arts degree in trumpet performance
at the University of North Texas in
December. He is an assistant professor of trumpet at N orrheastern State
University in Tahlequah, Okla. *
Jennifer Starkey is a member of
the U.S. National Wom en's Rugby
Team, the Eagles sevens team,
which won the World C h ampionship in Hong Kong
last spring before a
crowd of30,000.
T he Northern
Virginia native and
integrated science
and technology
Jennifer
major works as an
Starkey ('03)
IT consultant/systems engineer with IBM.

04

Amy Burkert completed
more than two years of
Peace Corps service and returned
home to Alexandria. She lived and
worked in Santa Cruz, Costa Rica,
as a child, youth and family development volunteer. Burkert worked
as a preschool teacher, designed
after-school programs and spent
time with orphaned children. She
also taught English classes. Burkert
was a graphic design major and
prior to joining the Peace Corps, she
worked as a sales associate at The
Bombay Co. Kimberly Moody
accepted the position of designer/
project manager at Charlottesvi lle's Classic Kitchens ofVirginia.
Moody designs luxury kitchens and
baths and oversees projects from
conception to completion. She
owns a wedding and event planning
company, Texture Design Studio
in Staunton. * Thomas Hillhouse
accepted the position of director
of technology at Digitas Health
located in Philadelph ia. He was previously employed at Nationa l Constitution Center as Web services
and marketing manager. At Digitas
Health, Hillhouse is responsible for
production and de! ivery of projects
for clients in the pharmaceutical
and health care industries. John
Trice was named assistant men's
soccer coach at High Point University. Trice was captain of the JMU
men's soccer team, a fou r-year letter
winner and a member of the 2001
Colonial Athletic Association J MU

*

*
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A Year with Frog and
Toad.Yanez spentcwo
summers in Irish Beat,
Busch Gardens Williamsburg's featured
show of Ireland. And
Heather
she held the lead female
Campbell
was appointed execusinger role in Emerald
Beat, che Tampa Busch
tive assistant to the
Gardens show. Yanez
president and the chief
says she was "blown
financial officer of
Dentsu America Inc.
away when offered
Laura Yanez ('06)
located in New York
the opportunity robe
a soloist for Riverdance. .. . Once I
City. * Amanda Meeker earned a
master's in English with a concenrealized I actually had a shot at being
che lead singer, it became a dream
tration in professional writing and
editing at George Mason University
of mine. Everyone knows the show
- it's a worldwide phenomenon. It
in August. She is a technical writer
for Stinar Corp. in St. Paul, Minn.
defines modern day Ireland, and it's
She was previously employed by
amazing to be part of something that
so many people relate to."
Power Monitors. * Sara Woodward completed two years in the
Peace Corps in Macedonia and
JessicaAnn Krager Nisewonger attends Southern
works in the field of international
education. She married Douglas
College of Optometry.
Urquhart in December and lives in
Portland, Ore.
Marketing major Mike
Lightman will soon be
using his College of Business educaErin Dickey is a business
tion ro help small business developanalyse with Accenture
in Charlotte, N.C. She earned an
ment halfway across the world. This
summer, he will begin a 27-month
M.B.A. from the University ofMisPeace Corps tour of service in
sissippi last May. * Nicolas W. S.
Morocco.
Lazo has completed helping film,
The Pitman,
edit and act in Never Back Down,
N.]., native
a New Summit Pictures Film by
will serve as a
Jeff Wadlow. The film opened in
consultant and
cheaters March 14. Lazo also won
teacher to local
first place in the 2007 Virginia
Film Festival's Volvo Adrenalin
entrepreneurs
and artisans
Film Project. He loves Los Angeles,
and learn the
and says "SMAD rocks!" * Music
language and
theater major Laura Yanez is a soloculture. Read
ist for che international Riverdance
more about Lightman at the Coltour. Prior to landing the Riverdance
lege of Business Web site at www.
position, she toured with the first
jmu.edu/cob/lightman.shtml.
national tour of the Broadway show
championship team.
He joins HPU after
serving as assistant
coach at Holy Cross.
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Revolutionary historian
Patrick Spero connects history to today's Issues
BY CARLY LEDUC

('08)

Patrick Spero ('00) knows his history.
The doctoral candidate is the first of nine
scholars awarded research fellowships
by the David Library of the American
Revolution at the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia. His days are filled
with research and study for his doctoral
thesis on the Pennsylvania frontier during the American Revolution.
The library's Academic Advisory
Council selected Spero from a sizeable
pool of fellow applicants. The mission of
Revolutionary historian
the David Library is to collect and disPatrick Spero ('00)
seminate information about American
holds several prestihistory from 1750 to 1800 and support
gious fellowships.
the study of the American Revolution.
"Our research fellows have gone on to write important works on
the Revolution," says Meg Mcsweeney, chief operating officer of
the David Library. "Discoveries that fellows make during their residencies at the library will influence scholarship in the field of early
American studies for generations."
Spero became interested in the American Revolution during his
youth in Massachusetts. "I was surrounded by historical sites, which
I think sparked my interest in history," he says. At JMU his professors - specifically John Christopher Arndt, Kevin Hardwick and
Raymond Hyser - gave him an appreciation for the study of history
as a scholarly discipline through research papers they assigned.
"These papers gave me a hands-on experience of what it was like
to be a historian," he says. " I greatly enjoyed researching an event,
learning about the people and places involved, then crafting a paper
and arguing my points."
Spero's dissertation explores how the American Revolution
unfolded in the Pennsylvania frontier. "Historians have already
studied the imperial crisis in Philadelphia," he explains. "My goal is
to understand what was happening out West - how those events
shaped the creation of the new state of Pennsylvania and the politics of the inhabitants of the early nation."
Spero believes that the American Revolution is relevant to the
current time. "Understanding the Revolution is essential to understanding the nation's political and economic development," he says.
"The Revolution unleashed new ideas and shaped the development
of our national politics in ways that we are still dealing with today."
To complete his dissertation, Spero will also undertake fellowships
at the Virginia Historical Society in Richmond, the Pennsylvania
State Archives in Harrisburg and the Clements Library at the University of Michigan. Spero is
currently involved in proj1
ects at the National Constitution Center, helping
develop a documentary
and an educational Web
site. " I hope to connect
the general public with t he
sometimes disconnected
scholarly world, either as
a historian or educator,"
PATRICK SPERO ('OO)
he says.

The Revolution
unleashed new ideas
and shaped the
development of our
national politics in
ways that we are still
dealing with today.'
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20005 Jeremy A. D'Errico ('00)

Weddings

Kim

* Bridgette Seidell ('03) co David Moore

19905 Michelle Joyce ('93) co Scott

('01), 2/9/08 * Carol Lehet ('04) to Jon
Crawford, 2/10/08 * Stephen Bien ('05)

Harris, 8/28/07 * Ronald L. Shields

7 /21/07 * Elizabeth Veltri ('OO) ro Pete

to

('93) co Sureerat Jeaknguluem, 12/28/07

Diamond, 11/24/07 * Kelly D. Wheaton
('OO) to Marcus L. Barton ('OO), 8/20/05

9/22/07 * Margaret Short ('05) co Michael

* Sherry Morse ('94) co J.R. Morgan,
6/9/07 * Jennifer Shurbet ('97) co Todd

1

to

Lee, 4/30/06 * Wendy Lynne Peterson
('OO) co Daniel Brett Peterson ('OO),

* Jamie Alsop ('01) ro Justin Davis,
11/3/07 * Nicole Ann Blanchard ('01) co

Emily Futrell ('05), 10/7/06 * Vance

Overstreet ('05) co Erin Chapman ('01),
Huffer ('01), 10/21/07 * Lindsey Yancey
('05) co Travis Coyner, 3/22/07 * Jenifer
Banning ('06) to Kirby Walke, 7 /28/07

Quigley, 1/31/07 * Laura]. Silzle ('98)
co Christopher P. Maloney, 12/10/07 *

Christopher Taffe McGarrigal, 1/12/08

Kenneth Taylor ('98) co Meredith Pum-

* Julie Sindler ('01) co Andrew Sindler,

phrey, 9/22/07 * Kristen Wetterhahn

7 /1/07 * Joshua Buchanan ('02) co Angela

('05), 5/2/08 * Beth Rudolph ('06) co Tim

('98) co Thomas Antonucci, 11/ 17 /07 *

Regester, 9/12/07 * Bradley Polk ('02)

Orr ('04), 9/29/07 * Adam Stainslawski

Sam Bogan ('99) co Deborah Waldron,

Amber Polk, 9/30 * Molly Brown ('03)

('06) co Rita Portocarrero ('05), 7/7/07 *

1/20/08 * Kate McClintock ('99) ro

co Chris Catalano ('02), 6/11/07 * Brett

Jessica Ann Karger ('07) co Joshua Nise-

Michael Beck, 9/29/07

McCartney ('03) co Jody Papania, 12/1/07

wonger, 12/22/07

* Jane Estep ('06) to Christopher Dalton
to
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Mitchell, 11/21/07 * Amiee

Nate, a son, Benjamin Todd,

E. Gaedecke ('93) and David

a daughter, Lindsey Madison,

4/19/07 * Holly Lichliter
Buck ('97) and Jeremy ('95),

19805 JilIA. Kriser-Turner

('92), a daughter, Claire Emily,

12/27/06 * Marni Van Grouw
('95) and Timothy, a son, Aus-

('81) and William, a daughter,
Lindy Campbell, 11/13/07

2/9/06 * Shannon 0. Goldstein ('93) and Daniel ('93), a

tin Joel, 1/17/08 * Melanie
K. Weyer ('95) and Matt, a

3/5/07 * Jason]. Cervenak
('97) and Michelle, a daughter,

* Glenn Forman ('82) and

son, Joshua Conner, 3/30/07

son, Nathan James, 9/7/07 *

Reagan Elizabeth, 1/28/07

Leslee, a son, Graham Roland,

* Michelle J. Harris ('93) and

Tamara A. Woolever ('95) and

* Kathryn Faircloth ('97)

1/13/08 * Christine A. Slone

Scott, a son, Cameron Scott,

Michael ('95), a daughter, Tay-

and Tyson ('97), a son, Tyson

('86) and Jay, a son, James

12/13/07 * Sheila Mason
('93) and Scott, a daughter,

!or Cate, 8/14/07 * Jennifer
Armstrong ('96) and Tim, a

Daniel Jr., 11/27/07 * Catherine Martin ('97) and Josh, a

Sophie Anne, 4/30/07 * Tia
B. McNair ('94) and Mau-

daughter, Audrey Elizabeth,

daughter, Kelsey Ann, 6/11/07

10/25/07 * Rebecca Baker
('96) and Trey ('93 ), a daugh-

* Kimberly C. Mislock ('97)

Parker, 11/6/07 * Carolyn
Adler ('93) and Jeffery ('89), a
daughter, Elise Christine

19905 Ela Heyn McAdams

rice, a son, William Austin,

('90) and Joseph, a daughter, Tara Lindsey, 10/1/07

9/26/07 * Michelle H. Mussen ('94) and Ken, a son, Lucas

* Susan H. Epperson ('91)
and Thomas, a son, Slater

Chinsu, 12/19/07 * Anna M.
Vaughan ('94) and Rick ('93),

MacIntyre, 9/29/07 * Karen
F. Jackson ('91) and Rudy

i ('90), a daughter, Zuri Rose,

and Steven, a son, James

ter, Ella Jennings, 10/19/07

Henry, 11/22/07 * Patricia

* Jennie M. Boyd ('96) and

C. Munchel ('97) and School,

Jeff('93), a daughter, Lucy

a son, Bryce Danbridge,

a daughter, Alexis Chrysoval-

Isabella, 7/16/07 * Stephen
A. Geyer ('96) and Emily

12/22/07 * Jeramy K. Spitzer
('97) and Karen, a daughter,

ancou, 9/5/07 * Brian Dixon

('98M), a son, William Hewitt,

Kaitlyn Janelle, 2/21/08 *
James Younts ('97) and Cris-

('95) and Parker, twin girls,

2/19/07 * Rebecca C. Hank-

12/28/07 * SherifElias ('92)

Elisabeth Parker and Ellie

ansson ('96) and Jay ('96), a

ten, a son, James Christopher,

and Alexis ('92), a son, Caleb

Marie * Melissa Fraim ('95)
and John ('90), a son, Luke

daughter, Sara Kate, 8/28/07

2/6/07 * Page Brookshier

* Tiffany Jenkins ('96) and
Todd ('96), a son, Miller Pay-

('97) and Todd ('98), a son,

Steele, 5/27/05 * Jeannie J.
Forrester ('92) and John, a son,
Carson Scott, 6/15/07 * Liz

Keller, 11/27/07 * Frances
Howard ('95) and Michael

Taylor ('92) and Philip, twin
boys, Owen Michael and Matthew Charles, 6/18/07 * Jodi
Dolin ('94) and Stephen ('90),

('95) and Jayde, a son, Andrew

10/30/07 * Jennifer G. Nar-

('98) and Blair W. ('99), a

Samuel, 8/16/07 * Madonna

ron ('96) and Jesse ('97), a

Grady Blu, 10/23/07 * Sarah
K. Asplin ('98) and Patrick, a

('96), a daughter, Zoie Gabri-

ton, 3/31/07 * Sean McCrae
('96) and Letitia, a daughter,

daughter, Kendal Elizabeth,

elle, 12/4/07 * Emily Kurland

Madison Anastasia Morcisha,

10/23/07 * Heather Brown

a son, Jackson Wyatt, 12/18/07

Monahan ('95) and Peter, a

son, Robert Dylan, 10/29/07 *

daughter, Sophie Jacqueline *
Amy Bruining ('98) and Mat-

* Priscilla Cavalca ('93) and

daughter, Kennedy Agustin,

Kelly K. Bohi ('97) and James,

thew ('98), a son, Benjamin

Jim Van Slyke ('92), a son, Kyle

917/07

* Kara Reid ('95) and
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a daughter, Adeline Florence,

, Matthew, 5/29/07

* Sean Cur84
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rie ('98) and Erin, a daugh-

* Ryann Laden ('99)

5/23/07

a so n, Colin Adam, 7/9/07 *

daughter, Madelyn Grace,

ter, Maya Lynn, 11/23/07 *

and Kev in ('99) , a daughter,

6/12/07 * Nicole L. Miller

Lewis Ross ('01) and Stepha-

Elizabeth C. Lamboiotte ('98)

Rudy Colleen, 1/16/08 * Laura

('00 ) and Joshua, a son,

nie (' 01) , a daughter, Isabella

* Dawn

and Brian ('98), a daughter,

McCrone (' 99) and Ian (' 98 ),

Alexander Patrick, 11/10/07

Fa ith, 12 / 23 / 07

Josephine Kelley, 10/2/07

a son, Nathaniel Ian, 1/10/08

* Coleen K. Parmer ('OO)

Schaal ('01) and Jeffery ('OO),

* Laura S. Maloney ('98)

* Jennifer Rogers ('99) and

a nd Jason (' 00 ), a dau ghter,

a son, Aidan Jeffery, 6 /1 8/07

and C hristopher, a son, Con-

Shane ('99) , a son, Gage

Ali va in Mae, 9/19/07 * Erica

* Bryan C . Steverson ('01)

rad C hristopher, 1/24/06 *

Nolan, 8/5/07

Stotler (' OO ) and Kevin, a

and Jennifer ('01), a dau ghter,

daughter * Shana Thomp-

Chloe Joy, 12 /21/ 07

2000s Julie C. Allanson

son ('00) and Bryan ('OO),

Varakin ('01) and Alex, a son,

Marybeth Ann Morosco ('98)

and Joseph ('96), a daughter,

* Jane G.

Emily Irene, 10 /8/ 07 * Dara

('OO) and Jason, a daughter,

a daughter, Jessica, 11 /7/07

Dimitri Alexander, 1/ 31 / 08 *

G. Nicely ('98) and Shane, a

Jocelyn Grace, 9/12/07 *

* Michelle Kady Gay ('Ol)

Aaron Dove ('02) and Tracy, a

daughter, Brette Katherine,

Chrys alinn Archie (' 00 ) and

and Chip ('01 ), a daughter,

son, Colby Warren, 12 / 22/07

11 /29 / 07 * Amanda Reeder

Ulysses, a so n, Uzziah Emile,

Caroline Kady, 12/28/06 *

* Bradley Polk ('02) and

('98) and Michael ('99), a

11/1 /07

Christine Z . Griffin ('01)

Amber, a son, Cayden Ray,
6 / 23/07

* Kelly D. Barton

daughter, Abigail Virginia,

('OO) and Marcus ('OO), a

and Josh, a son, Jack Ander-

* Carolyn Ritchey

daugh ter, Ashley Rebecca,

son, 10 /22/07

8/18/ 07

* Karen Y. Baskette

* Michael

* Emily Dowdy

('04) and Chris ('04), a so n,

('98, 'OOM) and Bill, a daugh-

6/23/07

A. Hawryluk ('01) a nd Ann

Samuel C hristopher, 2 / 2 7/ 07

ter, Audrey Anna, 2/2/08

('00) and Steve ('OO), a son,

Marie, a daughter, Piper

* Jennifer Fields ('06) and

* Joshua

* Tara Saunders ('98) and

Anthony Jam iso n, 6/7/07 *

Josephine, 1/18/08

Wa lker, a son, Walker Reyn-

Jessica W. Bowers (' OO) a nd

A. Mason ('01) a nd Rachel,

olds Flourney, 8 /21/ 07 * Julie

Jeffery, a daughter, Abigail

Scarlata ('98) and Jamieson,

Mary, 10/27/07 * Melanie] .

a son, Thomas Jude, 3/23 / 07

Costa ('OO) and Brian, a son,

Kehely Elizabeth, 7/13/07.

In Memoriam

* Paula Sherman ('98) and

Bryce Parker, 1/3/08 * Ariana

NELLIE EDMONDS ADAMS

Peter, a dau ghter, Marissa

Harris ('OO) a nd Christopher

VIRGINIA H E DRICK BEELER

Rose, 8/4/07 * Kristi G. Shir-

('00), a so n, Hudson C has e,

DoRIS C. CARPENTER

* Caroline M . Breig

Jim Cox ('05), a daughter,

('27) of Gretna, Va ., 12115/ 07

('34) ofStrasburg, 1212/07

('39) of Woodbine, Md., 1113107

ley ('98) and Doug, a daughter,

1/28/08

Katherine Frances, 1/27/07

Hester ('OO) and David , a

ELAINE KAYLOR CLINE ('42)

* Deborah B. Vouaux ('98)

son, John Patrick, 4/24/ 0 7

JANE DRAPER LASSITER ('42)

and Daniel, a son, Robbi e Pat-

* Susan Holloran ('OO) and

MINNIE M. BRANCH ('44)

rick, 10 /3 0/07 * Flannery S.

Neil, a daughter, 5/ 11 /07 *

CAROLYN FAY CARICOFE RABUNSKY

Buchanan ('99) and Garland, a

Erika Holson ('OO) and Gene

PAMELA W. HALL

W. MORGAN BROWN

daughter, Mary Larkin, 7 /2/ 07

('OO), a so n , Taylor Trent,

* Megan A. Kiefner ('99) and

5 /21/06

Rick ('98), a daughter, Jane,

('OO) a nd Michael ('OO), a

* Amy H. Lopez

NANNIE Ru DD EvANS ('41)

of Virginia Beach, 11123/ 07
ofBoyki ns, Va., 12/ 11107

ofRichmond, 815103
('56) of Wheaton, Md., 2/28/08

('So) ofBowie, Md., 11115/ 07

II ('85) ofHa rrisonburg, 3119/08

D . MICHA EL DRU MMOND

('86, '87M ) ofBristow, Va., 1115107

DANIELLE DAWN WILSON ('04)

ofFredericksburg, 2 /11107

- • VIRGINIA • -

:V.IRGINIA

IM4JMU

ofReedville, Va. 11124107

PURPLE PRIDE

When you purchase either
a JMU Centennial or Duke Dog
license plate, $15 of the $25 annual
fee is transferred to JMU for legacy
student scholarships.

Support ]MU students by purchasing
a Virginia ]MU ltcense plate.

~JMU.EDU
Put your Purple Pride
where it counts. Get a JMU
plate on your bumper today!

www.jmu.edu/alumni/plate/
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Duke Dog breeds spirit
Uniquely painted mini-versions of the Duke Dog (who resides at the
Plecker Center) were on display during Centennial Celebration Week
in March. The Duke Dog project includes 34 statues, which are now
on display throughout JMU and the Harrisonburg community. Some of
the Duke Dogs include, left to right, (A-R): Virginia History Dog; Sheetz
Doggy Duke; Get a Clue Dog, Sherlock; Wellington Mclitten, The Trial
Dog; MadiSun; JMUbie; Road Dawg; Go Get My Ball; King Art-Hur, Duke
of Rockingham; All Together One; Ray V, Royal Duke of Sonner; PC Duke
(Parents Council); Dollar Duke; Puppy Daze; Bridges; TAG, Surfer Duke·
MadisonMan and Alma Mater Dog. See all 34 Duke Dogs and learn abo~t
their sponsors, artists and locations at www.jmu.edu/putupyourdukes/.

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol31/iss3/1
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PHOTOGRAPHS BY DIANE ELLI OT T ('00), KA T HY L AM AN D ADAM McPHERSON ('08)
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The official drink
of cramming.

Coca-Cola is a proud sponsor of James Madison University.

class note

The alumni office welcomes Jjews for class notes that is no more than a year old. Please submit news of personal
and career achievements and service online at www.jmu.edu/alumni/classnote or use this form and mail news to :
Class Notes, Office of Alumni Relations, Leeolou Center, 2002 Alumni Dr., MSC 4402, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807

Full Name (include maiden) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Class Year _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ College/Major - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Home Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIP_ _ _ _ __
E-mail Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Home Phone - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Employer
Job Title -- - - - - -- -- - - - Spouse Name (include maiden) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ JMU Class Year _ _ _ __
News _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

It can take up to six months, or two issues, for your class note to appear in Madison. We appreciate y our patience.
SC 2418
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lt will be the constant endeavor of those in charge of the institution
to maintain the highest standards of life and character and to create
a desire among the students to lead exemplary lives and render the
greatest possible service in the world.'
1

-PRESIDENT JULIAN

A.

BURRUSS

inaugural issue of the Bulletin

When President Julian A. Burruss arrived in Harrisonburg in July 1908, he faced a daunting task - to make a college materialize on an empty field.
But Burruss had the vision and all the magician's tools he needed. Though only 33, he was a decisive man with excellent executive skills. How else could
one man generate in only a dozen weeks the blueprint for what would become a major university? After visiting other normal schools, Burruss, an engineering graduate of Virginia Polytechnic Institute, authored a 22-page document for the Board of Trustees in which he outlined every detail of the new
school. Then he moved with vision and precision to fulfill the board's ambitious goal for opening in September 1909. Without exception his decisions
were excellent ones with ramifications that would ring throughout the Madison Century.
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